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ABSTRACT

The overall objective of this study was to analyse factors affecting the
performance of village unit cooperatives or koperasi unit desa (KUD) in 'West

Lombok,Indonesia. This study used both primary and secondary data. The
primary data were collected by interviewing 288 selected KUD members, 160 nonmembers, and 20 KUD managers using a specially designed questionnaire. The
secondary data were collected from relevant agencies in West Lombok.

Comparisons were carried out between KUD members and non-members on

their land holdings, crop rotations, education level and income. KUD members
managed signif,rcantly less land than non-members on average, and mostly did not

own the land they farmed. KUD members tended to grow legumes while nonmembers prefered fruits or vegetables. In terms of education level and income,
there were no significant differences between KUD members and non-members,

although the distributions were more even for members.
Summary statistics for surveyed cooperatives are as follows. KUDs in West

Lombok were mostly established between t979 and 1981 with working areas
ranging from 235 to 22,225 hectares. Current membership ranged from 1085 to

7892. In terms of personnel, most directors and auditors were educated up to year

lZlevel, while managers had mostly completed

an undergraduate degree.

Performance of KUDs was analysed in three ways: business performance,
member satisfaction and achievement of targets for programmed activities

-

activities required and capitalised by the government. On average the KUDs had

returns on assets of 3. I per cent, compared to a 14 per cent interest rate at the
state bank in West

Lombok. However, the achievement of programmed activities

targets on average was more than 100 per cent. This means that KUDs were
successful as government policy agents. Even though the business performance
seemed poor, most members were satisfied

with the overall KUD activities

Regarding determinants of KUD performance, the value of programmed
activities significantly affected business performance. The achievement of
programmed activities targets was influenced by the number of members and the
population in the working area. In terms of member satisfaction, six aspects of this

indicator were derived through factor analysis. No general conclusion could be
drawn because each aspect was affected by different factors. Length of period of
membership influenced member satisfaction with organisation of the KUDs, while
age and education level of members influenced member satisfaction

with rules

Satisfaction with credit supplements and farm input provision were influenced by

income. Moreover, the value of rice production in wet season influenced member
satisfaction with dividends. Member satisfaction with rice procurement by KUD
was influenced by the opportunity of growing paddy in plant season

II.

The study concluded that the performance of KUDs was mostly related to
the amount of business which was related to government policies. The implication
is that reducing the level of governmental policy requirement and giving KUDs

more opportunities to develop their own business could improve KUD business
performance.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

L.L Background

Agriculture plays an important role in the development of Indonesia.
Although the contribution of the agricultural sector to the Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) is declining each year, there are three main reasons why the agricultural
sector remains important. First, the majority of the Indonesian population lives

in

rural areas with agriculture as the main source of income: the V/orld Bank reported
that72 per cent of the total population of Indonesia lived in rural areas in 1989.
Second, the agricultural sector continues to absorb nearly half of the total

workforce (Table 1.1). Third, the agricultural sector contributes significantly to
the country's non-oil export value (Table 1.2).

Although the agricultural sector contributes significantly to economic
development, since independence in 1945 the standard of living of farmers has not
changed as significantly as has that of urban dwellers. Ratrardjo (1981) stated that

much of the profits of agricultural activities did not return to farmers in rural areas
but instead went to private wholesalers who normally reside in urban areas.
Realising this situation, the President of the Republic of Indonesia has stated that
the profits of agricultural business must be able to be enjoyed by the farmer
producers.

1.1 Contribution

Table

of Agricultural Sector to Gross Domestic Product

and Workforce Absorption
Share of GDP from Agriculture

Years

(per cent)

Employment in Agriculture
(per cent)

1960

54.0

n.a

196l
t97t

51.8
32.0

7r.8

1978
1980

23.O

59.4
56.0
55.0
51.0

67.O

23.0
21.4
20.4
19.6
18.0
20.2
17.6

1987

1989
1990

1992
199311994
1998n999x

49.3

53.7
48.2
44.O

Source: Indonesian Central Bureau of Statistics cited by Anderson and Pangestu
(1995); World Bank Report (I99Ð; Department of Information of the
Republic of Indonesia (1995); x projection by The Indonesian Central
Bureau of Statistics

Table

1.2 Contribution

of Agriculture to the Value of Non-oil Exports
Compared with the Contribution of Minerals and Manufacturing

Year

Agriculture

Minerals

Manufacturing

t984n984

62.01

1985/1986
1986/1987
1987/1988
1988/1989
t98911990
1990/199t

58.89
66.75
60.66
56.85
48.37
47.21
43.28

13.12
12.94
10.68

24.87
28.17
22.57
27.64
30.37
40.69
43.43
48.19

Fiscal

tt.70
12.77

t0.94
9.36
8.53

r99Ut992
Source: World Bank Report (1994)

According to Myrdal (1971) the main problem with economic development

in developing countries is

a disparity

in capital ownership, which cause disparities

2

of income. Like other developing countries, Indonesia has an extremely uneven
distribution

of income

and has problems dealing with the disparity between urban

and rural people which this causes (Morris, 1993;

Lipton, 1984). Kasryno and

Suryana (1992) reported that average urban income in Indonesia is 80 per cent

higher than rural income. Ravallion and Huppi (1991), using the Head-Count

Index and assuming the cost of living in urban areas to be 10 per cent higher than
in rural areas, found that the percentage of the population identified as poor in
1984 was
1987

I2.l

per cent for urban areas and 39.4 per cent for rural areas, while

it was 7.3 per cent for urban

areas and 26.8 per cent

in

for rural areas. The

Indonesian Central Bureau of Statistics (1992) reported that the number of
Indonesians deemed poor in 1990 was 27 mlllion, or 15 per cent of the population.

However, the Bureau reported that only about 14 per cent of the rural population
was poor, compared

with

17 per cent of the urban population, in the same

year. In

contrast, Bidani and Ravallion (1993) found a greater incidence, depth and severity

of poverty in rural areas than in urban areas. This finding was supported by
Ravallion and Bidani (1994), who analysed Susenas' datafor 1990 using the CBN
(Cost-basic-need) method, and concluded that the proportion of poor is 10.7 per
cent in urban areas and 23.6 per cent in rural areas. Todaro (1994) reported that in
1992 about 39 per cent of the Indonesian population was still identified as poor.

By comparison, the author reported the rate in developing countries as a whole
was 30.8 per cent, and in Asian countries (excluding Japan) it was 25 per cent.

t

Susenas is a national survey conducted periodically every four years by the Central

Bureau of Statistics in Indonesia

3

The disparity of poverty between urban and rural areas also occurs in the
Province of

'West

Nusa Tenggara. The differences between urban and rural people

in this province in 1990 can be seen in Table 1.3

Table

1.3

Food Poverty Line, Poverty Line, Mean Total Expenditure and
Percentage of Poor in West Nusa Tenggara in 1990

Items
Food Poverty Line (Rp2/month)
Poverty Line (Rp/month)
Mean Total Expenditure (Rp/month/person)
Percentage of Poor (Per cent)

Urban

Rural

13,555

11,257
13,985

17,208
34,619
21.56

28,805
28.85

Source: Bidani and Ravallion (1993) Table 2 and 3; Percentage of Poor cited from
Ravallion and Bidani (1994) Table 3.

Because of the importance of agriculture in national development and the

relatively poor welfare of the rural population, the Indonesian Government has
biased its development strategy towards rural development (Birowo, 1983). Rural

development is a strategy designed to improve the economic level of the poor in

rural areas (Hanafiah, 1985). Nasution (1990) stated that rural development
consists of six basic elements: technological and social innovation, information,

incentive, infrastructure, investment and instin¡tions. The sixth element,

institutions, is the most important because all the other five elements interact within

it.

Thus an effective rural institution must be able to accommodate the aspirations

of, and increase the economic level of, rural society (Mubyarto and Kartodirdjo,
1988;Nasution, 1990).

2

Rp stands for Rupiah, the currency of Indonesia. When this resea¡ch was conducted
A$ 1.00 = Rp. 1500.

4

A cooperative is an institution which perform both these roles (Nasution
1990; Swandi, 1987; Hatta, 1985). One of the institutions which has been
established in rural areas of Indonesia is the Koperasi Unit Desa (KUD or village

unit cooperative). These are small farmer organisations formed by farmers under
govemment guidance (Ismet, 1988). Many policies have been launched to develop
these institutions, but whether KUDs have been successful is an issue much
debated among experts.

1.2 Problem Statement

The government has promulgated many policies with regard to the
development of KUDs. In Repelita3

I,

ç1969-1974), the government set forth

Presidential Instructiono No. 411973 concerning the formation of village unit
cooperatives and setting out their function in providing farm inputs. Five years
later, RepelitaII (1914-1979), the government announced Presidential Instruction

No. 2/1978, which extended the functions and enlarged the working area of KUDs.
According to this policy, the function of KUDs is not only to provide farm inputs,
but also to distribute farm enterprise credit to farmers, to market farm produce, to
act as an agent of agricultural extension, and as an agent of the government to

3

Repelita stands for Rencana Pembangunan Lima Tahun meaning Five Year
Development Plan. This national master plan is produced and approved by the
Indonesian Legislative Assembly.
a
A Presidential Instruction is one sort of Government Regulation. It should be approved
by the Indonesian Legislative Assembly before promulgation.

5

supply basic needs for rural communities. Moreover, the working area for each

KUD was enlarged from 600-1000 hectares to one subdistrict

area.

After the implementation of both of these policies, it was noted that the
condition of KUDs remained unchanged. Sudjono (1978) attributed this failure to
the lack of working capital, while Birowo (1983) noted that the KUDs could not
serve their members properly because of overload.

To address this problem, in RepelitaÍIl (1979-1984) the government
established two main policies. First, the Cooperative Ministry was separated from
the Ministry of Trading

Affairs. This was intended to give increased attention to

guiding the KUDs to become rural economic organisations, and to lessen the load
of the KUDs. The second policy was Presidential Instruction No.4/1984, which
was also concerned with guiding and developing the KUDs. This package was

followed by the Instructions from the Ministry Cooperative and Small Enterprise
No. 84/lvIÆ(PTS/Vy1984 andNo. 04/IvI/INST/VI/1984. These policies provided
specific operational guidance for the KUDs, and advice to other levels of
governmsnt concerning ways to support the development of KUDs as economic
organisations in their districts. In addition, the government provided low interest
rate credit for working capital and trained the staff and managers of the

cooperatives. In 1984 Indonesian attained food self sufficiency. The government
claimed that this showed the success of the KUDs. However, this claim is
questionable as food self sufficiency may only mean that the KUDs are successful
instruments of economic policy, but are not necessarily successful rural economic
organisations.

6

ln Repelita IV (1984-1989) the government released Cooperative Ministry
Instruction No. O2|INST|M|Vll988. This was concerned with the reactivation of
the enlargement of KUD working areas by establishing Tempat Pelayanan

KUD

QPK) or village cooperative service stations in almost every sub-village. This
policy was launched to improve KUD services to the rural community as a whole,
so that more people would become members. In the same year, the

Ministry

released another instruction, No. 04/INST/I\4/VV1988, with direction

for

developing the cooperatives so that they could become KUD Mandiris or standalone

KUDs. A

stand-alone

KUD is one which is not dependent on government

loans in running non-programmed activities6.
Since this time the govemment has continued to be actively involved in

legislating for the development of rural cooperatives. In RepelitaY (1989-1994)
the government revised the national law about cooperatives, changing law No.
1211967 to law No. 2511992. The main differences between these two laws

concern the definition and the workin E area of cooperatives. In the first law, a
cooperative is "an economic organisation of the people with a social content
(character), having persons or legal cooperative endeavours based upon mutual

help", and a cooperative should work within its defined working area. In the
second law, however, a cooperative is "a business enterprise having individuals or

registered cooperative societies as members, whose activities are based on
cooperative principles, and which operates simultaneously as a people's economic

5

KUD Mandiri is the top class of Village Unit Cooperative after evaluate by the
Department of Cooperatives
u
Non-programmed activities are activities using KUDs' owned capital.
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movement based on the principles of brotherhood". Moreover, this law does not
define the cooperative working area. The second law looks more flexible than the

first, and opens an opportunity for cooperatives to behave in a capitalistic way.
In RepelitaVI(1994 - 1999) the government released Cooperative Ministry
Decision No. 63/KEPlMINtl994, followed by Formal Letter No. 101ÆKDNml
1994 from the Directorate General of Rural Cooperative Guidance both of which
stressed the operational guidance of

KUDs in the Second Long Term Development

Plan (1994-2019). The government has paid this level of attention to the
development of agricultural cooperatives because it believes that the welfare of
farmers will be increased through the development of KUDs.

A number of economists have analysed the conditions and development of

KUDs. Sukartawi (1994)

stated that the

KUDs play

a

significant role in

developing the market systems for crop production in Indonesia. In addition,
Swasono (1993) cited by Tarigan and Simanjuntak (1994) expressed the opinion
that KUDs have promoted substantial improvements in agriculture. These

opinions were supported by Nasution (1994), who studied the income of farmers in
'West

Papua and stated that their income was improved by KUD membership.

Tarigan and Simanjuntak (1994) found that members of KUDs in North Sumatra

who cooperated with state-run palm oil estates received significantly higher
mcome.

On the other hand, there are also suggestions that KUDs have failed in

carrying out their functions. A study conducted by Perheppi Sulawesi Tenggara
(The South East Sulawesi branch of the Indonesian Agricultural Economists
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Association,lgg4) found that KUDs had not acted optimally

as economic

organisations in the way expected by the government and the villagers.

Rondonuwu and Sondakh (1994) also claimed that KUDs had failed to carry out
their function as clove marketeers. Achmad (1994) reported that KUDs in South
Kalimantan did not function as village economic organisations and were not able to
provide farm input at adequate prices.
In West Lombok, Santoso (1993) reported that most KUDs faced difficulties
in the provision of farm inputs and in purchasing farm produce (rice). Similarly, a
team from The Research Centre of Mataram University (1991) reported that most

KUDs in the Province of West Nusa Tenggara, in which'West Lombok is located,
were still dependent on capital from the govemment. On the other hand, Bappeda
Lombok Barat (The Board of

'West

Lombok Development Plan, 1994) claimed

that all KUDs in West Lombok had been able to reach all targets of supplying farm

input and distributing farm enterprise credits in 1993. This is supported by the
Central Bureau of Statistics of West Lombok (1994) and by the Cooperative
Department of West Lombok (1995), which reported that classes of all KUDs in
this district have already advanced to the top performance level.

In short, since its establishment, the village unit cooperative has been an
important but controversial issue. The interaction between internal and external
factors, and between KUDs as instruments of government policy, and KUDs as
economic organisations has had a significant effect on the performance of the

KUDs (Figure 1.1). Therefore, understanding the performance of village unit
cooperatives from both the economic and government points of view is necessary
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in order to make better policies about agricultural development in general, and
about the development of agricultural cooperatives specifically.

Figure

L.1

Problems of Rural Development and Interaction of Factors in
KUDs

Real Cond¡tion:

l. Agdcul(ure coDttibutc

sig-

nilicantly GDP, workforce absorbtion and non-oil
expol value.
to

2. Dispuities in terms ofincome and propeny owngr-

ship.

Problem of designing
rural dwelopment

Solve lhe problom using
institulional approach

Somc altemative of rural institu-

tion:UDKP. LMD. LKMD,
KUD.

Select the most suitable

Reûsons:

l. suitable to

the National Ba-

sic ConstitutioD (UUD'45)
Democralic systcm
3. Small-scale fam need to

institulion : vill¡ge Unit
Cooperadve (KUD)

2

cooperatq
4. Controlled mainly by
member or communify
5. Already fmiliar to rural
people

KUD

as an

Support !o the fomation
and development of KUD

in rural ueas

KUD

instrument of

government policy

KUD

KUD owned, nanage ud
controlled by members
(as human organisation)

Performance on thc basis
of the three funclions ?

Source: Nasution, 1990 (modified)

Note:
UDKP is a unit of working area development
LMD is a village community institution
LKMD is a village community defence association
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as rural business
organisati on

1.3 Objectives

The overall objective of this study is to evaluate the performance of rural
cooperatives in'West Lombok and to identify factors influencing their performance.

Specifically, this study will focus on the performance of KUDs in terms of (i)
business features; (ii) programmed activities targets, and

(iii) participation of

members as an indicator of their satisfaction. This study also investigates factors

which affect the performance of KUDs'

1.4 Hypotheses

To direct this research, the following hypotheses will be tested

:

l. The programmed activities significantly affect the performance of KUDs'
2. KUDs can not achieve all their targets.
3. The income of farmer members is significantly higher than that of non-members.

4. The farmer members perceive that the KUD is beneficial'

1.5 Significance of StudY

This study will provide useful information for decision-makers and
researchers. For researchers, this study will contribute to a better understanding of
factors affecting the performance of agricultural cooperatives. It will help
decision-maker to identify the problems faced by KUDs in improving their

l1

performances. The study will also provide information to managers of KUDs so
that they can improve the perfonnance of their KUDs.

1.6 Organisation of Thesis

This thesis contains nine chapters.
Chapter One covers provides general information on the problem, including
the formulation of hypotheses and the determination of objectives.
Chapter Two presents the background of the study and a theoretical

framework as a basis for all aspects to be examined in the study. The chapter
summarises the history of the development of cooperative movement in Indonesia,

the nature of cooperative organisation, the principles of cooperatives, the
economic theory of cooperatives, measurements of cooperative performance, and
factors affecting the performance of cooperatives'
Chapter Three presents relevant previous studies both in Indonesia and other
countries, with a focus on types of measurement of cooperative performance, and
on the method and the result of these studies.
The research methodology which is presented in Chapter Four includes an
explanation of the sampling method, data, variables and survey design' Data
analysis and model development afe not presented in this chapter, but are
presented in the chapters in which the models are used.
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Chapter Five presents features of the research area. The information

includes geographical position, agricultural and population description, and
cooperative development.
Chapter Six describes an overview of the surveyed farms, farmers and
cooperatives as background information for further discussion. The information of
farms and farmers includes farm size, land ownership status, land rent, crops
planted, cropping patterns, and the characteristics of farmers such as age,
education, farming experience, number of dependants, and incomes. The

information on cooperatives include number of members, size of working areas and
characteristics of management personnel.
Chapter Seven discusses the performance of village unit cooperatives. The
discussion includes performance of cooperatives as business entities, as
government policy agents and as farmer organisations.
Factors affecting the performance of cooperatives are discussed in Chapter

Eight. The first part of this chapter presents a review of the model used and the
definition of variables. The second part examines factors influencing the
performance of village unit cooperatives.

Finally, Chapter Nine presents the sufitmary, conclusions and policy
implications of the research findings. This chapter also discusses the limitations of
this study and suggestions to be considered in undertaking further research.
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CHAPTER T\ryO

BACKGROUND

2.1. The History of The Cooperative Movement in Indonesia

2.1.1 Pre-revolutionarY Period

The inception of the cooperative movement in Indonesia was in Furwokerto,
Central Java (Hatta , 1957). Around 1890, an administrator of the town set up a
small-scale bank which aimed to help release civil servants from the grip of usurers

(Rahim, Lg57). In I 896, this small bank becam e the Hulp-en Spaarkbank (Aid and
Savings Bank) (Hatta, 1957; Rahim, !957; Anoraga and

Widijanti, 1994). Its

success inspired the district Assistant Resident to expand the service to farmers

throughout the Banyumas District (Hatta, 1957). Its organisation was similar to
the

Raffaisen andthe Schulze Delitzch, agricultural credit cooperatives in Germany

(Rahim, l95l).
However, this cooperative failed because of four major reasons: (1) the
customers did not understand the modern cooperative principles used; (2) the
economic conditions of the indigenous people were poor; (3) the personnel were
dishonest; and (4) the Netherlands Indies government hindered services offered by
the bank to its customers (Anoraga and

V/idijanti, 1994).

In

1908, an organisation called Boedi Oetomo (good behaviour) was

established by young people in Java. One of its aims was to improve cooperative
services to consumers, but its main activity was to improve education among

young people. Because of low management efficiency and lack of understanding
among members, most cooperatives supported by this association did not succeed.

Five years later, young Moslem traders organised the Sareknt Dagang Islam
(Moslem Traders Union) under the auspices of the political association, Sarekat
Islam (the Moslem Union) (Rahim, 1957). Since the ideology of this organisation
was Islamic,

it increased the popularity of cooperatives with the public' As

a

result, many cooperative warungt sprang up all over the country, but most of these
shops had

little success. This failure reinforced the reluctance of the people to

participate in any cooperative venture.
'I

Renewed efforts were made by the colonial govemment in 1915. The

il
',',

government copied the cooperative bill of the Netherlands,Verodening op de

Cooperative Vereningingen, and applied it to all races in the East Indies or
Indonesia (Hatta, 1981; Anoraga and V/idijanti, 1994). This action failed because
the establishment of cooperatives was too costly, too complicated and some rules
barred customary right or ada? çXanim, 1957). This lack of success led the
Netherlands Indies government to form a Commission for Cooperative Societies in
1920, which was coordinated by Professor J.H. Boeke (Anoraga and Widijanti,

1994). Given that the contemporary economic conditions in Indonesia were
similar to those in India, in l92l this commission studied the Indian Cooperative

Worung is a small shop located in a village area
' Adat is a village socio-cultural custom

'

I
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Law of 1904

as

revised in 1912. In 1927 the Commission launched the

"Regulation on Indonesian Cooperative Societies" (Rahim, 1957; Anoraga and

Widijanti, 1994).

In 1928 a group ofeducated Indonesian people called the Indonesian Study
Club actively crusaded for the cooperatives established under the 1927 regulation.

A year later, this organisation was willing to take over the govemmental
supervision which had been delegated to an Indonesian organisation in Surabaya

(Rahim, 1951). Also in this year, a Cooperative Congress was organised in Jakarta
by the Indonesian National Party (Rahim, 1957). This congress aroused the spirit
of people to establish cooperatives. As a result, many different kinds of
cooperatives sprang up all over the country. The outbreak of war in Europe,
however, meant that the Dutch had little energy to devote to Indonesian affairs, so
1

Ì,i

enthusiasm for cooperatives

fell off sharply and the cooperatives vanished as

.,i

I

quickly

as

they had sprung up (Rahim, 1957).

During V/orld War II, the Indonesian cooperative movement stalled because
the Japanese, who occupied the country, forbade village schoolmasters to be

involved in cooperatives and because the Japanese military misused the societies to
serve Japanese needs. This event created a very negative impression among

farmers of the concept of cooperatives.

On 17 August 1945 Indonesia proclaimed its independence. About this time,
the government promoted the establishment of rural consumption cooperatives

throughout the country (Rahim, 1957). An amount of money was collected to
$
I

supply the working capital, but this money could not be properly used because of

;

þ
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the Dutch military invasion and the misusing of the cooperative (Rahim, 1957)'

Again, cooperative associations lost their credibility in the eyes of the Indonesian
people.

2.1.2 Old Order Period (1945 to 1965)

During the period 1945 to 1965, many cooperatives were formed in Java and
Sumatra, but only a few were formed outside these islands. Additionally, for the

first time, an agricultural cooperative was established in Indonesia, called Koperasi
Pertanian or Agricultural Cooperative (Edilius and Sudarsono, 1994). Thus, this
period was a starting point for agricultural cooperative development in Indonesia.
This cooperative establishment was not followed by supporting institutions
)
iùf

such as training and financial institutions, as the government did not have enough

money to build these. This condition benefited political parties becoming involved

in the cooperatives. As a result, the activities of cooperatives were mostly
influenced by political activities, and this meant that cooperatives (originally
founded to enhance the welfare of their members) did not always function as
expected.

2.1.3 New Order Period (1965 to the Present)

With the start of the New Order Period on 1 October 1965 the government,
under President Suharto, paid serious attention to cooperative development.
¿

!
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It

wanted to rebuild the functions of cooperatives as stated in its constitution and to
emphasise develoþment in the economic sector. This attention resulted in

Cooperative Law No. 1211967 being issued by the government. The purpose of
this law was to reorganise and restructure the existence of cooperatives as
economic organisations.
Since the implementation of this law, there have been many cooperatives

implemented in this way and the government continues to support the formation of
cooperatives in many places. Thus, nearly all government offices and many private
companies have established worker cooperatives. Furtherrnore, many schools,

from primary to university level, have founded student cooperatives. Most of these
are successful, especially those formed by

civil servants and factory workers.

Unfortunately, poor farmers have not been able to benefit from this
government policy. Because their education level on average is relatively low and
because older farmers are frequently illiterate, farmers often do not know how to

establish a cooperative. Thus, the economic system in the agricultural sector has
always been controlled by the owners of capital or private companies. The farmers
have had very little power with which to improve their lives.

Accordingly, in 1973 the government released Presidential Instruction No.
4/1973 in order to provide a structure for specific cooperatives, called KUDs to
deal with agricultural activities. This instruction brought about two results. On
one hand, it made Indonesia (formerly one of the largest rice importer in the world)

self sufficient in rice. This happened because the government gave high subsidies
I

I

for fertilisers and pesticides so that farmers could buy them at relatively stable
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prices. On the other hand, the economic condition of the farmers did not improve,
because farm profits were not retumed to farmers but were enjoyed only by private

farm product wholesalers who sold the fertilisers and pesticides to the farmers.

Eventually in 1978, the government released Presidential Instruction No.
211978, to strengthen the position of

KUDs by providing guidance to them so that

they could improve their operations. The government expected the KUDs to be
able to provide fertilisers and pesticides to farmers and also to purchase all farm

product from farmers. However, this was very difficult for the KUDs to carry out
because the cooperatives did not have the capability to function as a single

economic institution assigned to handle all agribusiness aspects.

2.2 Thre Nature of Cooperative Organisation

The words 'cooperation' and 'cooperatives' cover a very broad range of

concept. As a result, differentiation of these terms in studies of cooperation vary

widely and depend on the disciplines within which the researcher works. This
study focuses on cooperatives from the point of view of economics.

Learning about cooperatives can start from the definitions of the word itself.
Bateman et al. (I979b) claimed that a cooperative is not easy to define as an
economic organisation. It is therefore useful to look at definitions given by a range

of economists. LeVay (1983) defined a cooperative as a voluntary association of
people independent of their capital contribution, so that capital subscription does
not have a relationship to the strength of voting power. This is similar to the
I
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concept of Roy (1981), who stated that a cooperative is a business voluntarily
organised, operating at cost, which is owned, capitalised and controlled by member
patrons as users, sharing risk and benefit proportional to their participation. Both
these definitions emphasise open membership and the power of members

within

their organisation.
Some economists define a cooperative on the basis of the management
system applied in the organisation. Abbot (1989) suggested that a cooperative is a
business that is organised, capitalised and managed for its member-patrons,

furnishing and/or marketing goods and services to the patrons at cost. This is
similar to Robotka's (1947) definition. He claimed that a cooperative is an
economic entity whose members are its patrons, and which is organised, owned
and controlled by its members and operates to benefit them. Lambert, cited by

Bateman et al. (1979a), also stressed management in his definition. He described a
cooperative society as an enterprise formed and directed by an association of users,

applying within itself the rules of democracy and directly intended to serve both its
own members and the community as a whole. However, Barton (1989) and Knapp
(1962) added the system of benefit distribution in managing cooperatives as a

factor in their definitions. Barton (1989) stated that a cooperative is a user-owned
and user-controlled business that distributes benefits on the basis of use. Similarly,

Knapp (1962) defined a cooperative as a business organisation set up and
controlled democratically by members to perform their business at cost.
Goodwin (1977) emphasised the difference between cooperatives and other
business organisation in his

definition. He wrote that a cooperative is nothing
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more and nothing less than an organisational method for doing business, and that
the only real difference between a cooperative and any other corporation is the
people with whom it does business: cooperatives do business with their members,

while others do business with the public at large.
Other economists base their definition of cooperatives on the position of the
cooperative in the market. They claim that the cooperative is an organisation for
enhancing the bargaining power of members. If members buy and sell as a group'
the market is less likely to be controlled by businesses with big capital. Fay, in

Bateman et al. (1979a), claimed that the cooperative is a joint trading association
among the weak, conducted always in a group spirit, with reward distribution on
the basis of the degree of use of the association. Babcock (1935) further stressed
the purpose of cooperatives in a competitive society. He stated that "a cooperative

is a legal, practical means by which a group of self-selected, selfish capitalists seek

to improve their individual economic position in a competitive society".
Helmberger, in Bateman et al. (I979a), gave an even stronger opinion on
cooperatives, stating that cooperatives are formed only in conditions of revolt
against the prevailing market environment.

Other definitions stress the principles of cooperatives. Bottomley (1979)
suggested that a cooperative is a business formed, owned and controlled by a

group of people who agree to follow five special rules. These rules are open and

voluntary membership, democratic control, limited interest on share capital, fair
distribution of surplus and the promotion of education about the management of
cooperatives. This concept is similar to the definition in the Indonesian
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Cooperative Law 1992. In this law a cooperative is defined as a business
enterprise having individuals or registered cooperative societies as members whose

activities are based on cooperative principles. Cooperatives are also seen under
this law as a people's economic movement based on the principle of brotherhood.

However, the principles of cooperatives are not standardised. Different
countries or different groups have different kinds of cooperative principles,
although all are based on the Rochdale principles, which are detailed in the next
section.

2.3 Principles of Cooperatives

Understanding the principles of cooperatives is very important for any
discussion of their performance. Soedjono (1992) stated that a cooperative does
not mean anything unless its personnel abide by its principles. Similarly, Barton
(19S9) suggested that only by understanding and adhering to the principles can
members, patrons and managers

fully understand and effectively operate

cooperatives in a capitalistic market economy. Barton classified the cooperative

principles into four classes: Rochdale (name after the first cooperative conference
in Rochdale, England), traditional, proportional and contemporary principles
(Table 2.1).
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Table

2.1

The Rochdale, Traditional, Proportional and Contemporary
Principles of Cooperatives
Class of Cooperative Principles

Business decision factor

Control

l

l. Voting is by
memben on
democratic basis (one
member, one vote)

Ownership

Proportional

Traditional

Rochdale

Voting is by
members on
democratic basis (one
membe¡, one vote)

2. Membership is open

2. Membership is open

3. Equity is provided

3. Equity is provided

proportion to
patfonage

2.

Equity is
provided by

by patrons

by paüons

L Voting is by
members in

patrons
4. Equity ownership
sha¡e of

individual

4. Ownership of voting
stock is limited

Contemporary

l

Voting is by
member-users on a

democratic or
proportional basis

2. Equrty is provided
by patrons

in

proportion to
patronage

parons is limited

Benefits

Other

5. Net income is
distributed to patrons
as patronage refund
on a cost basis

5. Net income is
distributed to patrons
as patronage refund
on a cost basis

6. Dividend on equity
capital is limited

6. Dividend on equity
capital is limited

7. Exchange of goods

7. Business is done

and services at
market prices

primarily witlt

8. Duty to educa¡e

8. Duty to educate

3. Net income is

distributed to
patrons as
patfonage fefund
on a cost basis

3. Net income is

distributed to patrons
as patronage refund
on a cost basis

member-patrons

9. Cash trading
10. No unusual

risk

assumption
I

l. Political

and

religious neutrality
12. Equality

ofthe

sexes in membership

Source: Barton (1989)

Krisnaswami (1978) described the evolution of the principles of cooperatives
from Rochdale up to the ICA (International Cooperative Alliance) 1966 principles.

In

1934 the

ICA organised a committee to evaluate the Rochdale Principles. In

1937 this committee formulated new principles of cooperatives consisting of seven

items. The first four of these seven principles are called "the most essential
principles" and the rest are "the essential principles". Because of changes in the
world economic situation, in 1964 the ICA established another committee to
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review the cooperative principles. The ICA listed six principles of cooperatives in
1966, of which the

first five were the same

as

five of the Rochdale principles

(Krisnaswami, 1978).

Table2.2 The Development of the Principles of Cooperatives
Source ofPrinciples

ICA Committee

ICA Committee

t937

1966

Indonesian
Cooperative Law

Abrahamsen19T6 Indonesian
CooPerative Law
1992

1967
1. Open membership

l. Voluntary

2. Democratic

2. Democratic

and
open membership

control

control

l. Voluntary

and
open membership

2. Supreme authority
is in members

l

Member cont¡ol

1. Membership

voluntary and open
2.

Limited dividend

2. Management

(retum) on e4uity

caried out
democratically

3. Net income is

3. Dividend on

distributed to

equity capital is

members on
patronage basis

limited

3. Dist¡ibution

of

3. Business at cost

surplus in proportion to the
amount of the
business

3. Distribution of
surplus in proportion to the
amount of the
business transaction

tfansaction
4. Dividend on

4- Net income is

equity capital is

distributed to

limited

members on
patronage basis

5. Political and
religious neu-

trality
6. Cash trading

members

4. Member

ownership

5. Duty to educate

4. Payment of limited
interest on capital

5. Selfreliance

5. Duty to educate
members about
cooperatives

5. Develop

6. Political and

6. Open business and
management

6. Duty to educate
about cooperatives

7. Selfreliance and
self confidence

7. Cooperation among
cooperatives

religious
neutrality
7. Duty to educate

4. The interest on
capital is limited

and community
welfa¡e

Source: Sutrisno (1992) and Barton (1989)

In

1967

,Indonesia proclaimed a cooperative law that contained seven

principles of cooperatives called Sendi Dasar Koperasi Indonesia. Based on the
condition of the United States, Abrahamsen (1976) suggested five basic principles
which are similar to the Rochdale principles. McBride (1986) also evaluated the
Rochdale principles and suggested that only one is still applicable without
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reservation, some are applicable with certain reservations and some are no longer

applicable. In 1988, the ICA congress in Stockholm formulated four norms of
cooperatives: democracy, participation, honesty and responsibility (Sutrisno,

1992). The last source is used as the principles of cooperatives in the Indonesian
Law of Cooperatives 1992, which consists of five main, and two additional,

principles. The differences among principles of these five sources are suÍìmarised
inTable 2.2.

2.3 A Cooperative as an Economic Organisation

Principally, there are four kinds of business organisations within

a

free

market economy: single proprietorships, partnerships, profit type corporations and
cooperatives (Roy, 1981;McBride, 1986;Burton, 1989; Goodwin, 1977). That
the third type is a profit type corporation while the fourth is a cooperative does not
mean that the cooperative is a non-profit corporation.

from

a

A cooperative is different

non-profit corporation. Roy (1981) stated that non-profit organisations

tend to organise specific activities which are charitable, benevolent, educational,

civic, or patriotic. Therefore,

a cooperative is more

specific than a non-profit

corporation because a cooperative also take profit. Moreover, the differences
among the four forms of business are described in Table 2.3.
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Table

2.3 Differences

Between Four Types of Business
Form ofBusiness

Feah¡res
Compared

ProfitTypeCorporation Cooperative

SingleProprietorship ParÍrership

1. Control
a. Who is eligible to

stockholders

Proprietor

Pa¡tners

Common

Be sole owner of the
business

Be a pafial owner
ofthe business,
usually with the
permission of
other voting
pa¡tners

Be an owner ofcommon
stock of the business

Usually

One vote per share

apportioned by

common stock

Members

vote on selecting
board and major
policies?
b.

lfhat

are

requirement to
become a voter?

c. Ho\rr many votes
each for

One

eligible

each

voters?

Must meet qualification
of membership (type of
business, investrnent,
etc.); most co-ops have
open rather than closed
or limited membership

of

parher's

Usually democratic
control: one-member,
one-vote basis

equity proportion
d. Who manages the
business?

Proprietor or
someone selected by

proprietor

Boa¡d of di¡ectors
elected direcdy or
indirecdy by members;
boa¡d selecs CEO

Managing partner
or chief executive
ofFrcer (CEO)
selected by the
voting pafners

Boa¡d of directors
elected direcdy or
indirectly by

Any person able to
provide sufhcient
equity capital and
acceptable to other

Any person able to buy

Generally restricted to

one or more shares of
coÍrmon stock; closely
held corporations may
have additional

those qualifing for
membership but may
include any person able

restrictions

invesÍnent

No limits except
minimum cost of one
share of stock; closely
held corporations may
vary

Usually the cost of one
sha¡e of common stock

Privately negotiated or
purchase and sale, may
require corporate
approval

Equity transfers highly

For distribution to the
owners (stockholden) as
a retum on their equity
investnent

For distribution to
patrons based on

No restriction

Generally no restriction
but may be restricted to
persons who quali$ for

stockholders; board
selects CEO

2. Ownership
a.

tüho is eligible to

Any person able to

be owner?

provide sufficient
equity capital for a
one-owner business

paftnefs

b. How much

ownenhip is
required by

As proprietor

As partners agree

chooses

individual
owner?
c. How is ownership
tr¿nsferred?

Privately negotiated

Privately

or purchase and sale

negotiated or
purchase and sale
with approval of
partnefs

For distribution to
the sole owner as a
fetum on equity

For dist¡ibution to

to buy minimum

or membership is in the
hands of current palrons
in proportion to use

restricted

3. Benefit
a. Vy'hy is net

rncome
generated?

b. Who can be
patrons?

the owners

invesEnent

(partners) as a
retum on their
equity invesEnent

No restriction

No restriction

patfonage

membership
c. How is net
lncome

distributed?

(l)

To owners in
proportion to

Unlimited since all

Unlimited since all

net income belongs
to proprietor

net income

belongs to partners

Unlimited split between
dividends and reserves
highly variable in
practice; most pay
something

invesEnent
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Limited by law in most
states, usually to 8 per

cent; most co-ops pay
none

Table

2.3 Differences

Between Four Types of Business
Permissible but very

Very common and often
required by law or by
laws; the most unique
characteristic of co-ops

(2) To pâtlons as
patonage refunds

Permissible, but very
unusual

Permissible, but
very unusual

(3) To unallocated

Permissible but all
reserves allocated to
sole owners

Permissible but
reserves are ln
qssence allocated
to partners

Permissible and very
cornmon; split between
dividends and reserves

Permissible; most co-ops

highly variable

which are usually
relatively small

As parfier income
at individual rates

Corporation pays taxes
at ordinâry corporate
rates after deduction and
adjusEnent; stockholder

Same as profit type
corporation except that
patronage refunds are
subje¿t to single

pays taxes at individual
rates on dividends,
causing double taxation
on these eamings

t¿D(ahon

company rcserves
as retained
eaflungs

d. rùy'hat is income
tax obligation?

As proprietor income
at individual rates

unusual

use only non-patfon,

non-member eamings,

Source: Barton (1989)

By understanding the principles of cooperatives and the differences between
cooperatives and other types of business organisations, a person who is not familiar

with cooperative business behaviour will realise that the conventional theory of the

firm may be inappropriate in analysing cooperatives (Sargent, 1982). However,
controversy about whether a cooperative is a firm or not emerged in the 1960s.

Vitaliano (1983) reported that the period between the early 1940s and early
1960s \ryas one of creative ferment among cooperative theorists in analysing the

criteria for cooperative performance. Emelianoff (1942) believed that a
misunderstanding of the cooperative functional structure is caused by the
erroneous assumption that a cooperative is an enterprise. He assumed that a
cooperative is a collective of economic units of which each retains its independence

to seek profits. Robotka (1947) studied cooperatives using the framework of
economic integration. Both these scholars assumed that cooperative activities are

2l

merely an extension of the individual business activities of members and have non-

profit motives.
Some years later, Clark (1952) stated that the usual management for a

firm is

subordinated in a cooperative because the owners and patrons are the same people'

This statement was analysed by Phillips (1953), attempting to reconcile the
cooperative business structure with the theory of the

firm. He viewed

a

cooperative as a jointly-operated firm whose goal is to maximise profit for each

member. Thus, Some economists suggested that a cooperative is a non-profit
motive organisation while others claimed it as a firm or truly economic
organisation.

Helmberger and Hoos (1962) stated that the cooperative enterprise can
legitimately be analysed as a firm because it embodies persons, privately owns
physical plant, mobilises factors of production, produces good and services and
sells its products to meet the cost incurred. The authors suggested short-run and

long-run models to analyse the cooperative firm. Sargent (1982) claimed that the
work of Helmberger and Hoos clearly marks the end of the controversy about
whether cooperatives can be analysed as a firm or not. Additionally, Sexton
(1995) stated that the Helmberger and Hoos paper is a landmark in the economic
theory of agricultural cooperatives. Royer (1994) regarded that the Helmberger
and Hoos opinions to be more applicable realistic and complete than the

Phillip

opinions. Similarly Schmiesing (1939) also used a firm theory to analyse
cooperative.
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a

However, other writers have been more critical of Helmberger and Hoos.
LeVay (1933) and Lopez and Spreen (1985) stated that the Helmberger and Hoos
models are obviously correct within the frameworks they posited, but are not
correct in general.

In Indonesia, a cooperative can be analysed as a firm in terms of economics
because the 1992 Law on Cooperatives clearly defines a cooperative as an

economic organisation. This is also supported by the Indonesian National Master
Development Plans which state that there are three kinds of legal enterprise which
are economic actors in Indonesia, namely state enterprises, private enterprises and

cooperative enterprises.
Bateman et al. (1979) analysed the cooperative objective by using a

price/cost-output graphic function (Figure

2'l andFigute

2-2)'

Figure 2.1 Cost and Revenue for Requisite Societies
ost
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Source: Bateman et al., 1979
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In terms of business activities, cooperatives have different objectives from
other forms of business organisations. Bateman et al. (1979) noted that "profit
maximisation must be seen as less plausible an objective for the cooperative than

for the ordinary

firm". Figure

2.1 shows the relationship between price/cost and

output for requisite societies. Investor-owned firms (IOFs) normally aim to
maximise profit, by operating their business at point

"A" where the marginal cost

(MC) is equal to marginal revenue (MR). While the cooperative aims to maximise
output, it

will operate at point "8", where the average cost (AC) has the same

position as average revenue (AR). As a consequence, the cooperative has to be
charged a higher coslprice than an ordinary

firm. The condition of a marketing

cooperative can be seen in Figure2.2.

Figure 2.2 Costand Revenue for Marketing Cooperative
Price/Cost
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B

Input

Figure 2.2 shows that a different position could be reached by a cooperative
based on its objectives. Normally, cooperatives aim not only to produce benefits

for the organisation, but also to consider the profit for member patrons.

If a

cooperative aims to maximise profit like an IOF, the price must be raised to a

position where the marginal supply (MS) is equal to the net marginal revenue
product (NMRP). This objective is reasonable for a manager but it does not
accord with the interest of members (Bateman et al., 1979). Theoretically, a

cooperative might carry out its business activities to maximise the output or to

minimise cost. This position is represented by the intersection of supply (S) and
the net average revenue product (NARP). Bateman et al. (1979) stated that this
objective may create the satisfaction of both members and managers.

2.5 Performance Measurements

Analysing the performance of an organisation is difficult because the term
'performance' can be defined in several ways. Milgrom and Roberts (1992) noted
that real performance of an organisation is very

difficult and costly to measure. In

addition, Sargent (1982) stated that performance is a very slippery concept, and
thus can be studied using different approaches. Scherer (1980), however, claimed
that performance organisation implies satisfactory achievement of goals.

Like

Scherer, McBride (1986) opined that the performance of a cooperative represents

the goals, objectives or ends toward which one should be striving in operating a

cooperative. This author also suggested four proxies by which to measure the
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pefformance of cooperatives, namely efficiency, progressivity, equity and member
satisfaction.

Similarly, Mubyarto (1992) stated that the performance of cooperatives
cannot be measured by business measurement alone, but must also be measured by

evaluations of members. This opinion is supported by Ariffin (1992) who said that
economic theory is not enough to analyse cooperative performance because a
cooperative has unique properties. One of these properties is the inseparability of
owners (residual claimants) and customers (Hardjosoekarto, 1995)

Smith et al. (1980), cited by Gyllstrom (19SS) noted that the performance of
a cooperative does not

follow only from actions within the sphere of the controlled

environment but also in consequence to acting and reacting to the external
management environment. Similarly Nasution (1990) pointed out that the

performance of a cooperative is a result of the interaction of internal and external

factors. The internal factors are business success, dividend target achievement,
transaction to members, membership growth and member satisfaction, while the
external factors are government policies, working area conditions and socioeconomic conditions. Based on the above, this research is directed toward factors

which are expressed in the diagram in Figure 2.3.
KUDs, like most cooperatives in developing countries, have three main
functions: they are business organisation, agents of government policy and member
service centres. As a business organisation, the performance of a cooperative can
be analysed from its balance sheet, income statement and cash flow statement (Lee
et al., 1988). This research emphasises business measurement using the balance
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sheet of a cooperative. From this source,

liquidity, leverage and profitability

business performance measurements can be calculated.

as

A sample of cooperative

balance sheet can be seen in Appendix 1.

Figure 2.3 Determinant Factors Influencing Performance of KUD

AREA CONDITIONS

Village Development Program
Infrastructure

GOVERNMENT POLICY

KUD Performance

Agricultural Development
Rice Procurement

Business Organisation
Government Target Achievement

Credit
Guidance
Manager Assistance

Human Organisation

SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

People Perception

Education of Fa¡mers

Market Competition
Technolory
Information

Source: Nasution, 1990 (modified)

The liquidity of a cooperative is calculated by comparing current assets and
current liabilities. This ratio is referred to as the current ratio (Newman, 1990).

JJ

This ratio can be used to indicate the ability of

a

firm to fulfill its short term

obligations when these are due (McMahon, 1986). Furthermore,'Welsh et al.
(1981) suggested that a working capital ratio of less than one implies insolvency.

However, Meredith (1986) argued that for business organisations which have
cyclical or seasonal cash flows, a working capital ratio of less than 1.25 means

insolvency. Similarly to Meredith, the Indonesian Department of Cooperatives has
decided that the acceptable ratio range is from 1.25 to 1.50, depending on the
conditions of the area in which the cooperatives are running their business
(Indonesian Department of Cooperatives, 1992).

Current assets are those assets which are expected to be converted into cash
or used up in operation over the ensuing accounting period, which is normally

twelve months (Newman, 1990; Gole,1966). Current assets consist of
unrestricted cash, or other assets, held for conversion within a relatively short

period into cash or other similar assets (Kohler, 1910). In a KUD, current assets
can include all cash and stock held for trading in each operating year. Cash capital

in a cooperative is normally obtained from members, bank loans, government
assistance and cooperative income.

Current liabilities are defined as those liabilities whose liquidation is
reasonably expected to require the use of existing resources properly classifiable as
current assets, or the creation of other current liabilities (Gole, 1966). In addition,

Kohler (1970) described the current liabilities as a short term debt, regardless of
their source. These include any liabilities accrued and deferred, and unearned
revenue that is to be paid out of current assets or is to be transferred to income
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within

a

relatively short period, usually one year or less, or a period greatet than a

year but within the business cycle of an enterprise. Kohler also regarded current

liabilities

as covering accounts payable, a

portion of long term debt due, a portion

of intermediate debt due, taxes and short term debt from any lender/insti¡¡tions. In
terms of a KUD, the current liabilities consist of short term debt and loans from
programmed credit.
Debt ratio is used as an indicator of solvency. This ratio is a comparison of

total assets and total liabilities (Lee et al., 1988). It is probably the most important
measure of the overall financial position of a business because it reflects the

likelihood that the sale of all assets would produce sufficient cash to cover all debt
outstanding (Lee et al., 1988).

Total assets are the sum total of current assets and fixed assets (Kohler,
lgTO). Fixed assets or non-current assets are those which are expected to remain
in use by the entity for a greater length of time (Newman, 1990). Fixed assets
consist of building, machinery and tools, and automotive equipment (Kohler, 1970;
Lee et al., 1988). In the KUD, fixed assets cover storage, drying floors, rice

milling units, trucks, tractors and buildings.
Total liabilities may be defined broadly as the amount owed by the entity to
external parties (Newman, 1990). Total liabilities are divided into current

liabilities, intermediate liabilities and long-term liabilities (Lee et al., 1988).
Intermediate liabilities and long term liabilities are also called defened liabilities or

non-cuffent liabilities. These cover long term loans from banks, real estate
contracts, and mortgages (Kohler,l97}:Lee et al., 1988). Non-current liabilities
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of the KUDs commonly consist of loans from banks and loans from other
tl

institutions. The solvency of

a

KUD is not only affected by the components of

current assets and current liabilities, but also by the components of fixed assets and
defened liabilities.

2.6 Government Roles

Government involvement is one of several indicators which have to be
considered in evaluating cooperatives, especially farmer cooperatives. Cooperative
development, both in developing and developed countries, is inseparable from
government involvement. However, the level of this involvement varies from one

country to the next. Roy (19S1) assumed that a cooperative in a mixed economy is
treated as an agent of government policy. For example, the author stated:
Cooperatives in a mixed economy usually receive much attention since they can be
used to bolster the free market and, at the same time, serve as an afrn of the state'
Usually, the government will decide the goal or objectives of these cooperatives and
then lend money and provide technical assistance for the people to organize
cooperatives. The operation of the cooperatives comes under close scrutiny of the
govãrnment and usually cannot deviate from government policy. In many cases, the
óo-op members are promised that government control will be withdrawn in time, but
often these promises are not fulfilled. It is open to serious question whether
cooperatives of this kind are truly cooperative or a concealed arm of the state.

Similarly, Book (1994) stated that in a centralised economy, the government
supports cooperatives technically and financially but the cooperatives are also

strictly controlled by govemment, even used as agents to implement government

policy. Moreover, Hoyt (1989) claimed that cooperatives in some countries
I

t

controlled by the state or must conform to some aspects of state plans.
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are

The authors above tend to assume that cooperative activities are strictly set
.i

up and controlled by the government. This may be true for some countries, but
does not apply to others.

In some countries, such

as the

United States, France, and

Brunei the government limits its involvement in cooperatives to establish
regulations and provide financial supports.
For the case of the United States, Abrahamsen (1980) suggested that all
the
branches of government (legislative, executive and judicial ) are concemed with
development of agricultural cooperatives. The legislature enacts legislation
favourable to cooperatives, the executive conducts research on agricultural
cooperatives and the judiciary never condones any people who comrpt agricultural
cooperatives.

In France, Foxall (1932) stated that government intervention towards
t

d

.,i

agricultural cooperatives is no more than a sketch of the elements of legislative and

,1

financial provisions. The author also reported that intervention went back as far

as

the law on agricultural cooperatives in this country.

Similar to the intervention of government in the United States and France,
Sirat (1995) claimed that the Brunei Darussalam government gives supervision,

advisory and guidance services, and provides training and auditing to cooperative
societies. Endencia (1995) stated that the intervention of the Philippine
government focused on the formation of more cooperatives by providing incentives

in the form of cheap credit, tax exemptions, and marketing assistance to promote
and enhance cooperatives as a way of

life. In Thailand, according to Saadpack

t
I

;

ï
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(1995), government intervention is provided in the form of technical assistance,

training services and financial support if needed.
In some countries government involvement is high, even to the point of
controlling the activities of cooperatives. Hedlund (1988) reported that during
1970s the government of Kenya controlled most activities of cooperatives, from

the kinds of crop cultivated to the price in marketing produce. In Tanzania, the

Ujamaavillages (organisations like villager cooperatives) were predominantly
established, managed and controlled by government staff (Freyhold, 1979)'

Similar conditions are also faced by the KUDs in Indonesia. V/idiyanti

(I9g4) stated that cooperative development in Indonesia

has double objectives.

On the one hand, cooperatives have to struggle to improve the welfare of

members. On the other hand, they have to be an instrument of the government
tl

program of national economic development. In this situation, cooperative

")
J

personnel, including managers, have to act very carefully, because these objectives
may sometimes conflict.
Some economists have pointed out the effects of government intervention

in

the development of cooperatives. Dulfer (1914) reported that agricultural
cooperatives in developing countries, because of their function, are often
coordinated by more than one ministry such as, the ministry of planning or the
national development bank, the ministry of labour or the ministry of foreign affairs.

The author also stated that this intervention can sometimes be confusing because
different ministries are responsible for the promotion of cooperatives in different
Ì

t

sectors of the national economy.
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Hussi et al. (1993) argue that in Sinegal government involvement in the
affairs of cooperatives negatively affects their development into self-reliant and
sustainable organisations. They also suggest that farmers respond to excessive

official control by opting for other types of joint enterprise (Hussi et al., 1993).
Shanker (1984, p.74) stated that government intervention tends to create
dependence on govemment funds and initiatives, and often leads to the shifting

of

responsibility for the success of organisation from the cooperative members to
some government department. Similarly Sharma (1984) stated the government

department dealing with cooperatives are too rigid and, under their control,
genuine cooperatives are not able to function freely and independently; they are
hindered rather than helped.

However, Hedlund (1983) reported that in Kenya during the 1970s most
cooperative members welcomed state interventions because the government staff
could control the local elite and cooperative employees and thus prevent unfairness

to poor members. Unfortunately, the author did not report on the effects of this on
cooperative development as a whole.

In summary, most economists believe that heavy government intervention in
cooperative activities does not enhance cooperative development. Shanker (1984)
suggested that government intervention should be merely indirect, while the

responsibility for the cooperatives lies with the member themselves.

I
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CHAPTER THREB

PREVIOUS STUDIES

This section reviews the literature relevant to the theoretical factors raised in
the previous section. Firstly, there is a review of studies of the performance

of

farmer cooperatives in Indonesia. This is followed by an examination of the

literature on the performance of cooperatives in other developing countries. The
section is completed by presenting an overview of the relevant studies on the

performance of cooperatives in developed countries.

3.L Studies of Cooperatives in Indonesia

Harsono (1985) investigated factors affecting the success of KUDs in the

District of Malang, and used the amount of profit and the level of return on
investment as indicators of the success of KUDs. The author applied multiple
regression analysis and concluded that price competition, aid from government,

education levels of members, personnel and managers, and the salary of personnel
and managers significantly affected the success of

KUDs. Similarly,

a team

tÏom

Bogor Agriculture University (1985) reported that five factors played a significant
role in the success or failure of KUDs in the Province of Lampung. These five
factors are the social status of the personnel, ownership of private businesses,

distribution of government aid, the method of KUD establishment and the

bureaucracy syndrome. This syndrome is explained as a behaviour of personnel to
make administration become complex. Like both of the above studies, a team from
the University of Kristen Satya Wacana (1985) also noted that the personnel

of

KUDs are central to the success of KUDs in the Province of Central Java'
Badan Penelitian dan Pengembangan Koperasi or the Cooperative Research
and Development Station (1985) stated that only four out of eight kinds

of

activities of KUDs in the District of Klaten contributed significantly to the volume

of their business. These four activities

-

rice procurement, sugar cane

intensification credits, fertiliser provision and farm enterprise

credit

funded

by the government. This means that the KUDs in this district have been unable to
develop their own business. Moreover, this team concluded that four factors
contributed significantly to this failure. These factors are as follows: (1) the
professionalism of KUD personnel was low; (2) the economic structure did not

to
encourage KUDs to play a role in market competition; (3) the ability of KUDs
develop their own capital was low; and (4) the pattern of operational guidance did
not lead KUDs to be professional economic organisations' Similarly, Badan

Penelitian dan Pengembangan Koperasi (1938) found that in Central Java
business activities of credit contributed significant profit compared to other

activities.

In the District of Minahasa of North Sulawesi, the performance of clove
grower cooperatives was studied by Sarijowan (1986). The author applied the
minimum distance analysis of Morison (1976) to classify sample cooperatives into
either good or bad performance categories. Then, discriminant analysis was used

4t

to identify factors affecting cooperative performance. This study concluded that
the dominant factors of success in rural cooperatives are membership growth,
service to members and member participation in the payment of entrance and

monthly savings. Sarijowan also noted that cooperatives still mainly run only
activities programmed by government and suggested that government should give
more opportunities and aid to the cooperatives to run other business besides
programmed activities.

A similar conclusion was arrived at Brojosaputro (1989) who noted that the
success of farmer cooperatives in West Java was

still mostly dependent on

government aid. The success indicator in this study was the value of the return on

total assets (ROA). Internal and external factors affecting performance, were also
analysed in this study. The internal factors that contribute to the performance were
analysed by stepwise regression analysis. Unlike the factors described by

Sarijowan (1986). Brojosaputro found that the age of the director, the education
level of the auditor, the income of the manager, the number of members and the
value of operating assets were significant instead. In addition to these internal
factors, the author also found that an external factor
cooperative development

-was

-

government policy on

also significant. Brojosaputro suggested that

measures useful for improving performance include the following: reforming

cooperative structure to become more specialised in their activities, educating
members to understand cooperative functions, involving universities or the like in
the development and improvement of cooperatives, and increasing the frequency of
guidance from secondary cooperatives.
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Similarly Nasution (1990) investigated the perforTnance of village unit
cooperatives in the Districts of Subang and Kediri. Unlike Brojosaputro (1989)'
the author used five indicators to measure cooperative performance. These were
the value of profit, target achievement, member participation, membership growth
and service to members. Various factors affecting performance were also involved

in this study. These were analysed by factor analysis and then with principle
component regression using a simultaneous equation, to determine the most

significant factors affecting performance. According to this analysis, frequency of
guidance and the business development contribute significantly to cooperative

performance. Like Brojosaputro (1989) and Sarijowan (1986) the author found
that programmed activities as credits from government contribute strongly to the
business performance. However in contrast to the work of Sarijowan (1986)' a

significant trade-off was also found between business success and membership

growth. Finally, the author suggested that the government should involve other
sectors like the state enterprises, the non-government organisation and higher

education institutions in developing rural cooperatives.
Badan Penelitian dan Pengembangan Koperasi (1986) studied agricultural
cooperatives in North Sumatra and East Java using member participation as an

indicator of cooperative performance. The team reported that factors such as the

ability of cooperatives to serve their members, the economic status of members,
the perception of members to the activities of KUDs, the education level

of

members, and the location of member settlements significantly influenced member

participation in cooperatives.
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The Institute of Indonesian Cooperative Management (1988) applied scores

of group dynamics to describe the performance of cooperatives in the Province of
West Java. The conclusions of this study were as follows: (1) cooperative
dynamics was still low; (2) the geomorphologic ecosystem of coopelative working
areas also determined cooperative dynamics, for example cooperatives

with hilly

ecosystem working areas were more dynamic than those on plateau areas; (3)

member participation in the annual general meeting, and developing the own
capital of a cooperative was high, while participation in taking advantage of
cooperative services was low; and (4) the cooperation between the cooperative
and other societies, as well as other groups, was low.

Unlike the team from the Institute of Indonesian Cooperative Management,
Soekijat (1987) investigated the institutional performance of KUDs in the District

of Sleman, Yogyakarta. The author reported that there are five factors affecting
the failure of the cooperatives achieving their objectives. These five factors are the

addiction of cooperatives to government aid, the ineffectiveness of boards in the
cooperative body, the difficulties that cooperatives have developing capital to run

their own business, the lack of member participation in paying the entrance and
monthly savings, and the quality of members. Soekijat (1987) also suggested that
there is no relationship between leadership and cooperative institutional
performance.
The results of Soekijat's investigation were contradicted by Fajar and
Saputro (1995). They studied factors affecting the performance of KUDs which
cooperated with Nucleus Estate and Smallholder (NES) projects producing rubber
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in Sumatra. The performance indicators employed in this study were the
effectiveness of six cooperative activities. These were farm input provision, farm
maintenance coordination, raw rubber transportation, rubber marketing, farmer

daily need provision and farm enterprise credit provision. The authors found that
80 per cent of sample KUDs did not execute their plans effectively. This study
also reported seven factors that affected the cooperative effectiveness. These were

interaction among personnel of KUDs, stability of organisation, the role of
managers in management, the load of annual plans compared to the potential

of

KUDs, the education level of managers, and total assets and equity'
Unfortunately, this study did not provide any suggestions to improve the
effectiveness of cooperatives.

3.2 Studies of cooperatives in other Developing countries

Bhanja and Dubey (19S7) analysed critical factors affecting the success of

dairy cooperatives in the District of Gujarat, India. A success indicator was
determined from a composite index calculated from six variables. These were
annual

milk

sales, cooperative expenditure, gross business per member other than

milk, net profit, percentage of households covered by the cooperative, and the
audit grade of primary and secondary data. The authors identified seven major
variables which influenced the performance of the societies, namely the main
reason for joining a cooperative, the mode of decision making, characteristics
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of

cooperative leaders, utilisation of surplus milk, the preparatory period in organising
the cooperative, and marketable surpluses.

Similarly, Shiyani and Singh (1994) used somewhat different indicators to
evaluate dairy cooperative performance. They used several financial indicators and

physical indicators as measurement of cooperative performances. To analyse
factors affecting performance and classify the sample cooperatives, they used an
econometric formula suggested by Iyengar and Sudharsan (1982). This method

principally combines variables on the basis of their weight in order to rank and
classify sample objects. Several factors were found to affect the financial
indicators: total turnover, net income, salary paid to staff, value of milk procured
as

well as sold, dividends, and bonuses paid to members. Factors which influence

the physical indicators of performance are the sale of cattle feed, the number

of

cattle insured, and the number of animals treated by veterinary doctors. The
authors suggested that the government should pay more attention to those
variables in order to strengthen dairy cooperative development.

Mishra (1994) emphasised the social impact of membership of cooperative
by focusing on a cooperative as a human organisation. Level of member income
was employed as an independent variable and several social involvement factors

were taken as dependent variables. These were as follows: mass media exposure;

official and non-official contact; attitude toward the status of women; participation
in cultural, religious and political organisations; educational and occupational
aspiration for children; and money spent by members for the educational pu{pose

for their children. By applying statistical analysis include chi-square tests,
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correlation and regression, the author concluded that being a member of a
cooperative significantly affects the social awareness of members, and awareness
about education or traditional occupation of their children. However, membership
has no significant effect on the participation in social and

political organisations.

Unfortunately, the author did not present any suggestions or policy implications on
the basis of these conclusions.

suresh (1992) estimated the degree of organisational performance of

agricultural credit cooperatives in Kerala, India. The performance indicator
employed was the viability index which was formulated as follows:

AVIj
where AVI = viability index,

AV.*

j

-

AV.

'

AV**

x100

= respondent, AV = averaged weighted score and

= maximum obtainable weighted scofe. The author concluded that

cooperatives in this area were not organisations of their members but were instead
extension agencies of the government, breeding grounds for political aspirants, and
bureaucratic asylums and so forth.

Various researchers have analysed the performance of cooperative without
applying statistical analysis. A critical study of business performance of a dairy
cooperative in Karnataka was carried out by Patil and Shankaramurthy (1993).
They used SV/OT@)t analysis to analyse the performance of the cooperative.
The strengths they found were the number of members and officials, the fact
that the cooperative monopolised the milk market, good communication within the

t

SWOT'II>¡ analysis attempts to determine the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
the threats to or problems of, an organisation
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organisation, good infrastructural facilities, frequency of veterinary doctor visits,
good cattle feed production and distribution, development of dairy cattle, and

provision of financial support to farmers. The weaknesses were as follows: small
turnover; most members were not involved in hnancing animals; there were only

two cattle feed manufacturing units so the cooperative had failed to meet demand;
upgrading of low yielding native cows was beyond farmer capacity; market prices
were determined by government; sales promotion was ineffective; cadre training
requires very high expenditures; and the volume of liabilities was very high. In
terms of opportunities the cooperative could develop supplied cattle feed to
neighbour areas, it could increase supplied milk to consumers, it could train the
farmers and officials of unions, it could supply frozen semen straws to the entire
state,

it could provide modern dairy technology, and it could increase the

procurement of processing

milk. On the other hand, there were several problems.

These included: restrictions on the freedom to set the price of milk, mounting dues

with dairies, low order for sale, utilisation of the installed dairy plant during lean
seasons was below its potential capacity, production of cattle feed could not meet

the demand, supervision and coordination were very weak, there was competition

for collecting milk from other areas.
Similarly, Baviskar (1980) studied the performance of sugar cooperatives in
Maharashtra, India using action research. The success of cooperatives in achieving
economic benefits for members was used as a performance indicator. The author
found that success was a result of the combination of several factors. These
factors were as follows: (1) sugar cane growers were already familiar with a
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network of credit and marketing cooperatives; (2) the establishment of
cooperatives was from the grassroots level under the guidance of intellectual
missionaries; (3) both state and central governments helped to finance sugar
cooperatives; (4) the loyalty of members was very high; (5) the leaders had
autonomy in the management of cooperatives; and (6) the consumption of sugar
was rising as the population increased.
Suwannee (197S) investigated the perfoünance of agricultural cooperatives

in Thailand by depth interviewing of cooperative members and staff. As
performance indicators the author used service to members in terms of credit,

marketing and supply input, and found that most agricultural cooperatives
performed badly because of several factors. These were the lack of money to hire
good managers, the remoteness of the cooperatives to supply input and to market
produce, the low availability of skillful people in villages, very low democratic

control and member loyalty, very high government involvement, the lack of
financial inducement and the lack of extension workers provided.
Joy (1971) analysed factors favourable to successfully promoting modern
cooperatives in developing countries. Using an example of promotion of
cooperatives in Tanzania, Joy suggested that several factors should be identified
before establishing cooperatives. These were the product and technology involved,
the size of cooperating groups, the initiator of the proposal, the relationship of the
cooperative to government, the relationship of the cooperative structure to

traditional group structures, the pattern of decision making and asset control, and
conflicts of interest between individuals in the cooperative.
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Obem and Jones (19S1) reviewed critical factors affecting the viability of

agricultural cooperatives in several developing countries. The authors concluded
that the most important factors involved were the socio-political environment
where the cooperative exists and the internal management of the cooperative.
Furthermore, they stated that cooperatives function most successfully when they
are

well organised and well integrated into

a

community which is willing to

participate in such an organisation. Van Dooren (1982) added several factors to
those of Obern and Jones. On the basis of his own experience, Van Dooren

supplied contextual factors, such as competence of management, clear allocation of
responsibilities within cooperatives, justified division of tasks among members,

participation of members in decision-making and operation, degree of loyalty and
group solidarity, and limited size of the cooperative group.

3.3 Studies of Cooperatives in Developed Countries

Most studies of the performance of cooperatives in developed countries
emphasise financial performance. For example, Learman and Parliament (1991)

studied size and industry effect on the performance of agricultural cooperatives in
the United States. They categorised sample cooperatives into large and small,
based on the volume of total assets. They used discriminant analysis to group the
sample into four industries on the basis of the main businesses of the cooperatives.

They used four financial ratios as performance indicators, namely the debt to equity

ratio, the sales to assets ratio, the return on equity and the quick ratio. To identify
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the effect of industry on the performance, they applied the non-parametric Kruskal-

Wallis test. For the size effect, they used the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. This study
concluded that the size and industry of the cooperative did not have a significant

effect on the performance. They also suggested further research on the role of
factors such as support programs, product mix and market characteristics affecting
the cooperative performance.

Another study on cooperatives was conducted by Hind (1994) in the United

Kingdom. He compared the performance of agricultural cooperatives with noncooperative business in the same sectors. Like the study conducted by Learman
and Parliament (1991), he used financial ratios as performance indicators. These

were profitability, business (operational) efficiency, capital gearing, liquidity and
the Plimsoll ratio. He also tested factors affecting performance. These were
business form (cooperative or non-cooperative) expressed as a dummy variable and
sales turnover.

Multiple linear regression was applied to identify the magnitude

effect of these factors on performance. The findings of this research revealed that
cooperatives did not perform differently from non cooperatives.
Barton et al. (1993) analysed the effect of the size of cooperative firms on

their performance, in order to evaluate whether mergers were desirable in the
United States. The performance indicators applied in this study were the gross
margin ratio, the productivity ratio, the variable cost ratio, the current ratio and the
return to asset. The size of the cooperative firm was indicated by total assets. The
authors applied quadratic regression analysis to test the effect of size on every
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performance indicator. This study concluded that size did not significantly affect
the cooperative performance.
Mauget and Declerck (1996) investigated the effect of different types of
cooperative on performance in the European Community. Six financial ratios were
used as performance indicators: the value added turnover ratio, the result from

operating activities turnover ratio, the net income plus depreciation turnover ratio,
the labour cost turnover ratio, the sales per employee, and the net result per sales.
Cooperatives were categorised into multipurpose and specialised categories. The
authors concluded that in general specialised cooperatives did not perform better

that multipurpose cooperatives.
Pickard (1970) investigated factors which lead to the success of cooperatives

in the UK by reviewing and comparing the literature. The author highlighted six
items as important: establishment should be from the grassroots level upwards, and
not from the penthouse downwards; the cooperative should maintain cooperation

with neighbouring cooperatives; it should retain

a manageable size; the Board

of

Directors should work effectively; there should be good communications between
the personnel of cooperative; and the cooperative should adhere to a principle

solidarity.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DATA COLLECTION

4.1 Data

This study used primary and secondary data. The primary data were
obtained by conducting a field survey in the research location. Data were collected

from farmers who were members and non-members of KUDs, managers of KUDs,
directors and chief auditors of KUDs, and staff of the Department of Cooperatives
Regional Office of the'West Lombok District. Data collected from farmers consist

of farm data and farmer data.
Farm data consist of information about inputs (land, water, seed, labour,

fertiliser and pesticide), outputs (farm produce), and price for both inputs and
outputs. The data were collected for three planting seasons in the year (Wet
Season,

Dry Season I and Dry

Season

II).

Data about farming areas included holding status, cropping pattern, and type

of perennial crops. Holding status refers to the extent of the right of farmers to
manage their farms, and is related to the share of farm produce that can be enjoyed

by farmers. Cropping pattern refers to the kinds of crops that are planted in the
area and rotated

within ayear.

Farming area was measured in are, (100 square metres) and converted to
hectares for analysis. Inputs such as water, seeds, fertilisers, pesticides and

labourers, and outputs were recorded on a per farm basis, then converted to a per
hectare base for the purpose of analysis.

Farmer data covered general characteristics of farmers such as age,
education, farming experience, the number of dependents and satisfaction with
cooperative activities. Cooperative data consisted of financial conditions
(programmed and non-programmed), member growth, working area, and facilities

owned. The final category is data about cooperative managers. This covered age,
education level, number of dependents, salary, experience and other jobs. Primary
data from the staff of the Department of Cooperatives was used as a cross check to
the information obtained from the KUDs.

Secondary data were collected from various institutions, such as the
Department of Cooperative and Small Enterprises, the Department of Agriculture,
the Service Station of Agricultural Extention at the provincial and district level, the
Regional Planning Board, and the Statistics Bureau office. Secondary data consist

of the details of cooperative development, regional policy on village unit
cooperatives, and other information such as the geographic, population and
economic features of

'West

Lombok District.

4.2 Survey

The survey was undertaken from July to December 1995 in West Lombok

District, which consists of the West Lombok Subprovince and Mataram
'West
Nusa Tenggara
Municipality as administrative units. These areas are part of
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Province in the eastern region of Indonesia. The choice of West Lombok District
,.i

as the area

of the study was based on the following reasons:

a. about 80 per cent of

households in this district are engaged in agricultural

activities as their main source of income;

b. every subdistrict

c. the district

area (kecamatan) has at least one

agricultural cooperative;

has been chosen as a cooperative district by the Federal Department

of Cooperatives and Small Enterprises Coordination on the basis of the
succesful development of its cooperatives (a designation which has been given

to only one district outside of the Island of Java);

d. all the village unit cooperatives in this district

are engaged in govemment

programmed activities, which is not the case for the other districts within'West
Nusa Tenggara Province.
,1

Detailed information on the'West Lombok District is given in Chapter 5.

ri
il

Information was collected using a questionnaire (see Appendix ) designed
especially for farmers and KUD personnel. This questionnaire was tested through
a

pilot project for two weeks before the main survey coÍlmenced. The pilot

project led to improvements in both the sequencing and the wording of the
questions.

The questionnaire for farmers was divided into three parts: characteristics of
the farmers, farm enterprises and farmer opinions on

KUD activities. The first part

covered the age, education level, number of dependents of farmers, their
membership status to the KUD and how long they had been farmers. The farm
enterprise section covered total land areas managed, land areas planted each

I
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season, crops planted each season, farm inputs (seed, fertilisers, pesticides, water,

labourers), outputs (farm produce), input and output prices, places where farmers
bought inputs, and traders to whom farmers sold produce, and the source of credit
they used to manage their farm. This coverage enables an understanding of the
cost of production, the type and value of production and income'

The last part of the questionnaire recorded opinions of farmers on KUD

activities. This was divided into four sections, namely the opinions of farmers
relating to membership, business, organisation and credit. Membership covered
opinions on entrance and monthly contributions, bonuses given to members,

dividend distribution, member transaction records, and government aid distribution
to members. Opinions on KUD business covered input and output prices offered

by KUDs, standardisation of output purchased by KUDs, the price of using KUD
1

u

facilities, and prices in KUD shops. In this same section, there were also questions

'I

seeking farmers' opinions related to member involvement in organisations covering
the following: understanding of

KUD organisational structure; methods of

delivering suggestions, of ratifying annual plans, of electing directors, of auditing;
ways of distributing information; attention to member opinions, and the

relationship of KUDs with farmer groups. Farmers' opinions on credit covered
applicant qualification requirements, value of security guarantees, procedures to
obtain credit, amount of credit given and repaid, period between credit received
and repaid, and penalty

if

debtors do not repay the credit. This coverage enables

an understanding of member satisfaction

with KUD activities.

I

l
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Each respondent was visited and interviewed face-to-face. Given the level

of

literacy of the respondents and the poor mail facilities, face-to-face interviews were
:

considered the only way to obtain reliable information. Two trained field assistants
were employed to assist in communicating the questionnaire using the local
language, and in arranging with respondents the convenient times and places to
conduct interviews. Special efforts were made to assist illiterate farmers in
answering the questions. These efforts included repeating questions in different
ways, and on site visits of crop fields for approximating production figures.
The questionnaire for KUD personnel covered the characteristics of KUD
personnel, financial reports, membership and KUD facilities. Characteristics of

KUD personnel covered age, education level, experience, salary from the KUD and
other sources, other incomes, and family size. Financial reports covered current
)
Ì{

assets,

fixed assets, other assets, current liabilities, long term liabilities, donations,

rt

net returns, inventory, business volume, owned capital, loan capital, member

contributions, volume of transactions, and target achievement. Membership
covered the number of members and membership growth. KUD facilities covered
t

shops, rice milling units, drying floors and storehouses. Unlike the interviews

with

farmers, those with KUD personnel did not need any special effort because all
personnel were educated to at least junior high school level or had finished their
year nrne.

Ì

l
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4.3 Sampling Method

The subjects of this research were village unit cooperatives (KUDs), farmers

who were KUD members, and farmers who were not KUD members. Because
there were only 20 KUDs in the district, all were included in the study. Farmer

members were selected by applying two-stage cluster sampling. This method was
more appropriate than the simple random sampling method because the target

population in this study were geographically widely dispersed (Bouma, 1993;

Keller et al., 1992). The sample for farmer non-members could not be selected
under cluster sampling because of a lack of information on their names and

numbers. Therefore, this sample was taken randomly.

't
iri

4.3.1 Sample for Farmer Members

'1

Information about the number of members of KUDs was obtained from the
Department of Cooperatives, Regional Office of West Lombok. However, the
number of names of members registered in the KUD offices was less than those
recorded at the Department of Cooperatives. KUD personnel blamed this on the
leaders of cooperative service stations who changed KUD working areas without

informing their customers. Given these difficulties, sampling for members of KUD
was based on the list from the KUDs.

In stage one, the list of members was obtained from each of the cooperatives.
The population of farmers eligible to be respondents was selected from the listed
I

!
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members. Members of cooperatives qualifying as respondents had to meet the

following criteria:

a. their main job was in agriculture;

b. they were directly involved in every

step of crop planting activities;

c. they were domiciled in the working

areas of the cooperatives of which they

were members;

d. they had participated in the 1994 andthe

199411995 planting seasons.

In stage two, from each group of farmers who qualified
15 farmers were

as respondents, 12

to

randomly drawn as elementary sampling units (Table 4.1).

Originally, 15 members were planned to be taken from each KUD. However, only
12 members were taken

from some KUDs. This is because some member

respondents gave only minimal information and others could not be reached.
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Table 4.1 Number of Members Recorded at the Department of Cooperatives,
Number of Names Listed in KUD Oflices and Sample of Farmer
Member Respondents by Village Unit Cooperative in the West
Lombok District, Indonesia

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
1
8
9

Name of KUD

Mataram
Cakranegara
Eka Arsa
Fajar
Mina Makmur Jaya
\Majar
Sadar
Lingsar
Sabar
Karya Muda
Tanjung
Ampera
GenemMerenten
Sangkareang

10
11
12
13
14
15 KaryaNyata
16 Setia Budi

l7

Setia Jaya

18 Petak
19 Kedaro

20 Mekar Sari
Total
Source: Primary Data, 1995

Number of
Members from
the Dept. Coops

Number of
Names Listed
in KUD

3,552
6,545
6,766

656
532
643

15

1,567

698

15

3,400
4,646
3,700
5,430
4,915
2,536
2,892
3,181
5,485
5,465
2,193
6,836
7,829
5,560
5,273
4,916

592

15

618

15

704
549

15

558
673

15

886
659
582
519
666
739
703
606
471
449

15

12503

288

92,587

Sample Size

15
15

15
15
15
15
15
15

l5
t2
t2
t2
t2

4.3.2 Sampling of Farmer Non-Members

For the purpose of comparing the socio-economic conditions between farmer
members and non-members, farmers who were not members of KUDs were also

surveyed. Lists of farmers who were not members of KUDs were difficult to

obtain. Names of non-member farmers were collected from sources such
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as

extension workers, farmer group leaders, chiefs of villages and Pekasihl

.

To select

non-member farmers domiciled in the KUD working area, information from all
these sources was edited to remove duplication, names of farmers from outside

KUD working

afeas, and those who were, in fact,

KUD members. Qualified

farmers had to meet the same qualifications as those for member cooperatives
(stated above) except for requirement (c) which was not applicable. From each list
eight farmers were chosen randomly as respondents.

4.4 Sample Size

The total number of farmer members sampled was 288 (Table 4.1) and the
number of non-members sampled was 160. Regarding sample size, Bouma(1993,

p.I2S)

suggested two basic rules in deciding sample size:

The first basic rule about sample size is that about thirty individuals are required in
order to provide a pool large enough for even simple kinds of analyses. The second
basic rule is that you need a sample large enough to ensure that it is theoretically
possible for each cell in your analytical table to have five cases fall in it.

This is also supported by Sudjana (1992), who stated that a sample size of 30
individuals from any population with definite variance will give a sample mean in
normal distribution. Other reasons for deciding on such a sample sizes are
limitations of cost and time. DeVaus (1991) opined that besides desired accuracy,
cost and time are also key factors in working out a sample size.

t A pekasih is a farmer who is authorised to manage the distribution of irrigated water
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4.5 Variables

Variables used in this study were divided into business performance,
achievement of government policy targets, and member satisfaction categories.
Those related to business performance were return on total assets as a main

indicator of business performance, current ratio, debt ratio, turnover of total assets,
business volume, capital structure, and member contributions. Variables related to

achievement of governmental policy targets were achievement of farm input

distribution and rice procurement targets. This study also measured several
variables which were considered to affect the three main categories, such as
characteristics of managers and members, member farm requirements, and the

working area of cooperatives.

4.5.1 Return on Assets

Business performance of village unit cooperatives as an economic

organisation can be measured by several variables. This study used rate of return
on total assets (ROA) that is net profit divided by total assets as an indicator
business success. This was chosen because
assets

it shows the efficiency of using total

in an economic organisation. On this point, Motis (1992a) stated that

cooperative as a business entity is concemed to increase efficiency which is
approximated by comparing revenue and assets. Other researchers
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a

(Brodjosaputro, 1989; Barton et al., 1993; Harsono, 1987) have also applied ROA
as an indicator of business performance for the cooperatives they were studied.

4.5.2 Current Ratio

Current ratio shows the solvency rate of a firm. This variable is calculated by
comparing current assets and current liabilities within a.yeat. The standard value

of this ratio varies (see Chapter Two). Both current assets and current liabilities
were quoted from KUD balance sheets from 1990 to 1994. The current ratio
analysed is the average of the current ratio for five years.

4.5.3 Debt Ratio

Debt ratio indicates the proportion of capital funded by creditors. This is
calculated by comparing total debts (liabilities) and total assets. As with the
current ratio, both total assets and total liabilities were quoted from KUD balance
sheets

from 1990 to 1994. An average debt ratio for five years was analysed in

this study.

4.5.4 Turnover of Total Assets

This variable indicates the activity rate of

a business

entity, and this is also

known as the activity ratio. It is calculated by comparing business volume and
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total assets. The business volume for every KUD was taken from KUD financial
reports, while total assets were taken from balance sheets. This variable was also
calculated as an average value from 1990 to 1994.

4.5.5 Income

Farmer household incomes were measured in units of rupiahs per year.
Household income has two sources: farm and off-farm incomes. Farm income
included the value of all crops harvested from farms after subtracting the relevant

production costs. The measurement unit of these incomes is rupiahs per hectare
per season. In calculating farm incomes, tool depreciation and land tax were
assumed to be negligible, since the farmers used simple long-lasting tools

like hoes

and sickles, and because the ability of farmers to pay land taxes in the surveyed

regions seemed to be very low. Off-farm incomes included incomes generated

from raising animals, hiring out labour for both farm and non-farm activities,
trading, plumbing, and driving horsecart.

4.5.6 Factors Affecting Business Per{ormance

Variables which were considered to affect KUD business performance were
also measured. These were education level of managers, number of members,

membership growth, value of pfogrammed business activities, value of own
business and number of public markets.
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The education level of managers was the number of years spent studying.

Number of members was stated as persons who were registered up to December
1994. Membership growth was the difference between 1994 membership and 1990
membership expressed as a percentage of 1990 membership. Value of
programmed business activities and value of own business were stated in rupiahs.
These variables were recorded from the annual reports of KUDs for the year 1994.
The number of public markets available was all public markets in the cooperative

working area.

4.5.7 Target achievement

Target achievement was the difference between the value of programmed
activities achieved and the value of programmed activities planned in annual plans

in a range from 1990 to 1994. Target achievement was divided into two
categories: target achievement in farm input provision and in rice procurement.

The former is the difference between the value of farm input supplied by KUDs and
the value offarm input targeted in one year, expressed as a percentage ofthe value

of farm input targeted. Similarly, target achievement of rice procurement is the
difference between the value of rice procured by KUDs and the value of rice
procurement targeted in one year, and expressed as a percentage of value of rice
procurement targeted.
These variables measured cooperative performance in terms of implementing

government policy, because these activities are funded by the government.
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Moreover, village unit cooperatives are asked to carry out these activities to save
national food stocks. Variables affecting target achievement performance, such as

working area, number of members, and type of irrigation system were also
measured. Working area was the amount of farmyard covered within KUD

working areas, and was stated in hectares. The number of members was the
number of member KUDs recorded up to December 1994. Type of inigation was
stated as a dummy variable, given 1 for areas which predominantly used

technological irrigation, and 0 otherwise.

4.5.8 Member Satisfaction

Member satisfaction was the result obtained from comparison between
expected and received member services from

KUDs. Some economists have

expressed satisfaction in form of a score. Danaher and Mattson (1994)

for

example applied an 1 l-point scale to express job satisfaction and Brooke et al.
(19S8) used a six-item index to measure the same

thing. Similarly, Chan (1996)

applied a five-point scale from 'dislike very much' to 'like very much' to measure
reaction to advertising. This study expressed member satisfaction by applying a

five-point score. Scores were given, based on the opinion of the members,

as

follows: highly dissatisfied = 1, dissatisfied = 2, moderately satisfied = 3, satisfied =

4 andhighly satisfied = 5. To understand member perception of overall KUD
activities, scores were given for several activities of KUDs in terms of serving
farmer members.
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KUD activities were grouped into four categories: those related to
membership, to business, to member involvement in KUD organisations, and to

farm enterprise credit. In the first of these, the five point score was used to find
out member opinions on the amount of entrance and monthly savings, bonuses,

dividend distribution, record of KUD transaction to members, and distribution of
government aid to members. In the second category the score was applied to
determine member opinions on the prices of seed, fertilisers, and pesticides offered
by the KUD, the price of rice purchased, method of rice standardisation, cost of
using KUD facilities such as rice milling units, storehouses and drying floors, and
prices in the KUD shop. On KUD activities related to member involvement the
score was used to understand member opinions on

KUD organisational structure,

method of delivering suggestions, method of ratifying annual plans, method of
electing the director, method of auditing, way of distributing information, attention

to member opinions, and relationship of the KUD and farmer groups. The score
was also applied to discover member opinions on KUD activities related to credit,
namely selection of credit applicants, evaluation of security guarantees, procedures

to gain credit, amount of credit received, and penalty if debtors did not repay the
credit.

4.5.9 Determinants of Member Satisfaction

Several variables which were considered to affect member satisfaction were
also measured in this study. These were age, education level, length of time to
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become a

famer, family

size, price of farm inputs and outputs, income of farmers.

Age was the age of farmers when interviewed. Education level was the length of
time spent studying. Length of time as a farmer was the period in years spent by
farmers to become the decision maker in a farm enterprise. Family size was all

family members who were the responsibility of the farmer.
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CHAPTER FIVE

FEATURES OF WEST LOMBOK

This chapter presents the relevant features of the'West Lombok District,
including the Mataram Municipality Area. It focuses on: (1) geography and land
utilisation, (2) demographic factors, (3) climate, (4) agricultural sector conditions,
and (5) village unit cooperatives

5.1 Geography and Land Utilisation

The

'West

Lombok District is located on the western part of Lombok Island,

and extends from longitude

ll5"

46' East

to 116"28' East, and from latitude

8" 12' South to 8"55' South. It is bounded to the north by the Java Sea, to the
east by the Central Lombok

District and the East Lombok District, to the south by

the Indian Ocean and to the west by the Lombok Strait.
The district has a total area of about 1,732 square kilometres or 173,265
hectares. The topography of the land is mostly flat with the rest hilly or

mountainous. The district is divided into three subdistricts in the city area, and
nine subdistricts as administrative units outside the city area. Each subdistrict
consists of several villages and each village is divided into several sub-villages,

called kampung or lingkungant

. The area and number of villages and sub-villages

in each subdistrict are shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Area and Number of Villages in West Lombok by Subdistrict in

t994

No

Subdistrict

Area Covered

(km')

I Ampenan
2

Mataram

3

Cakranegara

4

Central Sekotong
Gerung
Labuapi
Kediri
Narmada
Gunungsari

5

6
7
8

9

l0

Gangga

11

Tanjung
Bayan

t2

23.59
t9.19
11.72
380.35
83.08
28.33
43.20
204.20
123.85
196.73
246.3r
366.10

Number of
Villages

Number of
Subvillages

7

70
84

9

9l

3

38

6
6

10

59
43
40
122
75

5

53

5

44
46

7

5

t4

6

765
83
1,732.65
Total
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics Regional Office of West Lombok

Three subdistricts within municipality areas are Ampenan, Mataram and
Cakranegara. Mataram is also the capital of the West Lombok District; therefore
almost all departmental regional offices, schools and universities are located in this

town. The government divides each subdistrict into several smaller administrative
units to facilitate the provision of services to people at the grass roots level. Each
village and sub-village is led by a chief of village officers. The chiefs in

municipality areas are appointed by the government, while those outside

t

A kampung or lingkungan is the lowest level of administrative unit in Indonesia. A
lingkungan is located within a municipality and a kampung is located outside.
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municipality are elected by the inhabitants and then approved by the government.
L,eaders

of sub-villages are elected by the inhabitants.

Most land in West Lombok is used in agriculture (Table 5.2).

Table 5.2 Utilisation of Land in West Lombok District

No

Type of Land Use

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Farmyard
Rainfed
Dryland/Garden
House yard
Pasture
Coastal fishpond
Fishpond
Forest
Plantation estate
Others

int994

Area (Ha)

Percentage (Vo)

33,349
29,604
49,965
6,013

19.25
17.09

28.84
3.47
0.10
0.20
0.05
24.44
2.73
3.84

165

352

9l
42,349
4,727
6,650

100.00
173265
Lombok
of
West
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics Regional Office

Total

Regarding land utilisation, about 65 per cent (including farmyard, dryland
and rainfed land) is used for food crop pulposes. Farmyard and rainfed areas are

planted with paddy and then second crops. Dryland areas are mostly planted with
legumes such as beans, mungbeans or cowpeas, and few are planted with paddy.

5.2 Population

The average growth rate of the population in

'West

1994 was 2.3 per cent per year. The total population of

7l

Lombok from 1980 to

'West

Lombok in 1994

was 871,380 people in205,434 households. This means that the average
household consisted of four family members (Table 5'3).

Table 5.3 Population of West Lombok District by Subdistrict in 1994

No

Subdistrict

I Ampenan
2
3

4
5

6

Mataram
Cakranegara
Central Sekotong
Gerung
Labuapi

7

Kediri

8

Narmada
Gunungsari
Tanjung
Gangga
Bayan

9
10

1l
t2

Number of
People
95,453
98,018
86,768
49,883
77,590
44,015
68,180
116,367
78,553
60,316
53,334
42,843

Number of
Households

Average
Family Size

Density
(People/km2)

23,863
24,505
17,354

4
4

4,O41

rl,69l
15,619
29,830
18,660
13,760

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

tI,482

5

2r6

9,857

4

t77

17,827
10,986

5

871,380 205,434 4.17
Total
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics Regional Office of West Lombok

5,108
4,897
131

934
1,556
1,578

510
634
307

t.679

'West Lombok live on I73
,265 hectares of land.
The 205,434 households of

Thus each household is supported by an average of 0.84 hectares of land. Given
that the land available for agricultural purposes is necessarily less than the total
land area, the amount of agricultural land available per household is, in fact, even

lower than 0.84 hectares. Thus, there exists a need for landholders to cooperate

with each other to increase their farm enterprise efficiency. Therefore, the
development of agricultural cooperatives is important in this area.
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5.3 Climate

As in the rest of Indonesia, the West Lombok District has a tropical climate.
There are two seasons, namely a wet season (mid April to mid October) and a dry
season (mid October to mid

April). The

average monthly temperature ranges from

around 24"C to 29"C, the hottest temperatures occurring in November and the
coolest in July. The maximum monthly rainfall is 440 mm and the minimum 0'3

mm (Table 5.4).

Table 5.4 Average Temperature, Rainfall and Humidity in West Lombok by
Month inl994

No Month
I
2
a

J

January

February
March

5

April
May

6

June

4

July
8 August
9 September
10 October
11 November
t2 December
7

RainY DaYs

15.5
15.5

18.9

7.8
0.7
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
2.2
10.4

Rainfall
(mm)

2r5.7
285.9
439.6
100.8

2.8
1.3

0.3
1.1

2.5
17.4

r20.6
275.4

t5.7
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics Regional

Temperature

('c)

Humidity
(Per cent)

27.2

81

27.r

74
79
74

27.0
27.3
25.r
24.3
24.0
24.8
25.3
27.0
28.6
26.9
'West Lombok
Office of

7l
74

7l
67
66
69

7t
75

Oldman and Darmiyati (1977) cited by Rondonuwu (1987) classify a month

with rainfall of less than 100 mm

as a dry

month, 100 to 200 mm as a normal

month and over 200 mm as a wet month. Based on this classification, Table 5.6

13

shows that'West Lombok has six dry months (from May to October), two normal

months (November and April) and four wet months (from December to March).
These conditions are considered suitable for crop rotation of paddy and non-paddy

crops.

5.4 Agricultural Sector

The West Lombok District consists mostly of irrigated agricultural land

(Table 5.5). Almost all the farm area can be planted with food crops like paddy,

com, soybeans and peanuts. The main crop is paddy (Table 5.6), and all
subdistricts produce paddy (Table 5.7).

Table 5.5 RicefÏeld Area in hectares of West Lombok Based in Type of
Irrigation and Planting Intensity, 1990 '1994
No

I
2
3
4
5
6

of Irrigation
Technical Inigation
Semi-technical Inigation
Non-technical Irrigation
Rainfed
Once Planted a year
Twice Planted ayear

1990 r99r 1992 1993
11,290
6,802
1,099
3,419
n.a.
n.a.

11,018

9,609

5,967
2,215
3,419
6,080

7,O59

2,383
2,235
5,999

9,331
6,635
3,026
2,299
6,080

15,2II

15,287

15,2ll

1994

9,341
6,872
3,781
2,400
6,101
1

5,1 83

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics Regional Office of West Lombok

Table 5.5 shows that more than 75 per cent of the farm area of West

Lombok is irrigated with surface water, such as rivers or canals. There are three
types of irrigation system: technical, semi-technical and non-technical. The first of
these is a system using the permanent construction of dams, and is normally
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constructed by the government. Semi-technical irrigation uses very simple dams

built by the farmers. Non-technical irrigation is an irrigation system without dams,
using water directly from small rivers.
The amount of irrigated and rainfed areas changes every year. There are
three reasons for

this. First, some formerly agricultural land

has been used

for

settlement or housing construction. Second, some areas with simpler types of

irrigation have progressed to

a

more sophisticated type. The third reason is related

to government policy (called Pencetakan Sawah Baru) in opening up new land for
agricultural pu{poses. In terms of planting intensity, irrigated areas are normally
planted at least twice a year, while rainfed and some non-technically inigated areas
are planted once a

year. In general, agricultural land in this district is planted twice

ayeal.
As mentioned previously, about 68 per cent of the total farm area is under

food crop cultivation and paddy is the main crop. In the period 1990 to 1994, over
50 per cent of the total food crop area was devoted to paddy cultivation. This is
because the staple food of Indonesians is

rice. Because of this, business

opportunities in rice marketing are available to KUDs, and they have been assigned

by the government to procure rice and to secure price stability.
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Table 5.6 Harvested Area of Farm Food Crops in West Lombok District'
1990 - 1.994 (in Hectares)

No
I

2
3

Crops
Paddy

Maize
Soybeans

29332
(s0.11)
6698
(11.36)

II2II
(r9.02)

4

Peanuts

5

Mungbeans

6
7

Onions
Cabbages

7715
(1r.0s)
2926
(4.7e)

9
10
T

i!
:;,

11

34059
(60.41)
2939

(s.2t)
TOT37

(17.98)
5886
(10.44)
1297
(2.30)

1992 1993
34032
(s3.62)
4298
(6.77)
12270
(1e.33)
9643
(1s.1e)
I101

(r.73)

1005

1383

tt20

(r.7 r)

(2.4s)

(r.76)

t7

25
(0.04)

(0.00)

(0.03)

8

r99l

t990

2

1994

34333

33017

(s3.42)

(s2.ee)

5489
(8.54)

5145

(e.22)

12r50

11418

(18.e1)
8431

(t3.t2)

(18.33)
8498
(13.64)

2280
(3.ss)
1064
(1.66)

(1.87)
1536
(2.47)

n.a
n.a

(0.03)

1167

16

58

9

3

3

6

(0.22)
76
(0.13)

(0.01)
562
(0.e0)
194
(0.31)

Egg Plants

(0.4r)
t73

(0.00)
704
(1.11)
212
(0.33)
84
(0.13)

(0.00)
356
(o.ss)

Tomatoes

(0.10)
664
( 1.13)
239

(0.02)
447
(0.7e)

Chinese Cabbages

Chillis

(0.2e)

.i

t23

106

(0.16)
56
(0.0e)

t46
(0.23)

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics Regional Office of West Lombok
Note: Figures in brackets give percentage of total area planted in that year

Table 5.6 shows areas of food crops harvested in the'West Lombok District

from 1990 to 1994. It shows that soybeans are the second most cultivated crop
after paddy. This may be because cultivating soybeans is relatively simple when
done in the traditional way without land tillage, fertiliser or pesticide. In general,

farmers pay much less attention to second crops cultivation (not only to soybeans),
compared with paddy.
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Table 5.7 Harvest Area and Average Production of Paddy in West Lombok
District by Subdistrict in 1994
,i

No

Subdistrict

I Ampenan
Cakranegara

2

Mataram
4 Sekotong Tengah
5 Gerung
6 Labuapi
7 Kediri
8 Narmada
9 Gunungsari
10 Tanjung
11 Gangga
12 Bayan
3

Harvest Area
(Ha)

Average Production
(Tonnes/Ha)

l,'775
709

5.28

2,145
4,666
3,309
4,334
7,886
2,392
1,822
3,428

5.22
5.25
4.42
5.00
5.32
5.34
5.00
5.00
4.68
4.54

3,035

4.t5

1,151

49.33
36.652
Total
Lombok
West
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics Regional Office of

Table 5.7 shows harvested paddy areas and average production obtained
)t

if,l
í

from each subdistrict in the West Lombok District \n 1994. It shows that every
subdistrict in the district produces paddy and that the Kediri subdistrict, with an
average production of 5.34 tonnes per hectare, has the highest production. This

district has good soil texture and fertility, as well as a large river, the Babak River,

with

a

dam. On the other hand the Bayan subdistrict, which is mostly covered with

the hard-texture grey grumusol soil, has the lowest productivity.

West Lombok has a total harvested area of 36,652 hectares and an average

production o14.93 tonnes per hectare, which is equivalent to 180,804 tonnes at
each harvest. This means that the district produces 361,609 tonnes of unhulled

I

rice a year in two harvests. Given that one tonne of unhulled rice is equivalent to

Ì

;

þ

0.6 tonnes of hulled rice, the district therefore produces 216,965 tonnes of hulled

11

rice per year. This amount is currently sufficient to meet the rice demand of
¿l

'West

Lombok, assuming that the rice demand per capita per year is 200 kilograms'

5.5 Village Unit Cooperatives

5.5.L Development of Cooperatives

As in most districts of Indonesia, village unit cooperatives in

'West

Lombok

are promoted by the government. Based on the Basic Guidelines of Development

of Indonesia, development of cooperatives is focused on increasing business
opportunities as much as possible for primary cooperatives like KUDs. In'West

Lombok, the government gives priority to the development of village unit
1
uT

cooperatives (KUDs). Even though two KUDs were amalgamated in 1988, the

.rí

I

number of villages served by KUDs in this district is still higher than that of other

districts. 'West Lombok has 83 villages and2O KUDs, which means that every

KUD
I

serves 4.15 villages on average. This contrasts

with the situation in other

districts: in the Hulu Sungai Tengah District in 1993, for example, each KUD on
average served 24.2 vlllages (Sitepu, 1994), and in the West Java Province
each

in

1988

KUD served six villages (Brojosaputro, 1989). The features of KUDs

compared with non-KUD cooperatives in the'West Lombok District are displayed

in Table 5.8.

t
I

j

!
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Table 5.8 Average Membership and Financial Condition of KUDs and NonKUD Cooperatives in West Lombok' 1994

KUD

No

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Membership
Members
Candidate members
Serving members
Savines (Rp '000.000)
Entrance Saving
Monthly Saving
Voluntary Saving
Other Fee
Reserve (Rp '000,000)
Government Grant (Rp '000,000)
Debt (Rp '000,000)
Account receivable (Rp '000,000)
Govemmental Loan (Rp '000,000)
Undistributed Dividend (Rp '000,000)
Business Volume (Rp '000,000)

Non-KUD

3,209

263

57
2,O74

263

3.209

t9.425
0
0
50.344
15.633
25.267
70.752

t2.203
2.140
940.073

0.001
o.021
0.018
0
0.008
0.001
0.008
0.088
0.004
0.078
0.061

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics Regional Office of West Lombok

,}
rtf

.':

KUDs play an important role in the development of cooperatives in the West

',:

Lombok District. They are regarded as economic organisations intended to
promote the development of various economic activities within rural areas. Table
5.8 shows that the average membership of KUDs is much higher than that of non-

KUD cooperatives.

5.5.2 Activities of Village Unit Cooperatives

The KUDs perform three main economic functions. They are: the

distribution of farm inputs, especially fertiliser; the procurement of rice; and the

t
I

supply of credit. Through these activities, the cooperatives in the district render
;

t
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services to their members and the community around their working area. Details

of these three activities are given in Table 5.9.

Table 5.9 Distribution of Fertiliser, Procurement of Rice and Supply of
credit by KUDs and Non-KUD Cooperatives in west Lombok,
1990 to 1994
Items and Year

Non-KUD

KUD

Amount Percentage

Amount

Percentage

6,250,800
3,195,655
3,200,250

11.86
16.36
15.04

Fertiliser (tonnes)
1990

46,471,473

r99l

16,288,000
18,072,719
19,2'70,881
46,411,413

88.14
83.64
84.96
90.12
89.82

23,913,000
22,931,635
26,035,300
14,894,600
18,288,961

89.46
92.61
92.81
86.66
81.78

1992

r993
1994
Rice (Kgs)
1990

t99t
1992
1993
1994
Credit (Rp.'000)
1987/88 - 1992193
t993194

2,llr,52l

9.88

5,264,132

10.18

2,824,000
1,828,900
2,000,000
2,292,900
4,073,989

10.54

n.a
n.a

n.a
n.a

3,662,283
186,679

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics Regional Office of

'West

7.39
7.13
13.34
18.22

Lombok

Both the distribution of fertiliser to farmers and procurement of rice from
farmers are dominated by KUDs. Over the period 1990 to 1994, KUDs carried
is
out more than 80 per cent per year of both these activities. Unfortunately, there
no data about credit supply by non-KUD cooperatives, and therefore a comparison

with KUD cannot be shown. However, the information presented in Table 5.9
strongly suggests that the role of KUDs in agricultural development cannot be
ignored.
I

*
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5.5.3 Organisational Structure of Village Unit Cooperatives

As legal entities, KUDs have their organisational structures set out in the
basic rules documents, Presidential Instructions no. 411973 and no 211978. The
main components of cooperative organisation are administrators, audit boards,
managers and meetings of members. Counsellors and government are considered
as supporting components. The hierarchical structure of authority

within KUDs

can be seen in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3 Organisational Structure of Village Unit Cooperatives

ANNUAL GENERALMEETING

DEPT, OF
COOPERATIVES

AUDIT BOARD

ADMINISTRATOR

CONSELLORS

MANAGER

CREDIT

SECÏÏON

PRODUCTION
SECTION

MARKEÎING
SECTION

MEMBERS (PRODUCTIVE BUSINESS TJNITS)

Source: Presidential Instruction no 211978
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OTHER
SECTIONS

The highest authority in the organisation of the KUD is the meeting of
members. During the annual general meeting, members make all decisions on
organisational aspects, such as the selection or retirement of administrators, and on

financial aspects, like program activities. This is a reflection of the implementation
of democracy in KUDs.
The administrative level of the KUD has its own organisational structure,

which comprises

a

chief executive, a secretary,

a treasurer and leaders

of member

groups (Widiyanti and Sunindhia, 1989). These groups commonly consist of rice

grower groups, livestock farmer groups, horticultural grower groups and,
sometimes, small industry and handicraft groups. In the diagram above these
groups are represented by the productive business units.
The administrative positions in KUDs are held by people who are selected by
members at the annual general meeting. These people can be members of the KUD
or people who live in its working area. In'West Lombok all KUD administrative
positions are held by members.
The audit board may consist of people who are chiefs of villages, teachers,

religious leaders, or others who are assumed to be honest and who live in the

KUD working area. Like administrators, the members of this board are also
selected by the members of the

KUD. The tasks of

the board are to audit the work

of administrators and the work programs achievements, and to report the result to
members through the members' meeting. In'West Lombok the board audits the
cooperative based on a manual produced by the Department of Cooperatives'
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A manager is normally someone who has capabilities in managing the
organisation of the cooperative. This person can be a university graduate, a
professional, or a staff member from the Department of Cooperatives. A manager
is appointed by the administrator and he/she is therefore directly responsible to the

administrator. The tasks of

a manager are

to carry out the daily operations of the

KUD and to help the administrator to develop working programs. A manager,

as a

professional person, is paid monthly by the administrator. In his/trer daily work a
manager is assisted by staff who are in charge of the credit, production, marketing
and other sections of the KUD.

Two supplementary components in the KUD organisation, the counsellors
and the Department of Cooperatives, also play a part in developing

KUD

performance. The position of counsellors, similar to those of the auditors, may be
held by heads of villages, teachers, religious leaders, or other people who are
considered powerful in the KUD working area. These people are assigned to
guide, develop, encourage and promote the KUD. These counsellors are not
expert in the operation of cooperatives; they are expected to act as role models to
attract people to KUD membership. In West Lombok the counsellors commonly
persuade farmers to become members.

The Department of Cooperatives is a section of the government which takes
part in all organisational and business aspects of the KUD. This department is
expected to guide and advise existing KUD personnel and propose the
establishment of KUDs for areas which do not have one. Thus, the staff from this
department are allowed to attend meetings of members as long as they do not
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interfere with member autonomy. In West Lombok, however, the staff direct the
meetings towards what the government wants. For example, a staff in the Karya

Muda KUD informed that the annual general meeting of this KUD in 1992 was
organised by the Department of Cooperatives. Moreover, each KUD must report
its organisational and financial activities and achievements to the department. This
affaûgement may tend to suppress member participation in their KUDs because the
government may appear to control all KUD activities. In relation to this, Motis

(lgg2) recommended that government interference in KUDs should be reduced, or
at least should be based on the laws of the cooperative.
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CHAPTER SIX

FEATURES OF SURVEYED EARMS AND
COOPERATIVES

Examined here are the socioeconomic features of the surveyed farms,
provides the
farmers and cooperatives. Identifying and analysing these factors
performance'
background for analysis of key variables in relation to cooperative
These are detailed in the next chapter.

6.1 Surveyed Farms

6.1.1 Land Holding

Most farmers surveyed (about 75 pet cent) occupied less than 0'80 hectares
manage
of land. The remainder can be grouped into three categories: farmers who
those who
0.80 to 0.99 hectares, those who manage 1.00 to 1.19 hectares, and

manage l.2hectarcs or more (Table 6.1)'

Table

6.1 Farmers in West Lombok Based on Land Occupation,

Land
(Ha)

KUD Members

Non-KUD members

Total

(People and Per cent)

(People and Per cent)

(People and Per cent)

0
0.0
0.0
142

Under 0.21

o.2t - o.49

49.3

67.6
89
30.9
69.5
30
10.4
62.5

0.50 - 0.79

0.80 - 0.99

1.00

-

L995

1.19

1

1

0.6
100.0
68
42.5
32.4
39
24.4
30.5

0.2

1

Total
Mean

46.9
128
28.6

18

48

1.3

10.7

37.5

t6

t4

5.6

8.7
46.7

53.3

Over 119

210

30
6.7

11

20

3l

3.8
35.5

12.5

6.9

65.5

288

160

55. r

68.6

448

t=-3.664(P<0.05)
Source: Primary Data
The second line of every item is a percentage of the column
The third line of every item is a percentage of the row

Figure 6.1 Land Holdings of Farmers in West Lombok District' 1995
(Hectares)
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As Table 6.1 shows, farmers with small land holdings tend to be members of

KUDs. About 80 per cent of KUD members are farmers who manage less than 0.8
hectares of land. On average, KUD members have significantly less land than non-

members (P<0.05). However, the distribution of land for members is more even
than for non-members (Figure 6.1).

6.L.2 Land Holding Status

Land holding status in West Lombok can be classified into six categories:

owned only, owned and Shared, shared Type I, Shared Type [I, Cash Rent, and
Non-cash Rent. Shared status is that in which farmers share the harvest produce

with the land owners. In'West Lombok, there are two variations of this status,
while in other parts of Lombok Island there are, according to Usman (1997), three
types.
Shared Type

I refers to a situation in which farmers get half of the harvested

produce with half of the cost of production financed by the owners. In the Shared

Type II situation farmers give the owners a third of the harvest but pay all
production costs. These holding statuses are different from rent holding statuses.
In the shared statuses the value of produce received by the owners is decided after
harvesting. In the rent statuses, however, the rent value is decided at the time that
the lease is agreed. In addition, most leasing agreements between farmers and
owners are made verbally on a mutual trust basis. There are two types of rent
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status: Cash Rent in which farmers pay the rent in cash, and Non-cash Rent,

in

which farmers pay the rent in the form of farm produce.
The distribution of land holding status for KUD members and non-members

in v/est Lombok is presented in Table 6.2. Most members, 72 per cent do not own
their land, while most non-members, 54 per cent own their land.

Table

6.2 Distribution
District'

of Land Holding Status of Farmers in West Lombok

1995

KUD Members

Status

(People and Per cent)

Owned and Sha¡ed

I

Shared Type II

Cash Rent

Non -cash Rent

Total
X2

=

Total

(People and Per cent)

(People and Per cent)

t93

27.8
48.2

86
53.8
51.8

68

I4

75

8.8

16.7

80

Owned Only

Shared Type

Non-KUD members

43.t

23.6
82.9

t7.l

63

22

t5

2t.9

13.8

t6.l

74.1

25.9

47

18

55

16.3

tt.2

12.3

72.3

27.7

17

15

32
7.1

5.9

9.4

53.1

46.9

t3

5

18

4.5
72.2

3.1

4.0

27.8

288

160

18.56 (P<0.05)

Source: Primary Data
The second line of every item is a percentage of the column
The third line of every item is a percentage of the row
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Table 6.2 shows that farmers who do not own land tend to be KUD

members. Some 63 farmers out of 75 (74 per cent) whose status is Shared Type
are KUD members. Out of those whose status is Shared Type

I

II, about 72 per

cent are KUD members.

6.1.3 Crop Rotation

Crop rotation is the practice of growing different crops sequentially
throughout the year. In \Vest Lombok one year consists of three planting seasons:
'Wet

Season, Dry Season

I and Dry

Season

II.

Good management of crop rotation

can provide benefits such as reduced cost, increased crop yield and subsequently

improved net returns as Mills (1990) suggests. The usual rotation is of two or
three crop varieties in a year. In some regions where water is a constraint, farmers

grow two crop varieties which are planted in Wet Season and Dry Season

I. In

Dry Season tr the land remains fallow. In West Lombok seventeen patterns of
crop rotations were applied by farmers in 1995 (Table 6.3).

Table

6.3

Crop
Rotation
Pd-Pd-Sy

Pd-Pd-Mb

Pd-Pd-Pn

Crop RotatÍons Applied By Farmers in West Lombok' 1995
KUD Members

Non-KUD members

Total

(People and Per cent)

(People and Per cent)

(People and Per cent)

69

29

98

24.0

18.1

27.9

70.4
48

29.6
22

16.7

13.7

68.6

3r.4

s9
20.5

t9

78

tl.9

t7.4

75.6

24.4

89

70
15.6

Table

6.3 Crop

Rotations Applied By Farmers in West...(continued)

Pd-Pd-ch

20

Pd-Pd-Cp

6.9
74.1
J
1.0
JJ.J

Pd-Pd-Tb

Pd-Pd-V/m

Pd-Pd-Tm

Pd-Pd-On

Pd-Pd-cb

Pd-Pd-Fl

Pd-Sy-Fl

Pd-Mb-Fl

Pn-Fl-Fl

9
2.0

10

18

4.0

7

t3

2.1

4.4
53.9

2.9

J

5

8

1.0

3.1

1.8

37.s
2
0.7

62.5
6
3.8

1.8

25.0

75.0

8

7

10

t7

2.4

6.3
58.8

3.8

8

3

11

2.8
72;7

t.9

2.5

6
2.1

27.3
6

T2

3.',l

2.7

50.0

1

3

4

0.3
25.0

1.9

0.9

75.0
0
0.0
0.0

5

t.'7
100.0
34
11.8

24
15.0

5
1

58
12.6

58.6

4t.4

6
2.1

J

9

1,9

2.0

66.7

33.3

3

0.7

100.0

0
0.0
0.0

288

160

448

1.0

Total

25.9
6
3.8
66.7

6.2
55.6

50.0
Pd-Pd-Cc

6.0

8

4L2
Pd-Pd-Ep

27

4.4

2.8
44.4
6

46.t
Pd-Pd-Cn

'l

Source: Primary Data
The second line of every item is a percentage of the column
The third line of every item is a percentage of the row

3

Note: p¿ = paddy; Sy = soybean;Mb = mungbean; pn = peanut; Ch = chilli; Cp =
capsicum; Tb = tobacco; Vy'm = watermelon; Cn = corni Tm = tomato; On =
onion; Ep = eggplant; Cb = cabbage; Cc = chinese cabbage; Fl = fallow
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Table 6.3 shows that most farmers (24 per cent for KUD members and 18
per cent for non-members) applied the crop rotation paddy-paddy-soybean. This
means that farmers cultivated paddy in the'Wet Season, paddy again in

I and soybean in Dry

Season

II.

Dry

Season

This is similar to the rotation reported by

Abdoenahman (1993).
There are two reasons why most farmers chose soybean as a second crop.

First, the farmers consider its cultivation to be easy: most farmers in'West Lombok
cultivate soybean by spreading the seed on the field yard and allowing it to grow
naturally, without fertilisers or pesticides. This is relatively low risk because they
do not invest money in the crop by using fertilisers or pesticides. As Syafa'at
(1990) reported, small farmers, in most cases, tend to avoid risk. Second the
Indonesian government encourages farmers to grow soybean as the second crop to
reduce the volume of soybean imports.

Another interesting point which is evident in Table 6.3 is the tendency of

KUD members choose similar second crops, as compared to KUD non-members.
KUD members tend to grow legumes such

as soybeans, mungbeans, peanuts,

chillies and eggplants as second crops. Among farmers who grow these second
crops in Dry Season II, more than 70 per cent are members of KUDs. Moreover,
among farmers who plant twice ayear, and who choose soybeans and mungbeans
as second crops in

Dry Season I, more than 58 per cent are members of KUDs.

This is probably because plants like soybeans, mungbeans, peanuts, chillies and
eggplants are very easy and cost less than vegetables and fruits to grow. Thus,

KUD members, who have lower income on average than non-members, tend to

9t

choose these crops as second crops. On the other hand, non-members preferred
vegetables or watermelons as second crops. These crops are usually cultivated

in

an intensive manner.

6.1.4 Perennial Crops

Six types of perennial crop, namely coconut, banana, pawpaw, mango,

jackfruit and bamboo, are cultivated by farmers (Table 6.4).

Table

6.4 Perennial Crops Cultivated

Crops

Coconut

Banana

Pawpaw

By Farmers in West Lombok' 1995

KUD Members

Non-KUD members

Total

(People and Per cent)

(People and Per cent)

(People and Per cent)

36

118

31.0
30.5
48

36.4

26.9
53.9
42
20.2
80.8

4t.4

32.r

15

7.2

t4
t2.t

5t.7

48.3

82
39.4
69.s
56

Mango

Jackfruit

46.1

3.8
50.0

Total
X2

10

52

8.6

16.1

19.2

8

l6
4.9

208

116

=24.27 (P<0.05)

Source: Primary Data
The second line of every item is a percentage of the column
The third line of every item is a percentage of the row

92

8.9

I

2.4
100.0

5

29

6.9

50.0
0
0.0
0.0

Bamboo

ro4

5

1.5

324

It can be seen from Table 6.4 thatmore farmers planted bananas and
pawpaws than planted mangos and jackfruits. This is understandable because both
bananas and pawpaws take a short time to harvest and can be grown on extra land
around the farm paddocks. On the other hand, cultivation of mangos and jackfruits

requires a special areas such as a small plantation.

6.2 Surveyed Farmers

6.2.1 Age and Education

The data shows that nearly half of farmer respondents in the district were
between 41 and 50 years of age. Thirty per cent were between26 and 40 years

old, and about 23 per cent of farmers were over 50 years old (Table 6.5).

Table

6.5 Age Composition of Farmer

Respondents in West Lombok' L995

Age

KUD Members

Non-KUD members

Total

(Years)

(People and Per cent)

(People and Per cent)

(People and Per cent)

26-40

r07
37.r

27

t34

16.9

29.9

79.8

20.t

4t-50

131

81

2t2

45.5

47.3

49.0

50.6
38.2
52
32.5
51.0

288

160

448

61.8

Over 50

50

fl.4

Total

X2 =25.07 (P<0.05)
Source: Primary Data
The second line of every item is a percentage of the column
The third line of every item is a percentage of the row
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r02
22.8

Figure 6.2 !rye Composition of Farmers in West Lombok, 1995 (Years)
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The age distribution is statistically significantly different between members of
the KUDs and non-members. Table 6.5 shows that young farmers tend to be

KUD

members. About 80 per cent of farmers between 26 and 40 years old, and 62 per
cent of farmers between 41 and 50 years old are KUD members. This means that
most KUD members are in a productive age range. Figure 6.2 shows that the

distribution of age of members is more even than non-members.

In general,

a cooperative is expected

to remain static if the members are

poor, uneducated, and lack experience and skill. With regard to the level of
education, most farmers (about 49 per cent) are educated to primary school level,

while the rest are divided into two categories: those who have never attended
school, and those who have been educated to secondary school level or above
(Table 6.6).
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Table

6.6 Level of Education

Education

of Farmer Respondents in West Lombok, 1995

KUD Members

Non-KUD members

Total

(People and Per cent)

(People and Per cent)

(People and Per

27.r
62.9

44
27.5
42.3
70
43.8
31.8
46
28.8
37.1

288

160

60
20.8
57.7
150

Never attended
school
Primary

52.1

68.2
78

Secondary

Total

to4
23.2

220
49.1

124
27.7
448

X2 =3.527 (P>0.05)
Source: Primary Data
The second line of every item is a percentage of the column
The third line of every item is a percentage of the row

Figure 6.3 Education Composition of Farmers in West Lombokr 1995
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Although chi-square analysis detected no statistically significant difference
between the education levels of members and non-members, there is an interesting
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pattern that can be seen in Table 6.6. Most farmers who have been educated to

primary and secondary school levels or above tend to be KUD members. This may
mean that most educated farmers believe that the KUDs can improve the
management of their farms. On this point Arnon (1981) stated that the level

of

education of people has a positive correlation to the ability to overcome traditional,
social and cultural constraints. V/ith regard to this study the distribution of
education level among non-members is more even than that among KUD members

(Figure 6.3).

Table

of Farmer Respondents by Level of Education and Age
Composition in West Lombok, L995

6.7 Percentage

Level of Education

Age
(years)

26-40
41-50

Never Gone
School

Secondary
School or above

Total
134
29.9

47

82

4.8
3.7
26
25.0

2t.4

66.1

35.1
149
67.7
70.3

61.2
37
29.8
5

t02

4.0
4.9

22.8

70.2

24
10.9
23.5

104

220

124

448

t3
7t.6

Total

Primary School

5

t2.3
Over 50

to

2t2
47.3

t7.5

=255.42 (P<0.05)
Source: Primary Data
The second line of every item is a percentage of the column
The third line of every item is a percentage of the row

x'

Table 6.7 shows that there is correlation between the age of farmers and their

level of education: the younger the farmer, the higher the level of education. Most
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farmers between 26 and40 years old were educated to secondary school level or

¿l

above, while most farmers between

4I

and 50 years

old only finished primary

school. More than 70 per cent of the older farmers (over 50 years) never went to
school. This table also supports the hypothesis that level of education is a factor
which influences farmers to join KUDs.

6.2.2 Income

On average the income of farmer members was not significantly greater than
that of non-members (P>0.05). Most farmer respondents have an income of less
than two million rupiahs (Table 6.8).

.'I

\f

Table

6.8 Farmers in West Lombok

Based on Total Income, 1995

,;J

Income
(Rp million)

KUD Members

Non-KUD members

Total

(People and Per cent)

(People and Per cent)

(People and Per cent)

Under 2.0

t76

94

270

61.1

58.7
34.8

60.3

23
14.4

70
15.6

65.2
2.0 - <3.0
I

3.0 - <4.0

4.0 or more

Total

Mean
Std Dev
t=

47
16.3
67.1
33
11.5

32.9
20
12.5

62.3

37.7

32

I 1.1

23
14.4

58.2

41.8

288
2,294,729
1,365,106

160

2,176,231

r,643,570

0.44 (Þ0.05)

Source: Primary Data
The second line of every item is a percentage of the column
The third line of every item is a percentage of the row

r

9l

53
11.8
55
12.3

448

Figure 6.4 Lorentz Curve of Income Distribution of Farmers in West
Lombok,1995
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Even though the average income of farmer members is not significantly

different from that of non-members, the distribution of income between the two
:,'i

itf

'i'

groups does differ. Income distribution among members is more even than among

non-members. This may be because some rich farmers do not want to be members
of KUDs

as

they can afford to individually own the same facilities as those offered

by KUDs.

6.2.3 Family Size

With regard to the family size of farmers there was

a

statistically significant

difference between KUD members and non-members. Most KUD members (about

49 per cent) have families of four or more members, while non-members of KUDs
have families of three or less (Table 6.9).
I

!
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Table
,,1.

6.9 Farmers in West Lombok

Based on Family Size, 1995

Family Size

KUD Members

Non-KUD members

Total

@eople)

(People and Per cent)

(People and Per cent)

(People and Per cent)

Under 4

4-5

l14

109

39.6
51.1

68.1
48.9
48

r42

Over 5

Total

223
49.8
190

42.4

49.3
74.7
32

30.0
25.3
3

35

11.1

1.9

7.8

91.4

8.6

288

160

448

X2 =37.10 (P<0.05)
Source: Primary Data
The second line of every item is percentage of the column
The third line of every item is percentage of the row

Figure 6.7 Family Size Composition of Farmers in West Lombok District,
1995
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Table 6.9 also shows that farmers who have more than four dependants tend
I

*

to be KUD members. This may be because KUDs also serve the members with
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non-farm input credits such as sugar and kerosene. Members who have high
ti

families with low income cannot buy daily need commodities in cash. Members

i

can buy all these commodities in KUD shops with weekly or monthly payments. In
terms of the distribution of family size, disparities seem higher for non-members as

compared to members (Figure 6.7).

6.3 Surveyed Cooperatives

This section examines the features of the village unit cooperatives surveyed

in 1995. The features examined

are as follows: year of establishment;

working

areas and potential population; distance from a town and public market availability;

characteristics of the director, auditor, and manager; workers; number of members;
-'t
,[t

and level of support facilities.

',!l

I

6.3.1 Year of Establishment

Most village unit cooperatives in the West Lombok District were established
between 1979 and 1981 (Table 6.10)

tI

l;

l

100

m

Table 6.10 Name and Year of Establishment of Village Unit Cooperatives in
'West Lombok, 1995.

No
I
2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

t2
t3

I4
15

t6
t7
18

t9
20

Name of Cooperative

Year

KUD Mataram
KUD Cakranegara
KUD Eka Arsa
KUD Fajar
KUD MinaMakmur Jaya
KUD V/ajar
KUD Sadar
KUD Lingsar
KUD Sabar
KUD Karya Muda
KUD Tanjung
KUD Ampera
KUD Genem Merenten
KUD Sangkareang
KUD Karya Nyata
KUD SetiaBudi
KUD Setia Jaya
KUD Petak
KUD Kedaro
KUD Mekar Sari

1975
1976
1978
1981
1981

1975
1979
1980
1978

r979
1980
1980
1981

r978
1980
1980

r979
1975
1981

1982

Source: The Department of Cooperatives of West Lombok, 1995

Table 6.10 shows that KUDs were formally established in West Lombok
between I975 and 1982, which means that they have been operating as
cooperatives for up to 21 years. All these cooperatives are established based on
the ideas from the govemment. Before becoming cooperatives they have been
operated as rural government enterprises for two or three years. This highlights
the main difference between agricultural cooperatives in Indonesia and those in

developed countries is that in Indonesia the impetus of establishing a cooperative
comes from the government, while in developed countries
farmers.
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it comes from the

6.3.2 Working Areas and Potential Population

'Working area and potential population are considered to be factors affecting

KUD development. Working

area refers to the amount of ricefield land in villages

where the KUDs are allowed to run their business. This area is defined by the

government. Potential population refers to the number of adult people (over 18
size
years old) who live within working area. There is no correlation between the

of working areas and the potential population for every cooperative (Table 6'11)'

Table 6.11 Working Area and Potential Population of village
CooPerative in West Lombok, L995

No

Name of CooPerative

'Working Area
(Hectares)

Potential Population
(People)

384
KUD Mataram
978
KUD Cakranegara
2
637
KUD Eka Arsa
3
235
KUD Fajar
4
401
KUD MinaMakmur JaYa
5
1,449
KUD Wajar
6
1,282
l KUD Sadar
3,065
KUD Lingsar
8
1,95I
KUD Sabar
9
r,356
KUD Karya Muda
10
7,735
KUD Tanjung
11
2,254
KUD Ampera
t2
2,258
KUD Genem Merenten
13
22,255
KUD Sangkareang
t4
930
KUD Karya NYata
l5
1,649
KUD Setia Budi
l6
r,467
KUD Setia JaYa
t7
2,545
KUD Petak
l8
18,925
KUD Kedaro
t9
11,969
KUD Mekar Sari
20
Source: The Department of Cooperatives of West Lombok, 1995
1

t02

unit

7064
8412
8065

3942
6199
1o357

10892
r0717
14819
4089
5407
8059
6876
3706
11644
1 1389
8202
10082
9640
8026

The potential working area varies greatly among the cooperatives the
smallest being 235hectares in the "Fajar"
hectares in the "sangkareang"

KUD

and the largest being 22,225

KUD. Potential population is not necessarily

proportional to the working area although the "'Wajar" KUD has a relatively small
working area, it also has the largest potential population. Similarly, "Genem
Merenten" KUD has an aYeruEe working area, but the smallest potential

population. The first five KUDs shown in Table 6.11 each has a working areas of
less than one thousand hectares, but high potential population. This is due to the

fact that all of these cooperatives are in a municipality (kotø madya), in which most
space is used for housing, offices and other public

facilities. This level of

development attracts many rural people, hence the high potential population for the

KUDs. One other interesting thing to note from Table 6.11 is the working area of
the KUD "sangkareang", which at22,255 hectares is much greater than the

majority of the other KUDs. Even though this is a large amount of land, the

productivity of the area is relatively low, because the working areas for this KUD
is dominated by dry land areas'

6.3.3 Distance and Public Market Availability

The distance of KUD offices from the capital of the Lombok Barat District
ranges

from I to

126

kilometres, and the number of public markets ranges from I

to 6 (Table 6.12).
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Markets Ín
Table 6.12 Distance from District capital and Number of Public
working Area of village unit cooperatives in west Lombok,
1995

No
I
2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

t2
t3
t4
15

t6
t7
18

t9
20

Name of

Cooperative

Distance from Town
(I{ms)

KUD Mataram
KUD Cakranegara
KUD Eka Arsa
KUD Fajar
KUD Mina Makmur JaYa
KUD Wajar
KUD Sadar
KUD Lingsar
KUD Sabar
KUD Karya Muda
KUD Tanjung
KUD Ampera
KUD Genem Merenten
KUD Sangkareang
KUD KaryaNYata
KUD Setia Budi
KUD Setia JaYa
KUD Petak
KUD Kedaro
KUD Mekar Sari

Source: The DePartment

Number of Public
Ma¡ket Available

I

4

3

6

4

1

4

I

5

1

26
24

1

18

1

20

1

3l

1

1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

56
69

126
86

t2
15
18

2l
78
38

of Cooperatives of West Lombok,

1995

important
Distance to town and availability of public markets are two
and farm input can
variables in determining how well farm output can be marketed

kilometres from their
be obtained. Most cooperatives are located less than 75
and Kedaro' are
district capital. Only three KUDs, Genem Merenten, Sangkareang

KUDs are within one hour
more than 75 kilometres distant. This means that most
storehouses exist'
of travel by car from the town where the PUSRI and DOLOG

pusRl is the state enterprise which is in charge of production and distribution of

lo4

fertilisers in Indonesia, and DOLOG is the government institution responsible for
national food security.

In terms of market availability, all cooperatives have at least one public
market in their working afeas. A public market is a market managed by the

government. Other small markets exist, however, they are not recorded as they are
mostly seasonal.

6.3.4 Director and Auditor

The director and chief of the audit board (auditor) are the two most

important people in the management of a KUD. Most directors and chiefs of audit
boards were 40 to 60 years and have had a senior high school education (Table

6.13).
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Table 6.13 Age and Level of Education of Director and Chief of Audit Board
of Village Unit Cooperatives in West Lombok, 1995

No

Director

Name of CooPerative

Education

Aee

I

KUD Mataram
,)
KUD Cakranegara
KUD Eka Arsa
3
4 KUD Fajar
KUD Mina M. Jaya
5
KUD V/ajar
6
KUD Sadar
7
KUD Lingsar
8
KUD Sabar
9
10 KUD Karya Muda
KUD Tanjung
11
t2 KUD Ampera
l3 KUD Genem Merenten
t4 KUD Sangkareang
KUD KaryaNyata
15
t6 KUD SetiaBudi
t7 KUD Setia Jaya
KUD Petak
18
t9 KUD Kedaro
20 KUD Mekar Sari

Chief of Audit Board

Aee
6l

SHS
JHS
JHS

40
42

UG
UG

51

SHS

41
37

PS

51

SHS

44
54
52
43

UG

PS

3l

JHS

42
39
34
60
39

SHS
SHS

51
62
36
65

UG

57

SHS
SHS
JHS

63

42
45
65

UG

53

PS

44
55
55

JHS
JHS
SHS
JHS
SHS

SHS
SHS

53

40
39
47
45
54
56
64
56

Education

UG
UG
SHS
SHS
SHS

51

SHS

SHS

SHS
PS

UG
UG
SHS
SHS
SHS

Source: The Department of Cooperative of West Lombok, 1995
Note: PS is Primary School (Finished Year 6); JHS is Junior High School
(Finished Year 9); SHS is Senior High School (Finished Yeat l2); UG is
University Graduate

Table 6.13 shows that the age of both of these officers lies between 30 and
60 years

old. Similarly,

the education level ranges widely from primary school to

university graduate. In general, both the directors and the chiefs of audit boards
were relatively young and educated.
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6.3.5 Managers and Workers

Managers and workers are two management components which are
considered very important in reaching cooperative objectives.

Table 6.14 Ageand Level of Education of Manager and Number of Workers
of Village Unit Cooperative in West Lombok, 1995

No

Manager

Name of Cooperative

Aee lYears)

Number of
Workers

13
UG
33
KUD Mataram
t6
) KUD Cakranegara
UG
34
l0
UG
33
KUD Eka Arsa
3
7
UG
39
KUD Fajar
4
5
UG
36
KUD Mina M. Jaya
5
39
UG
32
KUD Wajar
6
32
UG
34
Sadar
KUD
7
20
UG
35
KUD Lingsar
8
5
SHS
29
KUD Sabar
9
L4
UG
34
KUD Karya Muda
10
2T
UGD
38
KUD Tanjung
l1
l9
UG
3t
KUD Ampera
t2
1l
SHS
3l
KUD Genem Merenten
t3
t4
SHS
4t
KUD Sangkareang
t4
I3
UG
32
KUD Karya Nyata
15
15
UG
33
l6 KUD Setia Budi
7
UG
34
tl KUD Setia Jaya
2t
UG
39
KUD Petak
18
6
IHS
48
KUD Kedaro
t9
9
UG
46
20
KUD Mekar Sari
Source: The Department of Cooperatives'West Lombok, r994
Note: JHS is Junior High School (Finished Year 9); SHS is Senior High School
(Finished Year l2);UG is University Graduate;UGD is Undergraduate
Diploma.
1

Table 6.14 shows that the youngest manager is 29 years old while the oldest
is

48. Most managers have completed

a

university qualification, and only one

tol

manager was educated to junior high school level (JHS)

only.

These managers are

in charge of different numbers of workers, depending on the size of the business of
the cooperative. The KUD that employs the smallest number of workers is Mina

Makmur Jaya, while the one employing the largest number is the V/ajar KUD.

6.3.6 Members and Facilities

Membership of KUDs in West Lombok ranges between 1,000 to 8,000
people, and every KUD has at least one storehouse, RMU (rice milling unit), shop
and drying floor (Table 6.15). However, in terms of facilities, the KUDs in West

Lombok are still very poor.
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Table 6.15 Number of Member and Facilities in Village Unit Cooperatives in
West Lombok' 1995

No

Name of Cooperative

Member Store- RMU

Shops

house
2
2
3,552
KUD Mataram
3
2
6,545
2
KUD Cakranegara
1
1
6,766
KUD Eka Arsa
3
I
1
r,567
Fajar
4
KUD
1
1
3,400
5
KUD Mina M. Jaya
J
4
4,646
Wajar
KUD
6
J
2
3,700
KUD Sadar
7
1
2
5,430
KUD Lingsar
8
2
1
4,815
KUD Sabar
9
I
1
2,536
10
KUD Karya Muda
3
4
2,892
KUD Tanjung
11
1
2
3,181
t2 KUD Ampera
2
2
5,485
Merenten
t3 KUD Genem
1
1
5,465
t4 KUD Sangkareang
2
3
2,193
KUD KaryaNyata
15
)
2
6,836
t6 KUD Setia Budi
2
3
7,829
t7 KUD Setia Jaya
3
4
5,560
KUD Petak
18
I
1
5,273
t9 KUD Kedaro
1
1
4,916
KUD Mekar Sari
20
Source: The Department of Cooperatives of West Lombok, 1995

I

All the KUDs

Drying
Floor

2
2

2

I

2

3

1

I
I

J

5

2

3

1

2

1

1

I
I

3

5

I

1

I

)
1

I
I

2
2

2

1

I

2

5

1

I

1

1

3

have more than one thousand members. This means that

difficult for a KUD to accommodate all member suggestions

it is

and to make decisions

that will satisfy everyone. To handle the needs of all these members, every
cooperative has group leaders, who are supposed to be representatives at each
cooperative meeting. However, in practice, most of these representatives only
attend the annual general meeting.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

PERFORMANCE OF COOPBRATIVES

This chapter presents analysis of the performance, and the factors affecting
the performance, of village unit cooperatives. Three performance indicators are
tested: return on assets, achievement of programmed activities targets, and member

satisfaction. The main analysis follows, with some modification, approaches
applied by Brodjosaputro (1989), Nasution (1990) and Mangaliso (1995). Factor
analysis and multiple linear regressions are then used to investigate how certain
factors affect the performance of village unit cooperatives.

7.1 Business Performance

Performance indicators applied in this section are calculated with two kinds

of price: market price and constant price. Both prices are applied in order to
understand the real value of the indicators. Motis (I992a) suggested that inflation
should be involved in analysing financial development of cooperatives. The
deflator used in this study is the consumer price index (CPÐ in the'West Lombok

District with 1990

as the standard year (Table 7.1).

Table 7.1 Deflator Factors Based On Consumer Price Index, L990'1994
(1990 = 100)
CPI

Year

100
107.57
t99t
112.32
1992
121.50
1993
130.68
t994
Source: Regional Planning Board of West Lombok, 1996
1990

7.1.1 Business Volume of KUDs

The value of business volume of a business entity is one indication of the rate

of business activity: the higher the value of business volume, the higher the rate of
business

activity. Farmer cooperatives, which have two functions

entities and farmer organisations

-

-

as business

do not only emphasise profit (net return), but

also business volume. Baumol (1977) stated that some business entities may not

maximise profit but may instead, concentrate on maximising the value of sales.
The business activities of KUDs can be divided into two main categories,

namely programmed and non-programmed activities. The difference between these

two kinds of activities is the source of the capital used to run the business. Capital
for running programmed business comes from govemment and is called program

credit. Capital for non-programmed activities is from the cooperatives themselves.
Table 7.2 displays average volume and growth rate of KUD business in'West

Lombok from 1990 to 1994.
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Table

7.2

Growth Rate of KUD Business in West
Lombok District from 1990 to 1994
A¡verage Volume and

Categories

Market Price
Value
Growth
(per
cent)
ßp.000)

II.I2

1,484,124
Programmed Business
351,105
Non-prog. Business
r.835.228
Total
Source: Primary Data, 1995

t2.75

tt.22

Constant Price
Growth
Value
(per cent)
(Rp.000)
3.90
1,289,132
5.06
305,488
3.89
r,594,620

Table 7.2 shows that KUD business is still dominated by programmed

activities (81 per cent), with growth per year of 11 per cent when measured by
market price, or 4 per cent when measured by constant price. Similarly, Nasution
(1990) reported that in the Districts of Kediri and Subang KUD business from
programmed activities comprised 95 per cent of total business.

In terms of non-programmed business activities, all KUDs run shops, rice

milling units, and electrical installations, and some KUDs are involved in the
tourism sector, such as supplying fruit and vegetable to hotels and restaurants or
hiring out cars, motorbikes and bicycles. Non-programmed activities indicate the
'West Lombok, although the
level of independence of a village unit cooperative. In

volume of this business is still very low, its growth is higher than that of
programmed activities. This means that there is still a good opportunity for the
non-programmed business of KUDs to develop. However, in West Lombok

KUDs are still mostly dependent on government aid.
On average, the business volume of KUDs in'West Lombok from 1990 to
1994 grew by 1 1 per cent per year by market price, or by 4 per cent by constant

price. This is lower than the growth of business volume of tertiary farmer

t12

cooperatives for the whole of Indonesia, which is 25 per cent per year (Suyono et

a1.,1996p.

ll2).

This indicates that the management of KUD assets in'West

Lombok is very poor.

7.1.2 Member Savings in KUDs

The value of member savings indicates the level of member participation.
There are three types of savings: entrance savings, monthly savings and voluntary

savings. Entrance savings are the contribution paid when a farmer applies for
membership. These savings are the same for all members and are paid only once at
the beginning of each membership.

Monthly savings are paid every month. The

value of these savings is reviewed periodically, normally each year. Both entrance
and monthly savings are compulsory. However, there are also voluntary savings,
the value and frequency of which depend on the willingness of members to support

the KUD.
Saving are not equivalent to fees, because they can be withdrawn by
members. Entrance and monthly savings can only be withdrawn when farmers
terminate membership, while, voluntary savings can be withdrawn at any time.

Among the three types of savings in the period between 1990 and 1994,the value
and the growth of monthly saving is the highest (Table 7.3).
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Table 7.3 Average Value and Growth Rate of Member Savings in KUDs in
the West Lombok District from 1990 to 1994
Categories

Entrance Savings
Monthly Savings
Voluntarily Savings

Total

Market Price
Value
Growth
(Rp.000)
(per cent)
t4.04
2,599
20.34
13,337
9.87
11,944
15.1 1
27,878

Constant Price
Growth
Value
(per cent)
(Rp.000)
6.05
2,251
10.87
11,487
2.86
10,390
6.87
24,129

Source: Primary Data, 1995

The savings of members afe a main source of owned capital of KUDs. The
average total of member savings in West Lombok is about Rp. 28 million, with a

growth rate of 15 per cent at market price, or about Rp. 24 million with a growth
rate of 7 per cent at constant price (Table

7

.3). These values are considered good

compared to the condition of KUDs in other areas. Dalyono (1992, p. 36)
reported that the average total of member savings of KUD in Yogyakarta in 1990
was about Rp. 20 million.

7.1.3 Capital of KUDs

Capital held by KUDs is divided into two categories, namely owned capital
and loan capital. Owned capital is collected from entrance savings, monthly
savings, voluntarily savings, undistributed dividends and donations. Loan capital
comes from the

KUD debt to the organised creditors like banks, foundations,

private business entities, state business entities or cooperatives, and individual

t14

creditors. KUD capital in West Lombok from 1990 to 1994 was dominated by
loan capital (T able 7 .4)

Table

7.4

Lverage Value and Growth Rate of Capital of KUDs in the West
Lombok District from L990 to 1994

Categories

Market Price
Growth
Value
(per cent)
(Rp.000)
19.55
143,304
20.86
412,087

Owned Capital
Loan Capital
555,391
Total
Source: Primary Data, 1995

20.51

Constant Price
Value
Growth
(per cent)
(Rp.000)
t0.27
123,705
11.27
355,460
11.00
479,165

Table 7.4 shows that the loan capital of KUDs is higher than owned capital.

In fact, about 74 per cent of total capital is from debt. This suggests that KUDs
experience difficulties in developing owned sources of capital. In other words, the
existence of KUDs depends on credit. This is because most KUD members are

poor, while KUDs are assigned to carry out large and risky jobs such as fertiliser

provision and rice procurement. Syafrizal et al. (1985 cited by Brodjosapoetro,
1989) similarly reported that the main difficulty faced by KUDs in'West Sumatra
was the need to increase capital. And Rahardjo (1995) suggested that the
dependency of KUDs on governmental loans is deliberately retained because KUDs
are treated as agents to run government policies.

On average, the capital growth of KUDs in West Lombok in the study period
is still low, standing at20 per cent per year by market price, or 11 per cent by
constant price. In Indonesia overall, as Tjakrawerdaja (1996) stated, the capital of

KUDs increased by 67 per cent between 1993 and 1995. By comparison to KUDs
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in East Java, of whom Pandia et al. (1996) reported that loan capital could be
decreased by about 2.5 per cent

from 1994 to 1995.

7.1.4 KtlD Service to Members

Service to members is one of the main characteristics of cooperatives like

KUDs and indicated by the value of KUD transactions to members. These include
both programmed activities and non-programmed activities. As business entities,

KUDs are allowed to make transactions with non-members, but the KUDs have to
give priority to members. KUD transactions in'West Lombok from 1990 to 1994
were dominated by those with members (Table 7.5).

Table 7.5 Average Value and Growth Rate of KUD Transactions in the West
Lombok District from 1990 to 1994
Categories

Transactions with members
Transactions with non-members
Total transaction

Market Price
Growth
Value
(per
cent)
ßp.000)
9.98
1,102,384
14.25
732,844
tl.22
t.835.228

Constant Price
Growth
Value
(per cent)
(Rp.000)
6.2t
959,041
11.22
635,579
3.89
1,594,620

Source: Primary Data, 1995

Table 7.5 shows that, on average, 60 per cent of the value of KUD
transactions are with members, with an annual growth of about 10 per cent by
market price, or 6 per cent by constant price. This is evidence that KUDs give

priority to their members. This value is slightly higher than the national standard
for consideration as an independent KUD, which is 60 per cent.
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Even though the value of transactions with members was higher than that

with non-members, the growth rate for non-members was higher. This suggests
that these non-members who do business with KUDs ought to be prime candidates

for membership recruitment.

7.L.5 Financial Situation

Evaluation of

a business

entity can be judged from the way in which it uses

its capital. Schall and Haley (1991) suggested several ratios for analysing the

financial position of

a

company: these were the liquidity, leverage, activity and

profitability ratios. Campsey et al. (1994) and Keers and Wilson (1987) added one
more ratio which indicates the effectiveness of the investment of shareholders in
the company. This is called the market value or the valuation ratio. This study

follows Schall and Haley's list of ratios, rather than those of Campsey or Keers and
V/ilson because cooperative members as shareholders receive dividends based on
the volume of transactions and not on the shares of members (see Chapter Two).
The type of ratios applied in this study is also consistent with the availability

of data and the standard ratios used by the Department of Cooperatives. These are
the current ratio as a liquidity ratio, the debt ratio as a leverage ratio, the return on
assets as a

profitability ratio and the turnover of assets as an activity ratio (Table

7.6).

1t7

Table 7.6 Average Value of Financial Ratios of KUDs in West Lombok from
1990 to 1994
Value
t42.06

Tvpe of Ratio
Current ratio
1
Debt ratio
2
Return on assets
3
Turnover of assets
4
Source: Primary Data, 1995

No

93.95

3.10
3.37

The liquidity ratio is important in analysing the financial situation of a
short term
business entity because it measures the ability of the business to meet

debt. There is no standard value of this ratio, however, Riyanto (1994) suggested
run
that a company is solvent if at least its current assets can meet its short
that a
commitments as these fall due. Similarly, Walker and Petty tr (1986) stated
means
Iarge cash deficit can lead to bankruptcy, whereas a large cash surplus
L

¡,'f
,

il

ineffrciency.

,J

l'

This study utilises the standard used by the Department of Cooperatives.
Table 7.6 shows that the average value of the current ratio of KUDs in'West

Lombok is l42per cent. This means that according to the standard the KUDS
fixed
were not solvent. This is probably because most grants to the KUDs are in
assets

like storehouses, office buildings and equipment or shops' On the other

grant abuse
hand, most loans are given in cash. This strategy is applied to avoid

practices. The current ratio of KUDs in'West Lombok on average grows by 2'4
per cent per year (Figure 7.1).

I
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from 1990
Figure 7.1 Growth of Financial Ratios of KUDs in West Lombok
to 1994
:
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In terms of the debt ratio, KUDs have an average value of 94

value' Debt ratio
the current ratio, this ratio does not have a fixed standard
the value of this ratio
indicates the proportion of creditor funded total assets, and
T
1l,f

also shows the ability of a company to

fulfit all its commitments, both long term

'!

and short term,

if

the company sold

out. The standard used by the Department of

less.
Cooperatives sets the value of this ratio at 50 per cent or

of 94 per cent
In'West Lombok, KUDs on average have a debt ratio value
by creditors'
which means that almost all assets managed by KUDs were funded
believes that
Even though this leverage ratio looks very risky, KUD management
are that (1) the
their KUDs will never go bankrupt. The causes for the belief
states that members have
biggest creditor is the government, (2) the rules of KUDs

members are ignorant of
unlimited responsibility for all debts, (3) almost all KUD

financial management, and (4) the lack of skill of KUD management.

I

l
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The profitability ratio shows the success of the business entity in earning a

,l

net return on sales or investments. Since profit is the ultimate objective of a
business, poor performance here indicates a basic failure which lead to bankruptcy

(Schall and Haley, 1991). Profitability ratios do not have a formal standard, but
money owners will not invest their money into a business entity with a net return

lower than the interest rate from the State Bank. This means that profitability
ratio, for money owners, should be greater than State Bank interest rate. Concern

with the rate of interest, however, may not applicable for managing KUDs, since
most of the money in KUDs belongs to the government.
Table 7.6 shows that total assets of KUDs from 1990 to 1994 provide an
average net return of 3 per cent. This means that KUD profitability is low

compared with the interest rate from the State Bank which was l2 percent when
-t
tl

this study was conducted. The Indonesian national average for KUD profitability
has been reported by Suyono et al. (1995

,p.307) at2.5 per cent. The main

reasons for this low rate is poor management of working capital. Also, KUDs are

required to run programmed activities even when there are other more profitable

I

business activities they could engage in.

KUDs in West Lombok have an average tumover rate of their assets of 3.4
times. This shows how well the assets of the KUDs are being used to generate
business volume. Since KUDs work predominantly with rice farmers, and the

ricefields are normally cultivated three times a year, KUDs are expected to have a
turnover of three times their assets, thus a value of 3.4 means a higher turnover
I

r

rate than expected. This figure of 3.4 seems reasonable given that Djarijah (1996),
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observing the performance both KUD and non-KUD cooperatives, reported a ratio

of business volume to total assets at about 1.6, and Rahardjo (1995,p. a5a)
observed a turnover of KUD assets throughout Indonesia in 1993 at4.2. This also
indicates that turnover of total assets of KUDs in West Lombok is reasonable.

7.2 Target Achievement

Target achievement in this study refers to the ability of KUDs to reach their
objectives based on the annual planning which is ratified at the annual general
meeting (AGM). Annual planning comprises two main kinds of business activity,
programmed and non programmed. Target achievement of programmed business

activity measures the ability of KUDs
rlf

as agents

of govemment policy, which is one

of their main functions and which will be emphasised in this section. As agents of

,J

government policy, KUDs are assigned to carry out two main activities, namely

fertiliser distribution and rice procurement.

7.2.1 Achievement of Fertiliser Provision Target

KUDs have been appointed as fertiliser suppliers at the village level since
1983, based on the Decision Letter of the Ministry of Trading Affairs No.

glll<PilAß83. The ministry reallocated fertiliser retailing from

the private sector

to farmer cooperatives step by step, as evidence by the work of Syafradji (1988)
I

t

who reported that the share of KUDs in distributing fertiliser to the farmers was 55
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per cent in 1983, 75 per cent in 1984, and 100 per cent in 1985. The volume of

fertiliser distributed in 1985 was not based on rule No. 91/1983 but, on rule No'

l17s¡<PNmllg84,the difference between these two being the involvement of
PUSKUDI. Under the first rule, KUDs received fertiliser from PUSKUD, but later
obtained fertiliser from the district representative of PUSRI.

In the first few years of the implementation of these rules, the government
did not attach credit to fertiliser provision because the fertiliser price was
subsidised. Because some farmers could not afford the cash price, KUDs had a lot
'West Lombok
of unsold fertiliser in their storehouses. At present, all KUDs in

distribute feniliser with credit. However, the govemment attempts to persuade
rich farmers not to use credit, and the amount of fertiliser needed is arranged by
farmers through farmer groups (see Figure 7 .2), in an attempt to avoid an excess of

unsold stock.

I

t pUSK1ID, or pusat Koperasi Unit Desa, is a secondary cooperative with KUDs as members'

I
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Figure 7.2 Provision of Farm Inputs through KUDs in the West Lombok
District, 1995
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Figure 7.2 shows two main flows in farm input distribution: application flow
and farm input

flow. The amount of farm input

needed is planned by individual

farmers, and these plans are collectively submitted to farmer group leaders, and are
called group work plans or rencana definitif kelompok (RDK). The RDK is
processed by a team to be a credit proposal oÍ rencana definitif kebutuhan

kelompok (RDKK). The team consists of extension workers, village officers,
subdistrict officers and heads of the extension centres. The RDKK is then
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submitted to the KUD as a credit proposal. The KUD evaluates the proposal,
especially in relation to the security guarantee. The proposal is finally submitted to
the State Bank called Bank Raþat Indonesia (BRI).
Farm input flow begins with approval of credit by the BRI. The credit given
is not in the form of cash, but as a deliver order (DO), a letter authorising KUDs to
obtain farm inputs. These inputs are supplied by companies appointed by the
government (Figure 7.2) to KUD storehouses. KUD personnel then distribute the
inputs to the cooperative service stations or TPK, based on the RDKK. Inputs for
farmers who use credit are distributed through farmer groups based on the RDK.
However, farmers who pay cash can buy directly from the TPK.
The performance of KUDs in terms of providing fertiliser to farmers can be
measured by comparing the value of fertiliser targeted in the annual plan and the

actual value reached at the end of the plan year. Every year from 1990 to 1994 the
value of this activity, both in target and actual terms, has increased (Table 7.7).

Table 7.7 Target and Actual Value and Percentage of Achievement of
Fertiliser Provision by KUDs in west Lombok from 1990 to 1994
Year

Target
(Rp.000)

220,263
254,049
t99t
272,005
t992
304,457
1993
363,392
r994
282,833
Average
Source: Primary Data, 1995
1990

Actual
(Rp.000)
216,208
253,143
275,008
313,479
369 174
285.402

t24

Achievement
(Per cent)
98.40
99.60

rOt.2t
100.80
101.99
100.91

Table 7.7 shows that since 1992 KUDs on average distribute more fertilisers
than the target. This is because farmers in non inigated areas who are not
expected to use much fertiliser, in fact are increasing their fertiliser usage.

Moreover, farmers have begun to recognise the benefits of applying fertiliser, when
they previously thought it would affect the taste of rice.

It is interesting to note that in 1993, even though KUDs reached their target
for that year, the percentage of achievement was lower than in 1992. This is
probably because the government increased fertiliser prices in accordance with

inflation. However, this policy was not accompanied by

an increased of the

amount of farm enterprise credit, and so, as a result, some farmers could not obtain
the amount of fertiliser they had planned to use.

In providing fertiliser, KUDs cannot sell at a price over the standardised
price, and are only given a discount fee of Rp. 5 for every kilogram of fertiliser

sold. This means that for every 100 kilogram sack of fertilisers, KUDs receive Rp.
500. However, fertiliser arriving in KUD storehouses has normally lost on average
of one kilogram per sack in transit from producers to KUD storehouses.
Nonetheless, KUDs have to pay full price for the sack. If the sacks of fertiliser are
purchased by farmers using cash, and not credit, the amount paid is based on the

true weight. For example, the price of urea (nitrogenous fertilisers) is Rp. 24O per

kilogram and TSP (phosphorus fertilisers) or KCI (potassium fertilisers) is Rp. 350
per kilogram, but the KUDs only receive an average fee of Rp. 245 per sack of
urea and Rp.150 per sack of TSP or

KCl. As a result,

some KUDs try to sell

fertiliser over the standardised price, and to sell it non members who do not
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cultivate rice. Sometimes KUDs may even sell some of their fertiliser to private
retailers

7.2.2 Achievement of Rice Procurement Target

KLID involvement in marketing rice is not just a matter of buying and selling

rice. The govemment claims that there

are four main objectives

for involving

KUDs in rice marketing. The first is to provide an opportunity for KUDs to
participate in activities as national commodity suppliers. The second is to develop
the independence of KUDs. The third is to present opportunities for KUDs to
learn business management and the fourth is to stimulate and create price stability
at the producer level and stability of the national food stock.

Of these four objectives, the government seems to pay much attention to the

it
development of KUDs as good business entities. However, in implementation,
of
mostly emphasises the fourth objective, which is the role of KUDs as stabilisers
food price and national stock.

A KUD is the only economic entity authorised by the government to supply
rice to DOLOG as national rice stock. However, KUDs are allowed to cooperate

with private traders to collect rice from farmer producers (see Figure 7'3)
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Figure 7.3 Diagram of Rice Procurement by KUDs in West Lombok in 1995
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Figure 7.2 demonstrate that there are three ways for KUDs to market their
rice to DOLOG. In Type I, farmers sell their rice to KUDs, who sell it to

DOLOG. In Type II, KUDs buy rice from private traders within their working
area then sell

it to DOLOG. In Type Itr, KUDs buy rice from private traders at the

district level or outside their working area and sell it to DOLOG.
There are three such methods because KUDs do not have enough facilities to
process all unhulled rice from farmers to

fulfil the quality

standard set up by

DOLOG, which will not buy sub-standard KUD rice. This requirement is
a
reasonable because the rice bought by DOLOG stored as national stock for

r2l

relatively long period of time. Thus KUDs afe very selective in purchasing
unhulled rice from farmers. As a result, some farmers prefer to sell their rice to
private traders who pay in cash, even though the price received is lower.
Unprocessed KUD rice that is not up to standard quality is sometimes sold to
private traders at a low price. Some of them buy this rice on condition that the

KUDs guarantee that it could be sold to DOLOG after processing. As

a result,

rice from private traders that should not be sold to DOLOG, may, in fact, be sold
to DOLOG at the standardised price. This mechanism is likely to disturb the

function of KUDs as price stabiliser at the producer level.
In'West Lombok, KUDs on average can reach their rice procurement target
(Table 7.8).

Table 7.8 Target and Actual Value, and Percentage of Achievement of Rice
Procurement by KUDs in West Lombok from 1990 to 1994

1990

Target
(Rp.000)
965,906

t99t

1,080,715

Year

1,213,788
1992
1,368,170
1993
1.443.625
1994
1,2r4,441
Average
Source: Primary Data, 1995

Actual
(Rp.000)
848,162
988,314
1,181,739
1,088,106
1.480,231

Achievement
(Per cent)
87.81

1,1 17,310

92.00

9t.45
99.89
79.53

tot.42

"Target" and "actual" above refer to the target and actual value of rice that
KUDs sell to DOLOG. As with the distribution of fertiliser, Table 7.8 shows that
rice procurement increased each year from 1990 to 1994, with exception of 1993.
The drop in 1993 was probably caused by the low quality of some rice sold to
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DOLOG, because some farmers did not use fertiliser because the government
increased its price (see previous section). Even though KUDs in West Lombok

met their target only in 1994, on average target achievement is good. Suyono et
al. (1995, p. 180) reported that

in 1992KUDs could supply only

80 per cent of all

national rice stock.

7.3 KUD Member Satisfaction

Member satisfaction is one of the success indicators of a cooperative.
Z,eithaml et al. (1993 cited by Danaher and Mattson,1994) defined satisfaction as a
result arising from the comparison between predicted and perceived service. Some
experts measured degrees of satisfaction using some point of scale (Medcof and

Hausdorf, 1995;Williams and Anderson, 1991;Danaher and Mattson, 1994;
Brooke et al., 1988). The current study also expresses the degree of satisfaction
using a five point scale, ranging from most satisfied to most dissatisfied. However,

for clarity, in the discussion below, this scale is simplified to three categories: most
satisfied and satisfied are categorised as satisfied while most dissatisfied and
dissatisfied are categorised as dissatisfied. This section discusses this satisfaction

of members with business activities and involvement in cooperative organisations.
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7.3.1 Satisfaction with Input Provision

Input provision is one of the main KUD business activities which involves all
members. In general, most members are satisfied with this activity (Table 7.9).

Table 7.9 Number and Percentage of Farmer Respondents Based On Degree
of Satisfaction with Input Provision

Satisfied
Activities
148 (s1.39)
Fertiliser Price
146 (s0.69)
Pesticide Price
146 (s0.69)
Seed Price
68 (23.61)
Delivery Input
t3s (46.81)
Impartiality
Source: Primary Data, 1995

Neutral

Dissatisf,red No Comment

48 (16.67)
s2 (18.06)

e2
e0
e1
111
82

sr

(17 .7

r)

101 (35.07)

st (r7.7r)

(31.94)
(31.2s)
(3r.60)
(38.s4)
(28.48)

o (0.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
8 (2.78)
20 (6.94\

In terms of providing inputs, more than a half the members f'elt satisfìed with
input price and less than one third were not satisfied. This is probably because the
price of inputs offered is subsidised by the government and thus is fairly low. Even
though the government reduced the subsidy of input price in 1992,the price
offered is still affordable by farmers. Related to input price is KUD treatment of
members who purchase inputs. There is often public concern about discrimination

in pricing, or treatment by cooperative personnel, of members. Table 7.9 also
provides slight evidence of perception by members of unfairness by KUD
management in selling inputs.
One interesting point about the satisfaction with input provision concerns

delivery. Most members expect KUDs to deliver inputs to their farms, however,
only 24 per cent of members are satisfied with this. Commonly, members who feel
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satisfied have farms close to the KUD storehouses, or have their own transport

facilities, such as horses, horsecarts oI even cars. Very few members (less than
seven per cent) made no comment regarding satisfaction. This is possibly because

they are so far away from public markets that they cannot compare KUD services

to those of the competitive sector.

7.3.2 Satisfaction with Rice Procurement

Like input provision, rice procurement is one of the main business activities
of KUDs. In general, members of KUDs were satisfied with KUD activities related
to this (Table 7.10).

Table 7.L0 Number and Percentage of Farmer Respondents Based On
Degree of Satisfaction with Rice Procurement
Activities
Rice Price
Rice Standardisation
Buying Period
Place of Transaction

Satisfied
11s (39.e3)
109 (37.8s)
t0s (32.9e)
7e (27.43)
r38 (47.92)

Neutral Dissatisfied
7s (26.04)
77 (26.73)
88 (30.ss)
82 (28.47)
50 (17.36)

e6 (33.33)
toz (3s.42)
107 (33.68)
rzs (43.40)
80 Q7.78)

No Comment
2 (0.7o)
0 (0.00)
8 (2.78)
2 (0.7o)
20 (6.e4)

Source: Primary Data, 1995

With regard to rice procurement, more than37 per cent of members were
satisfied with the price given by KUDs, with rice standardisation and with KUD
treatment of rice sellers. In procuring rice, KUDs act as intermediate traders
between farmer producers and DOLOG (see Figure 7'3)'
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KUDs are expected to buy

as much

rice as possible at a set price. The rice

bought is assessed on the basis of DOLOG quality criteria, but some interviewed
farmers assume that KUDs apply these criteria rather unfairly. Nonetheless, the
data shows that 48 per cent of members are happy with this

item. The factor that

is most important to note is the place of rice transaction set up by KUDs, as more
than 40 per cent of farmers are dissatisfied with

this. This may be because all

sellers have to bring their unhulled rice to the nearest place of transaction. Even

though some farmers can share transportation, they still have to pay transportation
fees

7.3.3 Satisfaction with Credit from KUDs

In providing farm inputs to farmers, KUDs are also asked to supply credit to
qualified farmer members. This policy is applied to help farmers to purchase inputs
and to avoid money lenders. In general, farmers felt dissatisfied with

activities in terms of credit (Table

7

KUD

.ll).

Table 7.11 Number and Percentage of Farmer Respondents Based On
Degree of Satisfaction with Credit Supplementation
Activities

Satisfied Neutral

tzo (4r.67)
Procedure
43 (14.93)
Amount
Gap Period
e3 (32.29)
Repayment Method
91 (31.60)
Penalty
87 (30.21)
Source: Primary Data, 1995

7e (27.43)
57 (te.7e)
87 (30.21)
6e (23.e6)
72 (25.00\
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Dissatisf,red No Comment
89 (30.90)
188 (6s.28)
108 (37.s0)
t28 (44.44)
r29 (44.79\

0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)

Credit is greatly needed by many farmers to manage their farms. The survey
shows that all farmer members have used credit from KUDs to manage their farms

However, in the last two planting seasons, only 205 farmer respondents were
eligible for credit. This may be because some farmers had not repaid their last
amount of credit or did not, in fact, need credit.
There are two main sources of credit in rural areas, namely, KUDs and non

KUDs (normally money lenders). Two main reasons for farmers using credit from
KUDs are the low interest rate and the simple procedures involved. By contrast,
the reason for using credit from other sources is the amount of credit available.

Money lenders, who usually only make a gentleman agreement with farmers
do not base their lending decisions on the value of land owned by farmers as a
security guarantee, but normally base it on the yield in the next harvesting season.

They usually lend to the borrowers at a high interest rate (10 to 15 per cent per
month), but some farmers are nonetheless interested because of the large amount
of credit available.
Table 7.11 shows that 120 out of 288 of KUD members felt satisfied with
the procedure involved in getting credit from

KUDs. The procedure to obtain

credit from KUDs is very easy, farmers only needing to show formal letters about
their land status. However, only land owners are eligible for credit. Farmers who
rent land or who work on land belonging to others, have to discuss using the land
as a security guarantee

names of the letter.

with the land owners,

All other

as

credit is issued only under the

steps in this procedure are handled by

KUD

personnel. To ratify the amount of credit, KUD personnel and extension workers
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evaluate farm requirements to intensify management for every applicant.

Therefore, the amount of credit given is close to farm requirements, but without
any consideration of the cost of living during the gap period (the period from the
sta¡t of the investment to harvest time, which, for paddy about 3.5 months). This
may explain why most members felt dissatisfied with the amount of the credit.

At the end of the gap period borrowers are expected to repay their credit

as

soon as possible. However, most farmers consider three months to be very short

time in which to repay. Farmer debtors have to repay the credit soon after
harvesting their paddy, and KUDs may subtract the paddy price directly as an
amount of the credit and interest when farmers sell their paddy to KUDs.

Moreover, in Dry Season II, many farmers may want to use the money for
cultivating a second crop of non-paddy, but this is not allowed as the credit is only
for cultivating paddy. This may be why farmers felt dissatisfied with the gap
period and the repayment method.

In terms of penalty, farmers are not allowed to have further credit if their
repayment has not been completed. From the business point of view, this penalty
is reasonable. Members, however, may feel dissatisfied because of their experience

with BMAS credit. The BIMAS credit is a credit to farmers which is given in

a

form of farm inputs. Under this credit scheme all credit that could not be repaid by
farmers was repaid by the government.
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7.3.4 Satisfaction with Dividend

Dividend is the part of the net return that is distributed to members. The
amount received does not depend on the value of a member's share, but on the
value of the transactions made by the members. Normally, KUDs record member
transactions in

fertiliser. Most members felt satisfied with KUD activities related

to dividend (T able 7 .12)

Table 7.12 Number and Percentage of Farmer Respondents Based On
Degree of Satisfaction with Dividend Distribution

Satisfied Neutral
Activities
106 (36.80) 76 (26.39)
Form of Dividend
e0 (31.2s) 8r (28.12)
Value of Dividend
roo (34.72) 7s (26.04)
Time to Give Dividend
106 (36.81) 82 (28.47)
V/ay to Give Dividend
126 (43.15\ 69 03.96\
Profit to be Dividend
Source: Primary Data, 1995

Dissatisfied No Comment
87
98
9s
87
17

(30.21)
(34.03)
(32.99)
(30.21)
(26.74\

1e
1e
18
13
16

(6.60)
(6.60)
(6.2s)
(4.s1)
(s.55)

Most members felt satisfied with dividend distribution except in regard of
dividend value. This is difficult to explain, perhaps farmers were comparing the
value of the dividend they received to other money they obtain from KUDs, such
as credit or grant, which, of course, are much larger than the

dividend. More than

one third of respondents felt satisfied with the form, distribution time, distribution

method and proportion of profit distributed as dividend. This means that most
farmer members know and care about their dividend in KUDs. Thus the
assumption that members do not know their right in their cooperatives is not
supported.
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Dividends are mostly given to members in the form of savings (called
voluntary savings) when the annual general meeting has finished. Because the
annual general meetings afe not attended by all members, farmer members are

informed verbally about the decision of the meeting regarding dividends normally
through their representative or farmer group leaders.

In terms of the percentage of profit distributed to members as dividend most
members were satisfied. The percentage of profit distributed is based on the

AD/ART (Anggaran Dasar/ Anggaran Rumah Tangga) of KUDs, which is an
agreement composed and ratified by members of the KUD when

it is established.

The AD/ART applies only to members of the KUD and cannot be changed by
management.

7.3.5 Satisfaction with Saving and KUD Management

Everything related to savings, governmental aid, business diversification and
the recording system used in KUDs is decided by management personnel. In
general, members were happy with KUD activities in relation to these items (Table

7.13).
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Table 7.13 Number and Percentage of Farmer Respondents Based On
Degree of Satisfaction with Saving and Management

Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied No Comment
Activities
to ( 3.47) 47 (16.32)
171 (s9.38) 60 (20.83)
Entrance Savings
e ( 3.13) 30 (10.42)
196 (68.0s) 53 (18.40)
Monthly Savings
81 (28.13) 25 ( 8.68)
e0 (3t.2s) 92 (31.e4)
Using Gov't Aid
79 (27.43) 2s ( 8.68)
8e (30.90) es (32.ee)
Business Diversification
82 (28.47) 25 ( 8.68)
81 (30.2r) 94 (32.64)
Recording System
Source: Primary Data, 1995

There are two main savings which have to be contributed by members of

KUDs: entrance savings and monthly savings (see Chapter Two). Most members
are satisfied with the amount of both of these. The survey shows that the entrance
savings in all KUDs in West Lombok District are the same, at Rp. 1,000 per

member. This amount is probably determined by the Department of Cooperatives,
but none of KUD managers surveyed would admit this. Monthly savings vary from
Rp. 500 to Rp. 1,000 per member. This is very low compared to, for example, the
wage for unskilled labour, which is Rp. 4,000 per day.

Regarding the distribution of governmental aid, business diversification, and

KUD recording systems, nearly one third of members felt neutral. This is possibly
due to the lack of member involvement in the management of KUDs as these three

items are decided by management personnel only.

7.3.6 Satisfaction with Members' Involvement in Organisation

Involvement of members in KUD organisation is an indicator of member
satisfaction: a cooperative will develop well if it can stimulate member
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participation. In V/est Lombok most KUD members felt dissatisfied with their
involvement in their KUD (Table 7.13)

Table 7.14 Number and Percentage of Farmer Respondents Based On
Degree of satisfaction with Involvement in KUD Organisation

Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied
Activities
129 (44.79)
e2 (31.e4) 63 (21.88)
Giving Suggestion
(34.03)
tt6 (40.28)
74 (2s.6e) 98
Electing Director
108 (37.s0)
92 (31.e4) 88 (30.s6)
Considering Opinion
(38.89)
99 ß4.37\
17 Q6.74\
112
Gov't Involvement
Source: Primary Data, 1995

No Comment
4 (r.34)
o (0.00)
o (0.00)
0 (0.00)

Table 7.14 shows that most members felt dissatisfied with way of making
suggestions, electing the director, and the consideration of member opinions. This

may be related to the method applied by the management. Members normally
make suggestions to their KUD through their representatives or through extension

workers. This is because every KUD has more than a thousand of members, and
they live in a widespread areaaround the KUD working area. Most members do
not have access to telephones and therefore only a few can directly make
suggestions to their KUD.

The election of the KUD director, is carried out at the annual general

meeting. Naturally, these meetings can not be attended by all members, only their
representatives, some of whom are elected by members and some of whom are
appointed by the chiefs of villages or extension workers. Moreover, in electing the

director, the annual general meeting also considers opinions from outsides, such

as

officers from the Department of Cooperatives, chiefs of villages, extension workers
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and religious leaders. This method probably causes dissatisfaction in many
members.

In considering member opinions, the KUDs are sometimes difficult situation.
On the one hand, the management has to give priority to member aspirations. On
the other hand, KUDs must also consider suggestions from outsiders such as the
Department of Cooperatives, the Department of Agriculture, or other institutions.
These two sides may sometimes conflict.
One interesting thing to note from Table 7.14 is the response from farmers
about the involvement of the government in KUD management. Most members

felt satisfied with this which may be because the members are impressed by the
government officers who come to the KUD offices or KUD service stations to help
farmers by supplying credit and buying rice. For example, when farmers have a
large harvest, KUD staff are helped by personnel from DOLOG to buy the
unhulled rice (see Figure 7.3).
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CHAPTER EIGHT

DETERMINANTS OF COOPERATIVE
PERFORMANCE

This chapter presents statistical evidence on the factors affecting the
performance of KUDs in West Lombok. It is divided into three sections: factors
affecting return on assets as an indicator of business performance, the achievement

of programmed activity targets, and member satisfaction. Each section begins with
a

review of the model used, followed by a discussion of the result of statistical

analysis.

8.1 Factors Affecting Return on Assets

This section presents statistical evidence of the factors affecting retum on

KUD assets. These factors

are analysed using linear multiple regression, a

statistical technique used to analyse the relationship between a dependent variable
and several independent variables (Hair et al., 1995). The model of this analysis is

defined as follows (Moore and McCabe, 1989):

y; =Þo +Þ,x,,*þrx'r*...+Þox,o +e

'Where

is

a

the value of yi is directly observed and xi are potential factors affecting

px

I

y;

B

vector of unknown parameters; g represents a residual that is

independently and normally distributed; and i = 1,2,...,n observation.

8.L.1 Model specification

Return on assets (ROA) of KUDs as defined in section 4.3.1 as a proxy of

KUD business performance, is used

as

the dependent variable. Explanatory

variables are as follows: the value of programmed activities (PROAC), the value of
non-programmed activities (NPROG), and the education level of the manager.
The first two variables are stated in rupiahs and the latter is stated in years.

All

variables involved in this analysis are based on the situation in 1994. The equation
is expressed as:

RO,\ = po +BTPROAC, +BTNPRæI +BTMEDJ, +q
The main hypothesis tested with this model is concerned with the effect of
the value of programmed business activities on the return on assets. The ordinary
least square (OLS) method for regression is applied to compute the regression

coefficients.

8.1.2 Results of Estimation

The results of multiple linear regression are presented in Table 8.1.
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Table

8.1 Parameter Estimates

of Multiple Linear Regression where
Dependent Variable Is Return on Assets

Variables

2

Coefficients

Standard Error

2.1374t

Constant
PROAC2

I.2tE-06

3.25854
5.86E-07

NPROG
MEDUC

-2.298-07
0.031909

2.448-06
0.2t129

P>t
0.5212
0.0553
0.9265
0.8818

Significant at ten per cent level

The table shows that the coefficient on programmed activities is significant at
the ten per cent level, and with a positive sign. This means that return on assets

KUDs increases

as the value

of

of programmed activities increases. Since ROA

indicates the rate of profitability, this means that the business profitability of KUDs
depends on the value of programmed business activities. This is understandable
because most KUD capital is supplied by the government in the form

of

programmed credit, which is used as capital to run programmed activities.

8.2 Factors Affecting the Achievement of Programmed Activities

This section presents statistical evidence of the factors affecting the
achievement of programmed activities targets. These factors are analysed using
linear multiple regression.
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8.2.1 Model SpecifTcation

The achievement of programmed activities targets (ACHV), as defined in
section 4.3.2, is used as dependent variable. Four independent variables are

involved in the equation: the number of members (NMBR), the population in KUD

working areas (POPL), the size of working areas (WRKA), and the irrigation
system that is predominant in each working area (IRRS). The NMBR and POPL
are stated as number of people, the IWRKA is stated in hectares, and the IRRS is a

dummy variable set to
0 otherwise.

1

for working areas dominated by inigated land, and set to

All variables involved in this analysis are based on the condition of

KUDs In 1994. The equation can be expressed

as:

ACrry =Bo +B,NMB\ +P2mLi +B3URKA +ftIRRS, +e,

8.2.2 Results of Estimation

The results of the multiple linear regression are presented in Table 8.2.

Table

8.2

Variables

Parameter Estimates of Multiple Linear Regression where
Dependent Variable Is the Achievement of Programmed Activities
Coefficients

Standard Error

P>r
0.0000
0.0173

Constant

86.92620

3.85168

NMBR'

o.o0l72

6.458-04

POPLl

8.84E-04

4.08E-04

WRKA

-3.14E-05

1.95E-04

0.0466
0.8743

-1.44348

2.65128

0.594r

IRRS

Significant at the five per cent level
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The table shows that the number of members is significant at the five per cent
level with a positive sign on the regression coefficient. This means that the
achievement of programmed activities by a KUD increases as the number of
members increases. This is reasonable because KUDs can persuade their members

to buy farm inputs from the KUDs and to sell their farm produce to the KUDs.

Another explanatory independent variable that is significant is the population
in the working area. This variable is significant at the five percent level with a
positive sign on the regression coefficient. This means that the achievement of
programmed activities by a KUD increases as the population in a KUD working
area increases. This may be because when more farmers
area, more farm inputs can be sold by the

live in the KUD working

KUD and more farm produce can be

purchased. This result also indicates that non-members also do business with the

KUDs.

8.3 Factors Affecting Member Satisfaction

This section presents statistical evidence on the factors affecting the
performance of KUDs in West Lombok. Two main analyses are applied for this
purposes, namely factor analysis and regression analysis. Factor analysis is applied

to understand the structure of the relationships within a group of variables that may
measure member satisfaction. This analysis reveals a subgroup of variables that
measure a specific factor. Factor analysis is usually applied to a group of data to
reduce the number of independent variables by creating new variables called factor
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scores. Factor scores can also be used as dependent variables in multivariate

analysis, (Hair et a1.,1995,p. 389), for example the study carried out by Mangaliso

(1ees)

8.3.1 A Brief Review of Factor Analysis

Factor analysis is a class of multivariate statistical methods which attempts to

simplify complex and diverse relationships among

a set

of observed variables into

coûrmon underlying dimensions known as factors (Hair et a1.,1995; Dillon and

Goldstein, 1934). The formulation and development of factor analysis are
generally attributed to Spearman in 1904 (Giri,1977). The basic equation is
defined as (Dillon and Goldstein, 1984; Srivastava and Carter, 1983):
k

x, = IÀ,,1 + e,
j=t

where X is an observed variable; F is an unobserved variable; À is a k x m matrix of

unknown parameters called factor loading;
independent;i = 1,2,3,...,m variables; and

Ê

represents errors that are

j = I,2,3,...,k factors.

The basic assumption of factor analysis, as stated by Hair et al. (1995) is that
some underlying structure exists in the set of observed selected variables. In terms

of sample size Hair et al. (1995) also noted that some researchers propose
minimum of 20 cases for each variable.
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a

8.3.2 Variables of Factor Analysis

Some forty variables are involved in the factor analysis conducted in this

study. All these variables are measured within

a

five point scale. The names of

variables and their labels are presented in Table 8.3.

Table

8.3 Names

No Variable

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

SBI1
SBI2
SBI3
SBI4
SBI5
5816
SSMT
SSMS
SSM1O

10 SSMll
11 SSM13
T2

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

2I

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

SBIT
SBIS
SCA1
SCA2
SCA3
SCA4
SCA5
SCA6
SCAT
SCAS
SCA9
SM7
SM8
SM9
SM10
SM11
SM12
SM13

and Lables of Variables Involved in Factor Analysis
Label
Fertiliser price
Pesticide price
Seed price
Fertiliser quality
Pesticide quality
Seed quality
Delivery of farm input
Treatment of buyer in buying input
Length of period up to purchase of rice
Decision of place of transaction
Treatment of rice seller
Rice price in direct payment
Rice standardisation
Applicant qualific ation
Value of land as guarantee
Procedure to obtain credit
Amount of credit obtained
Administration Fee
Treatment of credit applicant
Length of gap period up to repayment
Method of repayment
Penalty if credit not repaid
Form of dividend
Value of dividend
Time dividend given
V/ay of giving dividend
Rule to decided dividend/member
Percentage of dividend
Record system in KUD shop
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8.3 Names and Lables

Table

30 sM14

3t

sM16

32 SOI1
33 SOI2
34 SOI3
35 SOI4
36 SOI5
37 5016
38 SOIT
39 SOI8
40 sor9

of Variables Involved in...(continued)

Distribution of government aid
Business diversification
Organisation structure
Giving suggestions
Deciding yearly program activities
Method of voting for director
Method of evaluation by audit board
V/ay of distributing information
Attention of management to the opinions of member
Government involvement
Relationship to farmer group

Some variables are used in the linear regression after factor analysis. These
are presented in Table 8.4

Table

and Labels of Variables Involved in Linear Regression
Analysis

8.4 Names

Variable

Label

Unit

7

LEGTl

8

l1
t2

SDSOC
URSOC
TSSOC
KCSOC
PSTOT

13

RCVALl

I4

PDDY2
CRKUD

Age of farmers
Education level of farmers
Experience of farmers
Number of family members
Farm income
Off-farm income
Length of years as KUD member
Dummy for seed source
Dummy for urea source
Dummy for TSP source
Dummy for KCI source
Expenditure for pesticides
Value of rice at first harvesting
Dummy for growing paddy in season II
Dummy for obtaining credit from KUD

years
years
years

6

AGE
EDUC
EXPR
FMBR
FARMINC
OFFINC

No
I

)
J

4
5

9
10

15
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people
rupiahs
rupiahs
yeafs

rupiatrs

rupiahs

8.3.3 Result from Factor AnalYsis

Factor analysis is applied to data about member satisfaction with KUD

activities. Factor analysis with the Principal Component Method and Varimax
rotation produce the most reasonable grouping of variables. The set of variables
reduced to six factors (Table 8.5).
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Table

8.5

Results of Factor Analysis with Principal Component Method and

Varimax Rotation
Factor

SBIl
SB12
SB13

SB14
SB15
SB16

SSMT
SSMS
SSMlO

SSMl l
SSMl3
SBIT
SBIS

SCAI
SCA2
SCA3
SCA4
SCA5
SCA6
SCAT
SCAS
SCA9
SM7
SM8
SM9

SMlO
SMI l
SM12
SM13
SM14
SM16

SOIl
SOI2
SOI3
SOI4
SOI5
S016
SOIT
SOI8
SOI9

1

0.8386
0.8313
0.8361
o.8494
0.8423
0.8426
0.7120
0.831s

0.2t68
0.2727
0.3225
0.3382
0.3060
0.2818
0.2809
0.2267
0.1580
0.2323
0.2761,
0.3002

o3029
o.2853
0.2988
0.3096
o.2338
0.2154
0.0992
o.1294
0.0393
0.0716
o.0432
0.2751
0.3212
0.3215
0.2704
o.2102
0.1826
0.2556
0.2500
o.2359

Factor

2

0.2383
0.2294
o.2403
0.2335
o.2219
0.2245
0.1551
0.2324
o.8392
0.7996
0.7704
0.7814
0.7863
0.2110
o.2252
0.1610

o.t435
0.1684
0.1905

0.215t
0.2093
0.2157

oJ964
0.1765
0.2428
0.2253

0.t263
o.1268
0.1136
0.1460
0.r 188

0.t756
0.2212
0.2387
0.1683
o.1682
0.1705
0.1920

o.t4l0
0.1189

Factor

3

o.2172
0.2575
0.2780
0.2665
0.2687
0.2801
0.2045
0.2480

0.2t57
0.263r
0.2319
0.2493
0.2504
0.8140
0.7394
0.8482
0.7312
0.8033
0.8211
0.7736
0.7828
0.7703
0.3505
0.4028
0.3707

o.29ll
0.2020
0.1820
o.2778
0.2673
0.2680
0.2905
0.246r
0.2326
0.2068
0.2106
0.2506
0.1955
0.2563
0.2298
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Factor

4

Factor

5

Factor 6

0.t674

0.1369

0.3002

0.1837
0.1695
0.1515
0.1532
0.1660
0.1060
o.1434
0.1294
0.1832
0.1643

o.r373

0.31l3

0.1337
0.1489

0.3151
0.2877
o.2929
0.3014
0.2463
o.2430
0.2431
o.2412
0.2522
o.2260
0.2191
0.2215
0.3221
0.1856
0.3008
0.2123
0.2260
o.2708
0.2825

o.t377
0.1293
0.1668
o.1373
o.1724
0.1298
0.1805

0.r799
0.2284
0.2091
0.1987
0.7676
0.6712
0.7541
0.7776
0.1046
0.1108
0.1630
0.1353
0.1362
0.2221
0.1315
0.1318
0.1088
0.0687
o.1467
0.11 13

0.1408

0.n40

o.t4l6
o.rr52
-0.r588
o.0523
0.0756
0.1497

o.l7t2
0.1786
0.1986
o.2233
0.2347
0.2000
0.1898
0.2241
0.2097
o.2412
0.2232
0.2259
o.2187
0.2650
0.2083

0.2t94
0.8684
0.8678
0.8723
0.8595
0.8700

0.251r
o.2r7l
0.2003
0.1888

0.t733
o.1532
o.1782
o.1762
0.1487

0.267r
o.2465
0.2207
0.2881
0.2425
o.2146
o.2334
0.1826

o.2t9t
0.2062
0.7077
0.7800
0.7818
0.8252
0.8447
0.8348
0.8017
0.8218
0.8082

These six factors are named as: input provision for factor 1, rice procurement

for factor 2, creditfor factor 3, rules for factor 4, dividend for factor 5, and
organisation for factor 6.

8.3.4 Results of Linear Regression

Multiple regressions are applied for the six variables from the Factor analysis
(section S.3.3). Therefore, there are six linear regressions present under this
subsection

8.3.4.1 Regression for Member satisfaction with Input Provision

Nine variables are significant, at 5 and 20 per cent, to member satisfaction

with KtlD activities related to farm input provision (Table 8.6).
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Table

of the Linear Regression where Dependent
variable Is Member satisfaction with Input ProvÍsion

8.6 Parameter Estimates

Coefficient

Variable
Constant

AGE
EDUC3
EXPR

Fl\,ßRl
FARMINC2
OFFINC2
LEGT
SDSOC'
URSOC'
TSSOC3

KCSOCl
PSTOTl

RCVALI
PDDY2
CRKUD'
Significant
2Significant
3Significant

-1.5574
0.0103
0.0282
0.0114
-0.0978
-r.65F-07
6.50E-08
0.0081
-0.3828
0.4705
0.2969
0.5540
1.01E-05
1.85E-07
-o.2270
-0.1756
at the five per cent level
at the five per cent level
at the twenty per cent level

Standard Error

P>t

0.676r

o.o22l

0.0117
0.0176
0.0108
0.0367
9.96E-08
3.71E-08
0.0226

o.t704
0.2342
0.2246
0.2362
1.318-06

t.738-07
0.1786
0.1128

0.3818
0.L110
o.2943
0.0083
0.0997
0.0813
0.7198
0.0256
0.0456
0.1874
0.0198
0.0000
0.2877
0.2049
0.1208

The variable education (EDUC) has a positive sign on its coefficient and is

significant at20 per cent. The positive sign means that the satisfaction of farmers
with KUD activities relating to providing farm inputs increases

as years

of

education increase. This is understandable because the higher the education level

of farmers, the more they are able to understand the government sponsored price
subsidy program.
The coefficient of Family members (FMBR) is negative, meaning that
farmers with larger families are less satisfied with KUD activities regarding input

provision. This may be because these farmers spend more money on family living
costs. As a result, these farmers allocate less of their income to their farm input.
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Farm income (FARMINC) is significant at ten per cent with a negative

coefficient. This means that the higher the farm income the less satisfied the
members with KUD activities relating to farm input provision. Normally, farmers

with higher farm income do more business with KUDs than farmers with low farm
income. Howevet, the price is the same for all members, and this may be why
members with higher farm income feel less satisfied.

As expected, the coeff,rcient of off-farm income (OFFINC) is positive. This
means that member satisfaction with

KUD activities regarding input provision

increase as their off-farm income increases. This phenomenon is plausible because

off-farm income reflects the ability of farmers to subsidise their farm enterprise if
necessary. Besides that, this may also relate to delivery of input. Farmers with

high off-farm income usually have non-land assets like cattle, horsecarts,
motorbikes or cars. These can be used to deliver input to their farms from KUD
storehouse or

KUD service stations.

The Dummy for source to buy seed (SDSOC) is set to

I if farmers

purchase

their seed from KUDs, and is set to 0 otherwise. The coefficient of this variable is
negative meaning that farmers who buy seed from KUDs tend to be dissatisfied

with KUD activities relating to input provision. This may be because the seed
price is not standardised by the government. Unlike fertilisers, seeds sold in KUDs
are sourced not only from the government, but also from private breeders. The

quality of seeds sold by KUDs is usually better than those sold by private traders.
Thus, even though farmers are not required to buy seed from KUDs, they normally
do so, as they also buy other inputs like fertiliser and pesticides from KUDs.
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The coefficients of the dummies for source of urea (URSOC), KCI (KCSOC)
and TSP (TSSOC) are positive, meaning that farmers who bought urea, KCI and
TSP from KUDs tend to be satisfied with

KUD activities regarding input

provision. This is easy to understand, because the farmers receive

a cheaper

price

from KUDs than from private traders. This is also the case with the variable
named total expenses for purchasing pesticides (PSTOT).

The dummy variable for farmers who received credit from KUDs (CRKUD)
has a coefficient with negative sign. This means that farmers who received credit

from KUDs tend to be dissatisfied with KUD activities related to input provision.
This phenomenon is difficult to explain. However, it may be because debtors had
to receive the amount of fertilisers determined by KUD personnel. In addition,
debtors were charged transportation fees both from the PUSRI storehouses in the

district town to KUDs storehouses or service stations, and from the KUD
storehouses to their farms. Meanwhile, non-debtor farmers can buy fertilisers from

KUD storehouse

at the standardised price.
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8.3.4.2 Regression for Member Satisfaction with Rice Procurement
1l

Only one variable significantly influences member satisfaction with KUD
activities related to rice procurement (Table 8.7).

Table

8.7 Parameter Estimates of Multiple Linear Regression where
Dependent Variable Is Member Satisfaction with Rice
Procurement

Variable
Constant

AGE
EDUC
EXPR
FMBR
FARMINC
OFFINC
LEGT
)
H
Ì:
j\

SDSOC
URSOC
TSSOC
KCSOC
PSTOT

RCVALI
PDDY2'
CRKUD

Coefficient
t.2266
-0.0060
-0.0r88
-0.0027

-0.0464
3.86E-08
2.65E-08
-0.0202
0.1426
0.1887
-0.2033
0.0637

-t.44E-06
-8.598-08
-0.5155
-0.0530

Standard Error
0.8828
0.0153
0.0230
0.0141
0.0480
1.308-07
4.85E-08
o.0294
o.2225
0.3058
o.2932
0.3083

r.7tB-o6
2.278-07
0.2332

o.I4l3

P>t
0.1660
0.6968
0.4151
0.8492
0.3338
0.7666
0.5853
0.4942

05221
0.5377
0.4887
0.8366
0.3991
0.7049
0.0280
0.7191

'significant at the five per cent level
I

The coefficient of the dummy variable of PADDY2 is negative. This means
that farmers who cultivated paddy in planting season two tended to be dissatisfied,
compared to those who did not. This is reasonable because KUDs are very
selective about buying this paddy. DOLOG will not accept unhulled rice if the

quality is sub- standard, however the quality of paddy which is cultivated in the

v
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second plant season is normally worse than that cultivated in the first planting
¿!

season.

8.3.4.3 Regression for Member Satisfaction with supplying credit

Five variables are found to significantly influence member satisfaction with

KUD activities related to farm enterprise credit supply (Table 8.8)'

Table

of Multiple Linear Regression where
Dependent Variable Is Member Satisfaction with Supplying

8.8 Parameter Estimates
Credit

Variable
Constant
,t

rrl
.,:
,':

AGE
EDUC
EXPR
FMBR
FARMINC'
OFFINC'
LEGT
SDSOC
URSOC
TSSOC
KCSOC
PSTOT

RCVALI'
PDDY22

Coefficient

Standard Error

-0.4130
-0.0021
0.0014
0.0090
-0.0129
3.88E-07
5.668-07
-0.0202
-0.0268

0.5129
0.0089
0.0134
0.0082
0.0279
7.56E-08
2.82F-08

-0.t263

o.l7t7

-0.1631

0.1704
0.1192
9.918-07
1.32E-07
0.1355
0.0856

-0.0233
1.99F,-07

-3.91F.01
-0.2590
0.6116

CRKUD'
tsignificant at the five per cent level
2Significant at the ten per cent level

0.0171

0.1293

P>t

0.42t5
0.8099
0.9178
0.2728
0.6430
0.0000
0.0000
0.2383
0.8359
0.4778
0.3376
0.8968
0.8407
0.0033
0.0571
0.0000

As expected, the coefficient of farm income (FARMINC) is positive and

rI
I

significant at the five per cent of level. The positive sign of the farm income

I

t
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variable suggests that increasing farm income increases member satisfaction with

KUDs performance in terms of supplying credit. This result is understandable
because farm income reflects the

ability of farmers to provide security guarantees.

The coefficient of off-farm income (OFFINC) is positive, meaning that the
satisfaction of farmers with KUD activities related to the credit supply increases as

their off-farm income increase. As in the case of farm income, farmers who have
more off farm income can provide more valuable guarantees.
The value of rice in V/et Season (RCVALI) variable has a negative

coefficient, meaning that the greater the value of rice received by members, the less
satisfied the members with KUD activities regarding credit supply. This is difficult
to explain, but may be related to the method of repayment. Usually, KUDs require
members who have a lot of rice to repay their credit sooner. Another possible
-.{
]l,1

reason is the tanggung renteng (cross subsidy) system which is still applied by
some

KUDs. Under this system, richer farmers sometimes have to subsidise the

poorer farmers when the poorer can not afford their repayments.
The coefficient of the dummy variable of PADDY2 is negative and

significant at ten per cent. This means that farmer members who cultivated paddy
in Dry Season I tend to be dissatisfied with KUD activities regarding credit supply.
This may be because in Dry Season I the number of farmers who are eligible to get
credit is normally less than in the Wet Season. Under the tanggung renteng
system, farmer groups are responsible for the repayment of all credit supplied to

their group. This credit group normally consists of 10 to 15 farmers. If one of the
farmers has not finished his repayment in that planting season, the penalty will be
I

3
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incurred by all farmers in the group. The farmers in the group have to subsidise
,l

their friend, otherwise all farmers in that group will not receive credit for Dry

il

Season I.

The dummy variable for farmers who receive credit from KUD (CRKUD)
has a coefficient

with

a

positive sign. This means that farmers who receive credit

from KUDs tend to be more satisfied than those who do not.

8.3.4.4 Regression for Member Satisfaction with Rules

Regression analysis identified three variables which significantly influence

member satisfaction with KUD activities relating to rules applied by the KUD

(Table 8.9).

il

,i
ri

I

i
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I

I
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Tabte

8.9 Parameter Estimates

of Multiple Linear Regression where
Is
Member Satisfaction with Rules Applied
Dependent Variable
by KUDs

Variable

Coefficient

Constant

2.6343
-0.0466
0.0744
-0.0553
-0.0169
3.78E-08
1.67E-08
0.0062
-0.0912
-0.0141
0.0263
0.1004
-1.428-07
-3.48E-08
-0.0157
0.0681

AGE'
EDUC'
EXPRl
FMBR
FARMINC
OFFINC
LEGT
SDSOC
URSOC
TSSOC
KCSOC
PSTOT

RCVALl
PDDY2
CRKUD3

Standard Error

P>t

o.3ll2

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.3176
0.4110
o.3279
0.5538
0.2166
0.8918
o.1996
0.3567
0.8138
0.6635
0.8484
0.1906

0.0054
0.0081
0.0050
0.0169
4.58E-08
1.71E-08
0.0104
0.0784
0.1078
0.1034
0.1087
6.01E-07
7.98E-08
0.0822
0.0519

Significant at the five per cent level
3Significant
at the twenty per cent level

Both age (AGE) and experience (EXPR) have negative coefficients, while
education (EDUC) has a positive coefficient. This means that old farmers tend to
be dissatisfied with rules while educated farmers tend to be satisfied. This is

understandable because old and experienced farmers may prefer with the traditions,

while educated farmers who understand more about them are more satisfied.
The dummy variable of farmers who receive credit from KUDs (CRKUD)
has a coefficient with a positive sign. This means that farmers who receive credit

from KUDs tend to be satisfied with KUD activities related to the rules applied by
KUDs. Farmers who receive credit usually obey the rules released by KUDs.
$

I
I
I

I
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8.3.4.5 Regression for Member Satisfaction with Dividend

Four variables are significant in the regression analysis (Table 8.10).

Table 8.10 Parameters Estimates of Multiple Linear Regression where
Dependent Variable Is Member Satisfaction with Dividend
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

0.8492
0.0129
0.0069
-0.0049
-0.066r
1.60E-07
-6.98E-08
-0.0164

0.8652
0.0150
0.0225
0.0138
0.0470
t.27F-07
4.75E-08
0.0289

SDSOC3

-0.3t7r

0.2181

URSOC
TSSOC
KCSOC
PSTOT

0.1640
-0.0930
-0.0908
-4.028-07
-6.25E-07
-0.2337

Constant

AGE
EDUC
EXPR
FMBR3

FARMINC
OFFTNC3

LEGT

RCVALIl

PDDY2
o.t64l
CRKUD
tsignificant at five per cent level
3Significant
at twenty per cent level

0.2997
0.2874
0.3022
1.67F-06
2.228-07
0.2285
0.1443

P>t
0.3273
0.3915
0.7615
0.7229
0.1607

0.2t19
0.1431
0.5715
0.1473
0.5848
0.7466
0.7641
0.8102
0.0052
0.3075
0.2567

The coefficient of number of family members (FMBR) is negative meaning
that member satisfaction with KUD activities relating to dividend decreases as
number of family members increases. This may be related to the value of the

dividend distributed to each member. Farmer members with large families may feel
that the value of their dividend per capita is low. Besides that, large families need
more money to live. These farmers have less business activities with the KUDs,
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therefore their dividends are lower than those who conduct more business with

KUDs.
Off-farm income (OFFINC) has a coeff,rcient with a negative sign. This
means that member satisfaction decreases as off-farm income increases. This

phenomenon is reasonable because the intensity of working to eam off farm
income trade off with those to earn farm income. Normally, the calculation of

dividend per member is based on member transactions with KUDs, transactions
which are mostly related to earning farm income.
The coefficient of the dummy variable source for buying seed (SDSOC) is

negative. This means that members who buy seeds from KUDs tend to be
dissatisfied with KUD activities related to dividends. This is related to the price of
seed and the recording system used. Farmer members who buy fertiliser

from

KUDs normally purchase seed from the KUDs as well. Because, these seeds are of
high quality the price is higher than the price from private traders. However, seed
purchasing from KUDs is not recorded by KUDs because seed is not included in
the programmed business activities. As a result, KUDs do not take seed purchase

into account when calculating dividend per members.

A similar problem also occurs sometimes with rice procurement. The
coefficient of the variable for value of rice sold in the'Wet Season (RCVALI) is
negative. This means that member satisfaction with KUD activities related to
dividends decreases as the value of rice sold increases. Once again, this is related

to the calculation of the dividend per member. The survey shows that more than
half the KUDs in West Lombok do not include rice transactions in calculating
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dividends. Unlike input provisions the activities of rice procurement involve
officers from DOLOG, and the all rice procured by KUDs is mixed with rice
procured by DOLOG officers in KUD working areas. This is why KUDs face

difficulties in including rice transactions in the calculation of the member dividend.

8.3.4.6 Regression for Member Satisfaction with Involvement in KUD

Three variables, namely the length of time farmers have been KUD members,
the value of rice production in the Wet Season, and the dummy variable for farmers

who cultivate paddy in Dry Season I, are significant here (Table 8.11).

Table 8.L1. Parameter Estimates of Multiple Linear Regression where
Dependent Variable Is Member Satisfaction with involvement in
KUD Organisation
Variable

Coeff,rcient

Constant

-2.6043
0.0100
0.01r5
-0.0055
-0.0099
1.46E-07
1.438-08
0.3238
0.0098
-0.0129
-0.0633
-0.2029
-1.11E-06
-2.368-07

AGE
EDUC
EXPR
FMBR
FARMINC3
OFFINC
LEGT'
SDSOC
URSOC
TSSOC
KCSOC
PSTOT
RCVALI3
PDDY2'
CRKUD

Standard Error
0.6056

0.0r05
0.0158
0.0097
0.0329
8.92E-08
3.328-08
0.0202
0.1526
0.2097
0.2011
0.2115

t.flE-06
1.55E-07
0.1600
0.1010

-0.3947

0.0548

Significant at the five per cent level
3Significant at the twenty per cent level
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P>t
0.0000
0.3413
0.4665

0.567r
0.7649
0.1037
0.6682
0.0000
o.9487
0.9512
0.7533
0.3383
0.3449
0.1303
0.0143
0.5881

Farm income (FARMINC) is significant at the twenty per cent level with a

positive coefficient. This means that the higher their income the more satisfied are
the members with their involvement in

KUD organisation. This is reasonable

because farmers who have more income tend to do more business with KUDs, and

in particular business related to their farm input requirements and farm produce

marketing. These farmers are more readily involved in KUDs than those with a
low farm income.
The coefficient of the variable length of membership (LEGT) is positive,
meaning that satisfaction in terms of involvement in a KUD increases as the length

of the period of membership increases. This is because senior members are more

familiar to the cooperative personnel and manager. Meanwhile, junior members
tend to be reluctant to be involved because they feel they have not enough

experience. In addition, rural people in Indonesia usually believe that senior people
have more knowledge than their

juniors. As a result, senior members are more

readily involved in the management of KUDs'
The value of rice sold in the Wet Season (RCVALI) variable has a negative

coefficient and is significant at20 per cent. This means that the satisfaction of
members with involvement in a cooperative organisation decreases as the value of

rice sold in Wet Season increases. The value of rice sold is predominantly caused
by the quantity of rice as the rice price is standardised throughout the country by
the govemment. Thus, for farmers to receive a greater value of rice sold, they
have to produce more rice, and to do this they have to work more intensively on
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their farms. As a result, farmers who produce more rice will usually have less time
to participate in cooperative organisations.
The dummy variable of farmers who cultivate paddy in the Dry Season

I

(PADDY2) is set to 1 if the farmers cultivate paddy in Dry Season I, and set to 0
otherwise. The coefficient of this variable is negative, meaning that farmers who
cultivated paddy in Dry Season I tend to be dissatisfied with their involvement in
the cooperative organisation. This is understandable because they do not have
enough time to participate actively in all organisation activities. In the rural areas

of

'West

Lombok, the length of time needed to cultivate paddy is greater than that

required to cultivate second crops. Additionally, farmers usually carry out every
recommended step for cultivating paddy, but do not do so for other crops. As a
result, these farmers spend more their time on their farms than in their cooperative.
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CHAPTER NINE

ST]MMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY

IMPLICATIONS

9.1 Summary

The overall objective of this study is to analyse factors affecting the
performance of village unit cooperatives in West Lombok, Indonesia. Specifically,
the study aims to understand better the comparison between members and nonmembers of KUDs, the performance of the village unit cooperatives, and the

factors which influence their performance.

9.1.1 Comparison between Members of KUD and Non-members

Examined here are the socioeconomic features of surveyed farms and farmers

for both members and non-members of KUD. These features include holding
areas, holding status, perennial and seasonal crops, cropping patterns, age,

educational level, income and family size.
The average holding area of members is 55 ares and that of non-members is
69 ares. Moreover, most members do not own their land, while most nonmembers

do. Approximately

63 per cent of members and 46 per cent of non-

members, respectively, are engaged in share type I, share type II, cash rent or non-

cash rent of their

farms. The main seasonal crop for both members and non-

members is paddy, grown in the Wet Season and in Dry Season

I. Other seasonal

crops after paddy or second crops are soybeans, mungbeans, corn, cowpeas'
onions, tobacco, chillies, cabbage, eggplants, and watermelon. Members of KUDs
tend to grow legumes, while non-members prefer vegetables and

fruits. Besides

seasonal crops, farmers also grow perennial crops such as bananas, coconuts,

mangos, jackfruit, pawpaw and bamboo, with no significant difference between
members and non-members.

On average, farmers are 45 years of age with a range between 27 and 63

years. Education level ranges between never having attended school to the
completion of an undergraduate degree. KUD Members tend to be younger and
have a higher level of education than non-members. On average, members have a

farm income of Rp. 2,294,729 and non-members have a farm income of Rp.
2,176,231. The average income of members is not significantly different from nonmembers, but the distribution among members is more even than among non-

members. Most members have families consisting

of

4 or more people, while non-

members have less than 4 PeoPle.

9.1.2 Performance of KUDs

Business activities of KUDs are categorised into programmed and nonprogrammed activities. Programmed activities dominated the total business

volume of KUDs of Rp. 1.8 billions. The total capital of KUDs is also dominated
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by loan capital, while member contribution is still very low. The financial situation

of KUDs is very poor with a current ratio of less than 150, a debt ratio of more
than 50, a profitability ratio of 3.1 and a turnover of assets tatio of 3.37 .

However, the performance of KUD as government policy agents is good.
KUDs reach the target amount for two activities

-

farm input provision and rice

procurement. On average, KUDs reach 110 per cent of the target in distribution of
farm input, and92 per cent of rice procurement.
Most members are satisfied with price of farm inputs which are sold by
KUDs, the price of rice which is bought by KUDs, the application of quality
standard to the rice, the time lag between harvesting paddy and buying by KUDs,
the procedure for obtaining credit, the form of dividends, the timing and procedure

for distributing dividends, the proportion of profit distributed

as

dividend, the

amount of entrance and monthly savings, and government involvement. However,
there are several KUD activities with which members are dissatisfied. These are
the delivery of farm inputs, the place of transaction, the amount of credit obtained,
the time lag between obtaining credit and repayment, the method of repayment of
credit, the penalty incurred if debtors do not repay credit, the value of dividends,
the diversification of KUD business, the recording system of KUDs and the

involvement of members in the KUD organisation.
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9.1.3 Determinants of KUD Performance

This study uses return on assets, percentage of the achievement of
programmed business target and member satisfaction as performance measures.
Regression analysis shows that the amount of programmed activities is statistically

significant in explaining the variation of return on assets. The number of members
and the population of the KUD

worhng aÍeaaÍe statistically significant in

explaining the variations in the percentage of target achievement.
In terms of member satisfaction, six factors are derived through factor
analysis, namely, input provision, rice procurement, credit supplement, dividend

distribution and member involvement in KUD organisation. Regression analysis
shows that education level, number of family members, farm income' off-farm

income, places for buying seed and fertiliser, total expenses for buying pesticides,
value of rice harvested in the Wet Season, and source of credit are statistically

significant in explaining member satisfaction with KUD activities related to farm
input provision.

Member satisfaction with rice procurement is related to the preference of
farmers to cultivate paddy in the Dry Season

L

Farm income, off-farm income, the

value of rice produce in the'Wet Season, the preference of farmers for cultivating
paddy in Dry Season I, and the source of credit significantly influence member
satisfaction with credit supplement.
Regarding member satisfaction with rules applied by KUDs, age, education

level, experience, and source of credit are statistically significant. Member
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satisfaction with dividend distribution is affected significantly by family size, off-

farm income, the place for buy seeds, and the value of rice harvested in the'Wet
Season. In terms of member satisfaction with involvement in KUD organisation,

farm income, length of years as members, and the value of rice harvested in the
'Wet

Season are statistically significant.

9.2 Conclusion

The performance of KUDs can be measured based on their three functions,
that is as business entities, as government policy agents, and as member

organisations. In general KUDs have a poor performance as business entities but
have a good perforrnance as government policy agents, and as member

organisations.
The main factor affecting KUD perforrnance as business entities is the value

of programmed business activities. Performance of KUDs as government policy
agents is influenced by the number of members of each

each

KUD

and the population in

KUD working area. With regard to the performance of KUDs

as member

organisations, no general conclusion can be drawn because different factors
influenced different aspects of performance'
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9.3 Policy Implication

This study reveals that several factors influence the performance of KUDs in
their three functions. These factors should, therefore, be considered in improving
the performance of KUDs.
The value of programmed business activities strongly influences the return on
assets. The value of this ratio increases as the value of programmed activities
increases. This implies that KUDs depend on government aid or that they have not
been able to manage their own capital to improve their business performance.

If

the government wants to improve KUD business performance, it should encourage
the improvement of managerial skills of KUD managers through training or by

learning from cooperatives within the country which are performing well. At the
same time, the government should increase its aid in the form of non-programmed

credit.
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APPENDIX
QUESTIONNAIRE
COOPERATIVE PERFORMANCE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
K(TISIONER SU RVE KERAGAAN KOP ERASI
(SAMPLE FARMER)
(SAMPEL PETANI)
Number of Respondentl Nomor
DistrictlKabupaten
Subdistrict/K¿ c amat an
YlllagelDesa
Subvillage/Kømpung
Farmer GrcrspI Kelomp ok T ani
Date and Time of Interview/Waktu

I. IDENTITY OF RESPONDENT I ID ENTITAS

RES P ON D EN

Ql. Name/Nøna
yearsltahun

Q2. AgelUmur
Q3. Educationl P endidikan

: ............... ...yearsl tahun

Q4. Experiencel P engalaman

: ............... ...years|tahun

Q5. Dependants. Fill in this table concordance with questions/Tanggungan.
Lengkapi tabel berikut ini
No

Status (wife/

Children/others)
No

Status

(Istri/

AnaUl,ainnya)

Age

Sex

Education

(years)

(F/M)

(years)

Umur
(tahun)

Sex

1

2
J

4
5

6
7
8

9
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(UP)

Pendidikan
(tahun)

Offfarm job
Pekerjaan

Lain

tr. FARM ENTERPRISEIUSAHA TANI

Fill in this table concordance with
pada
musim tanam pertama.
questions!/Tanaman apa yang ditønam
Len gkap i t ab e I b e rikut !

e6. What

No

crops did you plant in first period.

Type of land/
Jenis Tanah

Holding size/
Luas Garapan
(are)

Name and size/ Nama
Tanaman dan Luas (are)

Crop 1/
Krop I

Crop 2l

Crop 3/

Krop 2

Krop 3

Status

lStatus

Technical Inigation/

Irigasi Teknis
n

J.

4.

Semi Technical Inigation/
rigasi SemiTeknis
Non-technical Irri gation/

Irigasi Non¡eknis
Rainfed Areal Tadah
Huian

with
e7. What crops did you plant in second period. Fill in this table concordance
questionillTono*dn apa yang ditanam pada musim tanam kedua. Lengkapi
tabel berikut!
No

Type of land/
Jenis Tanah

Holding sizel
Luas Garapan
(are)

2.

Technical lnigation/
Irigasi Teløis
Semi Technical Inigation/

3.

rigasi Semi Teknis
Non-tech nic al Irri gation/

I

4.

Name and sizel Nama
Tanaman dan Luas (ate)
Crop 1/ Crop2l Crop 3/
Krop 3
Krop 2
Krop I

Status/
Status

Irigasi Non-reknis
Rainfed Areal Tadah
Huian

e8. What crops did you plant in third period. Fill in this table concordance with

questions!/Tanaman apa yang ditanam pada musim tanam ketiga. Lengkapi
tabel berikut!
No

Type of land/
Jenís Tanah

Holding size/
Luas Garapan
(are)

I

Technical Irrigation/

Irigasi Teknis
2.
3.

4.

Semi Technical Irrigation/
Irigasi Semi Teknis
Non-technical Inigation/
Irigasi Non-teknis
Rainfed Area/
Tadqh Huian
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Name and sizel Namq
Tanaman dan Luas (arc)
Crop 1/ Crop2l Crop 3/
Krop 3
Krop 2
Krop I

Status

lStatus

Q9. Income analysis for first period. Fill in this table concordance with questions!
(Analysis pendapatan pada musim tanam pertama. Lengkapi tabel berikut!)
A. Expenses for farm input (Pengeluaran untuk sarana produksi)
No

lnpulllnput

Volume/

PricelHarga

Total price/

SotrcelSumber

Volume

(Rps)

HargaTotal

(KUD/ Private)
(KUDlSwasta)

(Rps)

I

SeedslBenih

2

FerttliserlPupuk

3

UrealUrea

4

TSP/TSP

:

5

KCUKCI

6
7

PesricidelPestisida
Phytohormone/

8

Fitohormon
Hire Sprayer/ Sewa
Spayer

9
10

Hire drying floor/
Sewa Lantai Jemur
Hire buffalo/ S¿wa

Ternak
TotaUJumlah

B. Expenses for LabourslPengeluaran untuk tenaga kerja
No

1

2
J

4
5

6
7

Activities/ Kegiatan

Hours/

Days/

Jam

Hari

Total price/

Price per dayl
Harga per hari

Total Harga

(Rps)

(Rps)

lilagelOlah Tanah
SeedlinglPembibitan
PlantinglPenanaman
Weeding/ Penyaiangan
Fertilis in g/P emupukan
HarvestinglPanen
Post harvestingl Pasca
Pqnen

8

Transporting/
PenRangkutan

TotaUlumlah

C. What kind of loan did you get?Plniaman jenis apa yang anda dapatkan?
a. Long term loan/Piniaman.iangka paniang

b. Short term loan/Piniaman.iangka pendek
c. Other (specify\ I I'ainny a ( s ebutkan)
D. How much did you payback your loan? Rp
Berapa anda harus mengembalikan piniaman?
E. How much did you pay interest of your loan? Rp
Berapa anda harus membayar bunga piniaman?
F. How much the interest rate of your payment? .....
Berapa suku bunga yang dibebankan?
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Ql0.Income analysis for second period. Fill in this table concordance with
questions! (Analysis pendapatan pada musim tanam kedua. I'engkapi tabel
berikut!)
A. Expenses for farm input (Pengeluaran untuk sarana produksi)
No

InpuilInput

1

SeedslBenih

2

FertiliserlPupuk

3

Urea|Urea

4

TSP/TSP

5

KCVKCI

6

PesticidelPestisida

7

Sitosim/Sirosin
Hire Sprayer/ Sewa

8

Volume/

PrrcelHarga

Volume

(Rps)

Total price/
Harga Total

SourcelSumber
(KUDi Private)

(Ros)

(KUDISwasta)

:

Spayer
9

Hire drying floor/
Sewa Lantai Jemur

10

Hire buffalo/ S¿wø
Ternak
TofaUJumlah

B. Expenses for Labours/Pengeluaran untuk tenaga keria
No

I
2

4
5

6
7

Activities/ Kegiatan

Hours/

Days/

Jam

Hari

Total price/

Price per dayl
Harga per hari

Total Harga

(Rps)

(Ros)

TilagelOlah Tanah
SeedLinglPembibitan

PlantinglPenqnaman
Weeding/ Penyaiangan
Fertilis ing/P emup ukan
HarvestinglPanen
Post harvestingl Pasca
Panen

8

Transporting/
Penqanqkutan
TotaUJumlah

C. What kind of loan did you get?Pinjaman jenis apa yang anda dapatkan?
a. Long term loan/Piniaman.iangka paniang

b. Short term loan/Piniaman.iangka pendek
c. Other (specify)llninnya (sebutkan) :
D. How much did you payback your loan? Rp .....
Berapa anda harus mengembalikan piniaman?
E. How much did you pay interest of your loan? Rp ..
Berapa anda harus membayar bunga pinjaman?
F. How much the interest rate of your payment? ........
Berapa suku bunga yang dibebankan?
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Ql l.Income analysis for third period. Fill in this table concordance with questions!
(Analysis pendapatan pada musim tanam ketiga. Lengkapi tabel berikut!)
A. Expenses for farm input (Pengeluaratt untuk sarana produksi)
No

L

lnputllnput

Volume/

PicelHarga

Volume

(Rps)

Total price/
Harga Total

SourcelSumber
(KUD/ Private)

(Ros)

(KUDISwasta)

SeedslBenih

,,

FerriliserlPupuk

J

UrealUrea

4

TSP/T,SP

5

KCVKCI

6
7

PesticidelPestisida
Sitosim/Silosirz

8

Hire Sprayer/ Sewa

:

Spayer
9
10

Hire drying floor/
Sewa Lantai Jemur
Hire buffalo/ Sewa
Ternak
TotaUJumlah

B. Expenses for LabourslPengeluaran untuk tenaga keria
No

1

1

J

4
5

6
7

Activities/ Kegiatan

Hours/
Jam

Days/

Hari

Total price/

Price per dayl
Harga per hari

Total Harga

(Rps)

(Rps)

TilagelOlahI'anah
SeedlinglPembibitan
PlantinglPenanaman
Weeding/ Penyaiangan
Fertilisin g/P emupukan
HarvestinglPanen
Post harvestingl Pasca
Panen

8

Transporting/
Penqan?kutan

TotallJumlah

c. what kind of loan did you get?Pinjaman ienis

apa yang anda dapatkan?

Long term loan/Piniaman.iangka paniang
b. Short term loan/Piniaman.iangka pendek
c. Other (specify) I Ininnya ( s ebutkan)
D. How much did you payback your loan? Rp .....
Berapa anda harus mengembalikan piniaman?
E. How much did you pay interest of your loan? Rp .
Berapa anda harus membayar bunga pinjaman?
F. How much the interest rate of your payment?..'.....
Berapa suku bunga yang dibebankan?
a.
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Q12. Production and revenue from agriculture. Fill in this table concordance with
questions! Produksí dan penerimaqn dari pertanian. Lengkapi tabel berikut!
No

Type of land/
Jenis lahan

1

2
J

4

Crop2l

Crop 3/

Price per uniü Harga per
u¿ir (Rps)
Crop l/
Crop 2l Crop 3/

Krop 2

Krop 3

Krop

Production/

Crop 1/
Krop 1

P ro dulcs

i (Kgs)

l

Krop 2

Krop 3

Technical inigation/

Irigasi Teknis
Semi-tech. inigatiott/
Irigasi SemiTeknis
Non-tech. inigation/
Irisasi Non-teknis
RunfedlTadah Huian

M. NON FARN{/BUIIAN USAHATANI
Ql3. Fill in this table concordance with questionsllLengkapi tabel berikut!
No

Kind of job/ "Ienls

Pekerjaan
1

Vendor/

2

Bakulan
Farm Worker/

Length per yearl
Lama per tahun

Price per month./
Gaji per bulan

Price per yearl Gaji
per tøhun

(monthslbulan)

(Rps)

(Rps)

BuruhTani
J

Carpenter/

4

Market Porter/

5

Buruh Pasar
Others/

Tukang

l^ain-Iain
TotaUJumlah

IV. PERCEPTION OF KUD/PERSEPSI TERHADAP KUD
A. IN TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP/DAIÁ,M HAL KEANGGOTAAN
Q14. Are you a member of KUDlApakah anda anggota KUD?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak

Ql5. Regarding to Ql4. If Yes, how long have been a member ? .........years
........month sl M engacu p ada Q I 4. J ika Ya, sudah b e rapa lama meni adi
ang gota ? ..........tahun.......... bulan
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Ql6. Regarding to Ql4. If Yes, why do you become a member? (put them in order
from the main reason as no. I to the minor)lMengacu pada Q14. Jika Ya,
kenapa anda menjadi anggotaT (Urutknn alasan anda dengan alasan utama
sebagai nomor 1)
a.

We can decide price togetherlDapat menentulcan harga bersama

b. we can use facilities inKlJDlDapat mengsunakanfasilitas KUD
c. I just follow my friendlHanya mengikuti teman

d. Chief of village ask me to joint KUDlDisuruh kepalø desa
e. Other I Lainny a (specify I s eb utkan) :

Q17. Regarding to Q14.

...

"... "..'.....

If No, why do you not become a member of KUD? (put

them in order from the main reason as no. 1 to the minor) lMengacu pada
Q14. Jika Ya, kenapa anda tidak meniadi anggota? (Urutkan alasan anda
dengan alasan utama sebagai nomor l)
a.

KUD's Facilities can be

used by nonmembers[Fasilitas KUD dapat digunakan nonanSSgota

b. KUD mostly acts for government/KUD lebih banyak bekerja untuk pemerintøh
c. KUD serves dominantly certain grotplKUD lebih mengutamakan kelompok tertentu
d.

All KUD offers

are in other shopslsemua tawarhn KUD ada

di toko lain

d. The membership fee is very highlluran keanggotaan terlalu mahql

e. Ofher I l-ainnya (specify/s ebutkan)

Ql8 - Q40 only for member of KUD/Q 18 - Q40 hanya untuk anggota
pokok?
Q18. Did you pay an entrance fee?/Apaknh anda membayar iuran
a. Y eslYa, in amount ofl s ej umlah Rps
b.NolTidak

Q19.Did you pay an monthly fee?lApakah anda membayar iuranwajib?
a. Y eslYa,

in amount

ofl s ej umlah Rps.

b.NolTidak

Q20.Did KUD give bonuses to member?lApakah KUD memberi bonus kepada
anggota?
a. Y esl Yø,

in amount

ofl s ej umlah R:ps.

b.NolTidak

Q21.If Yes, in the form of what the bonuses are given?lJikaYø, dalam bentuk apa
bonus diberikan
a. CashlTunøi

b.YoucherlVocer
c. Discount pricelPotongan harga

d. GoodslBarang
e. Other I Lainny a (specify I s ebutkøn)
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Q22.Do you know the value of the bonuses?/Apakah anda tahu nilai bonus
tersebut?
a. Y esl Ya, in amount ofl s ej umlah Rps.

b.NolTidak

Q23.When did KUD give the bonuses?/Kapanwaktu KUD memberikan bonus?
a. Every year

in G{NllSetiap tahunwaktu RAT

b. Every year in Lebaran DaylSetiap lahun waktu lebøran
c. Every sixth months/Setiap enam bulan
d. Every Three monthslSetiap tiga bulan

e. Other I Lainny a (specify I s ebutkan)

Q24. How did
a.

KUD give the bonuses?/Bagaimana caranya KUD memberi bonus?

It was given to the member in the same form and valuelDiberiknn kepada anSSota
bentuk dan nilai yang sama

b. It was given to the member based on the business to the KUD/Diberikan berdasqrkan
business kepada KUD
c. It was given based on the socio-economic stafuslDiberikan berdasarkan status sosial

ekonomi
d.

It was given only for

the personneVDiberikan hanya kepada pengurus

e. Other I Lainny a (specify I s e b utkan)

Q25.Do you always receive the dividend from KUD?lApakah anda selal.u
menerima SHU dari KUD?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak

Q26.In the form of what, the dividend was given to the member?/Dqlam bentuk
apa SHU diberikqn?
a. CashlTunai

Vo

b. Farm inpúlSaprotan
c. Grocery

Vo

itemlnarani

Vo

Q27.If the dividend is converted to money culrency do you know the value of
it?lJika SHU itu dinilai dengan uang, apakah anda tahu nilainya?
a. Y esl Ya,

in amount

ofl s ej umlah Rps.

b.NolTidak

Q28.When did the KUD give you the dividend?lKapan KUD memberi SHU?
a. Two months before AGN{/Dua bulan sebelum RAT

b. One month before AGIWSebulan sebelum RAT

c.In AGlvVPada saat RAT
d. One month after AGM/Sebulan setelah RAT
e. Two months after GAlv[/Dua bulan setelah RAT
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Q29. How did KUD give the dividend?/Bagaimana caranya KUD memberi SHU?
a. Member has to take his/her dividend inKUDlAnggota mengambil sendiri
b. The dividend is delivered only to the personne|SíU dikirim hanya ke pengurus
c. Member received the dividend in his/her howelAnggota menerima di rumah
d. The dividend can be changed to other kind

of goodslsaU dapat ditukar barang

e. Other I lninnya (specify I s ebutløn)

Q30. Do you know when KUD decided the value of dividend?lApakah anda tahu

kapan KUD menentukaniumlah SHU?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak

KUD decide the value of dividend distributed to
member?/Bagaimanø caranya KUD menentukan niløi SHU yang dibagi?

Q31. How did the

a. Based on the

Cooperative Act|Berdasarlcan undang-undang koperasi

b. Decided by the AGlvlDitentukan oleh RAT
c. Decided in the personnel meeting/Ditentukøn rapat pengurus
d. Decided by the accountant public/Ditentukan akuntan publik

e. Other I Lainny a (specify I s eb utkan)

Q32. Do you know how many percent of dividend is distributed to

member?lApakah anda tahu berapa persen SHU yang dubagikan kepada
anggota
a. Y eslYa,

in amount

ofl s ejumlah Rps.

b.No/Tidak

Q33.Do you often shopping in KUD shop?/Apakah anda sering berbelanja di
waserda?
a.YeslYa
b. Not really/Tidak sering

c.NeverlTidak pernah

Q34.If you buy something in KUD, did the KUD recordit?lJika anda berbelania
di waserda apakah KUD mencatatnYa?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak
c. I do notknowlTidak tahu

Q35. Regarding to Q34. If Yes, do you know why the KUD recorded it?lMengacu
ke Q34. JikaYa, apakah anda tahukenapa KUD mencatatnya?
a. Y es/ Ya, becausel s e bab

b.NolTidak
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Q36.If there is governmental grants did the KUD distribute to member?lJika ada
bantuan pemerintah untuk anggota disalurkan melaui KUD, apakah
disebarkan ke anggota?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak
c.

I do not knowlTidak tahu

Q37. Did KUD allow member to use KUD's facilities?/Apakah KUD mengijinkan
anggota untuk menggunakan fasilitas KUD?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak

Q38.In expanding the business, were you informed before the KUD expanded the
business?/D alam mengembangkan usaha, apakah anda diberitahu
sebelumnya?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak
Q39. V/ere you involved by the KUD in deciding the business expansion?lApakah

anda dilibatkan oleh KUD dalam mengembangknn usaha?
a.YeslYa

b.No/Tidak

Q40.What is your opinion about all these items belowZlBagaimana pendapat anda
dengan hal-hal berikut ini?

12345

ItemslPerihal
Amount of entrance feelBesar iuran pokok
Amount of annual fee/Besar iuranwajib
Form of dividendlBentuk SHU
Value of dividendlNil¿'i SHU
Time of giving dividend/Saat pemberian SHU
Method in giving dividend/Metoda pemberian SHU
Method of deciding value of dividend distributed/
Metoda penentuan nilai SHU yang dibagil<nn
Percentage of dividend distributed/Persentase SHU
yang dibagikan

Method of recording member business in shop/
Metoda pencatatan belanja enggota di waserda

Distributing government grant to member
Pembagian bantuan pemerintah kepada anggota
Treatin g member in using facilities / P e rlakuan
te

rhadap

Note :
Nota :

1

I

an g g ota

dalam p en g g unaan fas ilitas

is very satisfy; 2 is satisfy; 3 is neutral; 4 is dissatisfy and 5 is very dissatisfy
sangat puas; 2 puas; 3 netral 4 tidak puas dan 5 sangat tidak puas
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B. BUSINESS INVOLVEMENT/DALAM HAL KETERLIBATAN USAHA

81. FARM INPUT PURCHASEDIPEMBELIAN SAPROTAN
Q4l.Where did you buy farm inputs?lDimana anda membeli saprotan?
a. All in KUDlSemua di KUD
b. A lot in KUD and little in private traderlSebagian besar di KUD

c. Half in KUD and half in private traderlSetengahnya di KUD
d. A lot in private trader and little in KUDlSebagian besar di pedagang swasta
e.

All in private traderlSemua

di pedagang swasta

f . Orher I lninny a (specify I s ebutkan)

Q42.Is farm input that you need available in KUD at anytime?lApakah saprotan
yang anda perlukan tersedia setiap saat?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak
Q43. Compared to other competitive sectors what is the percentage more/less for
the prices of fertiliser in KUD?... ......VolDibandingkan dengan pesaing yang

Iain berapa persen kelebihan/kekurangan harga pupuk dí KUD?
Vo

Q44. Compared to other competitive sectors what is the percentage more/less for
the prices of pesticide in KUD?.............VolDibandingkan dengan pesaing

yang lain berapa persen kelebihan/kekurangan harga pestisida di KUD?
.............%
Q45. Compared to other competitive sectors what is the percentage more/less for
the prices of seed in KUD?.............VolDibandingkan dengan pesaing yang

Iain berapa persen kelebihan/kekurangan harga benih di KUD?
Vo

Q46. Compared to other competitive sector what do you think of the quality of the
fertiliser in KUD?/Dibandingkan dengan pesaing yang lain bagaimana mutu

pupuk di KUD?
a.Better/Lebih baik
b.Same/Sama

c.WorselLebih jelek

Q47. Compared to other competitive sector what do you think of the quality of the
pesticide in KUD?/Dibandingkan dengan pesaing yang lain bagaimana mutu

pestisida di KUD?
a.BenerlLebih baik
b.SamelSama

c.WorselLebih jelek
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quality of the
Q48. Compared to other competitive sector what do you think of the
mutu
yang
bagaimana
pesaing
lain
seed in KlJD?lDibandingkan dengan
benih di KUD?
a.BetterlLebih baik
b.SamelSama
c.WorselLebih jelek

82. SELLING OF RICE/PENIUALAN BERAS
Q49. What percentage of the paddy produced was sold every harvest?/Berapa

persen gabah hasil panen anda diiual setiap kali panen?
Vo

two years agoldua tahun yang lalu

Vo

last year I s etahun yang lalu

Vo

this yearltahun ini

gabatr anda
Q50.Where did you sell your rice two year ago?[Dimana anda menjual
dua tahun yang lalu?
a.KUDIKUD

Vo

b. Private trader I P edag an g Sw as ta .....'.....7o
c. Public marketJ P as ar umum .....'............'Vo

Q5l.Where did you sell your rice last year?lDimana anda meniual gabah anda
tahun lalu?
1

tl

a.KUDIKUD

Vo

b, Private TraderlPedagang Swasta

7o

c. Public matket/Pasqr umum

Vo

gabah anda
Q52. Where did you sell your rice this year?lDimana anda meniual

tahun ini?
a.KUDIKUD

Vo

b. Private trader I P edagang Sw asta ...'.......Vo
c. Public ma¡kefJ P as ar umum ................ ".Vo

more/less for
Q53. Compared to other competitive sector what is the percentage
pesaing yang
dengan
the prices of rice by KUD?.. ..............7o Dibandingkan

Iain berapa persen kelebihardkekurangan harga beli gabah di KUD?
7o

e54.In term of purchasing rice,

does KUD consider the quality of rice?lDalam hal

pembelian gabah, apakah K\JD mempetimbangkan mutu gabah?
a.Yes/Ya
b. Sometimes I Kadang - kadang

c.NolTidak

I
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Q55. Compared to other competitive sector what do you think of the strictness
KUD in standardising purchas ed rice? I D ib andin gkan p e s ain g y an g lain,
:

of

bagaimana keketatan KUD dalam menilai gabah yang dibeli?
a.MorelLebih ketat
b.SamelSama

c.LesslLebih longgar

83. OTHER BUSINESS/USA¡1A LAIN
Q56. Compared to other competitive sector what do you think of the price

of

milling rice in KUD's RMU? Dibandingkan pesaing yang lain, bagaimana
pendapat anda dengan harga giling gabah di RMU milik KUD?
a.MorelLebih mahal
b. SamelSama

c.Lessll,ebih murqh

Q57. Compared to other competitive sector what do you think of the average price

of grocery items in KUD's shop? Dibandingkan pesaing yang lain,
bagaimana pendapat anda dengan harga barang di waserda KUD?
a.MorelLebih mahal
b.SamelSama

c.LesslLebih murah
L

]l,f

.í

Q58.What is your opinion about all these items below? lBagaimana pendapat
anda dengan hal-hal berikut ini?

.¡

12345

IremslPerihal
Price of fertiliserlHarga pupuk
Price of pesti cidel H ar ga

p e s tis ida

Price of seed/Ilarga benih

Quality of fertiliser/Mutu pupuk
I

Quality of pesticide/M utu

p e stis ida

Quality of seedlMutu benih
Price of rice purchased/Ha r ga beli gabah
Strictness in standardising rice purchased/Keketatan
dalam penilaian mutu gabah yang dibeli

Price of hiring drying floorlHarga sewa lantai jernur
Price in milling rice in RNÍUlOngkos giling di RMU
Average price of grocery items in KUD's shop
Rata-rata harga barang di waserda KUD

Note :
Nota :

1

I

is very satisfy; 2 is satisfy;3 is neutral;4 is dissatisfy and 5 is very dissatisfy
sangat puas; 2 puas; 3 netral 4 tidak puas dan 5 sangat tidak puas

I

!
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C. IN TERMS OF INVOLVEMENT IN ORGANISATION IDALAM HAL
KETERLIBATAN DALAM O RGAN I SASI
(ONLY FOR MEMBERS OF KUD/¡IANYA UNTUK ANGGOTA KUD)

tani
Q59. Are you a member of a farmer group?lApakah anda anSSota kelompok
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak
Q60. From whom did you get information about

KUD activities?/Dari mana anda

dapat informasi tentang kegiatan KUD (If the answer is more than one, put
them in order from the main reason as no. 1 to the minorlKalau jawaban
Iebih dari satu, urutkan dengan alasan utama sebagai nomor l)
a.FnendslTeman
b. Farmer grotpl Kelompok Tani
c, KUD personneVPengurus KUD

d. Other I Lainny a (specify I s eb utkan)

Q61. Do you always attend the AGM?/Apakatr anda selalu menghadiri RAT?
a.YeslYa
b.NolTidak

If Yes, what is(are) the reason(s)?lMengacu pada Q63.
Jikn Ya, apa alasannya (If the answer is more than one, put them in order
from the main reason as no. I to the minorlKalau jawaban lebih dari satu,

Q62. Regarding to Q63.

urutkan dengan alasan utama sebagai nomor 1)
d
.,.i

a. To know the movement of the KlJDlUntuk mengetahui perkembangan

KUD

b. To know the last activities of the KUD/Untuk mengetahui kegiatan terakhir KUD
c. To know the planning of the KUD/Untuk mengetahui rencana kegiatan KUD

d. Other I Lainny a (specify I s eb utkan)

If No, what is(are) the reason(s)? lMengacu pada Q63.
Jika Tidak, apa alasannya (If the answer is more than one, put them in order

Q63. Regarding to Q63.

from the main reason as no. 1 to the minorlKalau jawaban lebih dari satu,
urutkan dengan alasan utama sebagai nomor 1)
a. Did not have enough time

to attenditJTidak punya cukup waktu

b. Did not get information about äTidak dapat informasi

c. Were not interested in itlTidak tertarik

d. Other I Lainny a (specify I s ebutkøn) : .'. " ".'.. " "'..

anda tahu
Q64. Do you know the structure of organisation of KUD?lApakah

structur organisasi KUD

?

a.YeslYa
b.No/Tidak

t
Ì

l;
!
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Q65.If you have some ideas to develop the KUD, who do you inform to?lJika
anda punya ide untuk mengembangknn KUD, kepada siapa anda
sampaikan?
a.ManagerlMenejer
b. Chief of villagelKepala Desa
c. KUD personneVPengurus KUD

d. Other I Lainny a (specity I s e butkan)

Q66. Who decided an annual activity programs/'Siapa menentukan rencana

kegiatan tahunan?
a.

All member in AGM/S¿mua anggota dalam

RAT

b. Officer from the Cooperative Department/Kantor Departrnent Koperasi
c. KUD personnel in board meeringlPengurus KUD dalam rapat pengurus

d. Other I Ininny a (specify I s ebutkan)

Q67.In the way of electing the director, what method was applied?lDalam
pemilihan ketua, metoda apa yang ditempuh?
a. One person one votelSqtu orqng satu suara

b. One person more than onevofelSatu orang lebih dari satu suara
c. The vote depends on member investment/Suara bergantung pada jumlah
d. By represe ntativ el D e ngan

p erw

akilan

e. Other I Lainnya (specify I s ebutkan)

Q68.Do you know how many time a year the audit board control the KUD
activities?lApakah anda tahu berapa kali setahun badan pemeriksa
memeriksa KUD?
a.YeslYa

timeslkøli

b.NolTidak
Q69. How did the audit board control the KUD?/Bagaimana BP memeriksa KUD?
a. The board investigates the reportlDengan memeril<sa laporan

b. The board checks the stock and the repofilDengan mengcek stok dan laporan
c. The board only sign the report from managerlHanya menandatangani laporan
d. The boa¡d is controlled by board of director/Pemeril<sa diatur oleh ketua

e. Orher I Ininny a (specify I s ebutkan)

Q70.In terms of distributing the information, what way did the KLID
apply?lDalam hal penyebaran informasi cara qpayang digunakan?
a. Through leader of farmet grouplMelalui ketua kelompok tani

b. Through head of villagelMelalui kepala desa
c. Through head of mosque or templelMelalui pemuka agama
d. By informing door fo doorlDari pintu ke pintu

e. Other I lÃinny a (specify I s ebutkan)
I

I

:

Q71.If most of member have a special interest which is not in KUD's programs,
what did the KUD do?lJika sebagian besar anggota punya keinginan khusus
yang tidak ada pada program KUD, dpayang dilakukan KUD?
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a. Enter the interest

in

the programlMemasukkan keinginan itu dalam program

b. Consider the interest for next programslMempertimbangkan untuk berikutnya
c. Did not take care of the interesTlTidak perduli dengan keinginan itu
d. Depend on the approval of governmentlBergantung pada persetujuan pemerintah

e. Other I l¿inny a (specify I s eb utkøn)

QTL.Inwhat situation did the government involve to the KUD activities?lDalam
situasi bagaimana pemerintah terlibat dalam kegiatan KUD?
a. In most of

KUD's activi¡ieslPada sebagian besar kegiatan KUD

b. Only in programmed activitieslHanya pada kegiatan terprogram
c. In programmed activities and AGlvfDalam kegiatan program dan RAT

d. Government just give suggestions/Pemerintah hanyø memberi saran
e. Other I l¿inny a (specify I s ebutkan) : ..................

Q73.Did the KUD develop the relationship to local farmer gfoups?/Apakah KUD
mengembangkan hubungan dengan kelompok tani lokal
a.YeslYa
b. I do notknow/Tidak tahu
c. Yes but not to all farmer groups/Ya tetapi tidak untuk semua kelompok tani

d.NolTidak
e. Olher I Lainnya (specify I s ebutkøn)

Q74. What do you think of the KUD activities in term of these items

below?lBagaimana pendapat anda tantang kegiatan KUD dalam hal
berikut?

t2345

ItemslPerihal
Structure of organisationJ Struktur organisasi

Delivering suggestions/Penyampaian saran
Deciding an annual activity programs
P

e

ne ntuan p ro

gram

ke g

iatan tahunan

Method of director electíonlMetoda pemilihan ketua
Method of controlling/auditing by board
Metoda pemeriksaan oleh badan pemeriksq
Method of distributing information to member
Metoda penyebaran informasi kepada anggota

Taking care of member interest
terhadap keinginan ang gota
involvement/ Keterlibatan pemerintah
to farmer group
dengan kelompok tani

Note : 1 is very satisfy; 2 is satisfy; 3 is neutral; 4 is dissatisfy and 5 is very dissatisfy
Nota : I sangat puas; 2 puas; 3 netral 4 tidak puas dan 5 sangat tidak puas
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D. IN TERMS OF SERVICES PROVTDEDIDAIA,M HAL PELAYANAN
Q75. Can you get fertiliser from KUD at anytime you want?Dapatkah anda
memperoleh pupuk tepat pada w aktunya?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak
Q76. Can you get pesticide from KUD at anytime yottwant?lDapatkah anda
memperoleh pestisida tepat pada waktunya?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak

Q77.Can you get seed from KUD at anytime you want?/Dapatknh anda
memperoleh benih tepat pada waktunya?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak
Q78. Can you get fertiliser in exact amount?/Dapatkah anda memperoleh pupuk
dalam jumlatr yang tepat?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak
Q79. Can you get pesticide in exact amount?/Dapatkah anda memperoleh pestisida
dalam jumlah yang tepat?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak
Q80. Can you get seed in exact amount?/Dapatka anda memperoleh benih dalam
jurnlah yang tepat?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak
QS

1.

If you buy alarge amount of farm input in KUD, did the KUD deliver it to
your house?lJtka anda membeli saprotan dalam jumlah banyak di KUD,
apakah KUD mengantarnya ke rumah anda?
a.Yes/Ya

b.NolTidak

Q82.In terms of providing farm input, did the KUD discriminate buyer based on
socio-economic status?lDalam hal penyediaan saprotan, apakah KUD
memb e dakan p emb e Ii b e rd a s arkan s t at u s e konomi ?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak

Q83.In terms of providing farm input, did the KUD discriminate buyer based on
the amount of capital share?lDalam hal penyediaan saprotan, apakah KUD
membedakan pembeli berdasarkan iumlah pupuk yang dibeli?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak
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Q84. Can you sell your rice to

KUD at anytime you want?/Dapatkah anda menjual

beras ke KUD køpan saja?
a.YeslYa
b. Nol T idak(why notl Kenapa tidak

:

Q85.V/hen you sell rice to KUD, how long from harvesting did you have to wait
until the KUD purchase your rice?/Ketika menjual gabah ke KUD, berapa
lama dari panen anda menunggu sampai KUD membeli beras anda?
a. Less than two weeWKurang dari dua minggu

b. Two week up to a month/Dua minggu sampai sebulan
c. More than one montULebih dari satu bulan

d. Other I Lainnya (specify/s ebutkan)

KUD decide place of transaction in purchasingrice?lBagaimana
caranya KUD menentukan tempat transaksi pada pembelian gabah?

Q86. How did

a. Based on agreement between

KUD and farmer group leader/Berdøsarkan perjanjian

antara KUD dengan ketua kelompok tani
b. Decided only by KUD managerlDitentuknn hanya oleh menejer KUD
c. Decided by farmer golplDitentukøn oleh kelompok tani

d. O rher I La i n ny a (specify I s e b ut knn)

Q87.What method did KUD use in paying therice?Baga.imana caranya KUD
membayar gabah?
a.CasWTunai
b. Half is in cash and another half a month afterlsetengah tunai setengah bulan depan
c. Paid after KUD getting money from bank/Dibayar setelah KUD dapat uang

dari BRI

d. Other I l¿inny a (specify I s e butkan)

Q88.In terms of purchasing rice, did the KUD discriminate seller based on socioeconomic status?/ Dalam hal pembelian gabah, apakah KUD membedakan
penjual berdasarkan status sosial ekonomi?
a.Yes/Yq

b.NolTidak

Q89.In terms of purchasing rice, did the KUD discriminate seller based on the
amount of capital share?Dalamhal pembelian gabah, apaknh KUD
membedakan penjual berdasarkan iumlah modal yang disimpan?
a.YeslYa

b.No/Tidak

KUD at anytime you
(sprayer,
peralatan
bajak, dII) dari KUD
want?/ Dapatkah anda memperoleh
tepat waktu?

Q90. Can you get farm equipment (sprayer, plough, etc) from

a.YeslYa
b.NolTidqk

20r

Q9l.What do you think of the KUD activities in term of these items
below

?

I B a g aiman a p e ndap

at t ent an g hal - hal

ikut

?

72345

ItemslPerihal

Availability of fertiliser

ber

needed

Keters ediaan pupuk yang diperlukan

Availability of pesticide needed
Ketersediaan pestisida yang díperlukan

Availability of

seed needed

Keters ediaan benih yang diperlulcnn

Amount of fertiliser boughtlJumlah pupuk dibeli
Amount of pesticide boughtlJumlah pestisida dibeli
Amount of seed boughU Jumlah benih yang dibeli
Delivering of farm input which is bought
Pengiriman saprotqn yang dibeli
Treating buyer in provision of farm input
P e rlakuan terhadap pembeli saprotan
Readiness of KUD in purchasing rice

Kesiapan KUD dalammembeli gabah
Length of waiting for purchasing rice
Panjang waktu tunggu pembelian gabah

Deciding place of transaction in purchasing rice
Penentuqn tempat transal<si pembelian gabah
Method of payment in purchasing rice
Metoda pembayaran pada pembelian gabah

Treating seller in purchasing rice
Perlakuan terhadap penjual gabah

Availability of farm equipment
Ke

t e rs

Note :
Nota :

e

di aan p e ralatan p

e

rtanian

I is very satisfy; 2 is satisfy; 3 is neutral; 4 is dissatisfy and 5 is very dissatisfy
I sangat puas; 2 puas; 3 netral 4 tidak puas dan 5 sangat tidak puas

D. IN TERMS OF PROVIDING CREDITIDALAM HAL PENYEDIAAN KREDIT

Q92.Did you get a credit to manage farm?lApakah anda memperoleh kredit untuk
mengelola usahatani?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak

Regarding to Q92. If Yes continue, if No go to Q9T.lMengacu pada Q92. Jika Ya
lanjutkan, jika tidak langsung ke Q97
Q93. Did you get credit from KUD?lApakah anda mendapat kredit dari KUD?
a.Yes/Ya

b.NolTidak
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Q94. Regarding to Q95.

If No, where did you get credit from?lMengacu pada

Q95. Jika tidak, darimana anda memperoleh kredit?
a.FamilylKeluarga

Vo

b. Non-trader money lenderl Rentenir ..................Vo
c. Trader money lenderlRentenir resmi ...............7o

d. Other s I Lai n ny a (specify I s e butknn) :.................7o

Q95. Regarding to Q96. What is (are) the reason(s) of getting credit in that
institutions? (If the answer more than one, put them in order from the main
reason as no. 1 to the minor)/ Mengacu pada Q96. Apa alasan anda
mengambil kredit pada lembaga itu? (Jika jawaban lebih darí satu urutkan

dengan alasan utama sebagai nomor satu)
a. The interest rate lower than otherlBunganya lebih rendah dari yang

lain

b. The way to get it is easier than olherlCaranya lebih mudah dari yang lain

c. The amount is higher than other/"/umlahnya lebih tinggi dari yang lain

d. Othersl Lainny a (specify I s ebutkøn)

Q96. What form of credit did you get from such sources?lKredít dalam bentuk apa
yang anda peroleh dari lembaga itu?
a. CasWTunai

b.InputlSaprotan
c. Cash and

inpullunai dan saprotan

Q97. Regarding to Q92.

If No, what is (are) the reason(s) of not getting the credit?

(If the ans\ryer is more than one, put them in order from the main reasons as
no.l to the minor) Mengacu pada Q94. Apa alasan anda tidak mengambil
kredit? (Jika jawaban lebih dari satu urutkan dengan alasan utama sebagai
nomor satu)
a.

I do not need creditlTidak perlu kredit

I still owe last season creditlMasih punya tunggalcan kredit yang lalu
c. My farm is not considered as feasible to get crediüIahan saya tidqk memenuhi syarat
d. I do not want to repay higher than I borrowedlTidak ingin membungai uang

b.

e.

I do not know where and how to applylTidak tahu dimana dan bagaimana melamarnya

f. The procedures

are too complicatedlProsedurnya terlalu berbelit-belit

g. Other I Ininnya (specify I s e b utkan)

Q98. Do you know

that KUD provided intensificationuedit?lApakah anda tahu

kalau KUD menyediakan kredit?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak

Q99 - Ql 11 only for member of KUD/Q?9 - QI11 hanya untuk anggota KUD
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Q99. Regarding to Q100. If Yes, have you ever got this credit from
KIJD?lMengacu pada Q100, jikaYa, pernahkan anda mendapat kredit dari
KUD?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak
Q100. Regarding to Q101.

If Yes, how many time did you get?

imeslMengacu pada
knli
Q 10

1.

Ql}L

Jika Ya berapa kali anda memperolehnya?

Did you get the last intensification credit?/Apakah anda memperoleh kredit
usahatani yang terakhit?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak
Q102. Regarding to Q103. If No, why did you not get the last intensification
credit? (If the answer is more than one, put them in order from the main
reasons as no.1 to the minor) Mengacu pada QL03. Kenapa anda tidak
mengambil kredit uasahatani yang paling akhir? (Jika jawaban lebih dari

satu urutkan dengan alasan utama sebagai nomor satu)
a.

I do not need creditlTidak perlu kredit

b.

I still owe last

season creditlMasih punya tunggakan kredit yang

lalu

c. My farm is not considered as feasible to get creditll,ahan saya tidqk memenuhi syarat

I borrowedlTidak ingin membungai uang

d. I do not want to repay higher than
e.

I do not know where and how to applylTidak tahu dimana dan bagaimana melamarnya

f. The procedures are too complicatedlProsedurnyq terlalu berbelit-belit
g. Other / La iwrya (specify/s e butkan)

:

Q103.Did KUD do qualification of applicant?lApakah KUD menilqi pelamar
kredit?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak

Q104.Did KUD investigate strictly the value of guarantee?lApakah KUD menilai
jaminan dengan ketat?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak

Q105.How did you apply credit to KUD/Bagaimana cara anda melamar kredit di
KUD?
Fill in a form and approved by chief of villagelMengisi formulir dan disetujui kades
b. All is handled by farmer group leader/Semuanya ditangani oleh ketua kelompok tani
c. All is handled by KUD personneUSemuanya ditangani oleh pengurus KUD
a.

d. Other s / l-a inny a (specify I s e b u tkan)
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Q106. How did the KUD decided the amount of credit given?lBagaimana
menentukan jumlah kredit yang diberikan?
a. Based on the value of guarantee/Berdasarkan nilai

KUD

jaminan

b. Based on the amount of land ownedlÛerdasarkan jumlah lahan yang dbniliki

c. Same for all farmerlSama untuk semua petani
d. Others/L¿ innya (specify / s ebutkan)

Q107.What is the percentage of administration fee for applying credit?
Vo I B e rap a p e rs en uan g adminis tras i dip oton g ? ............... Vo
Q108.Did the KUD discriminate applicant in applying credit?lApakah KUD
mendi s kr iminas il<nn p e lamar ?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak
Q109. How long after receive the credit do you have to rcpay?[Berapa lama setelah
menerima kredit anda harus membayar kembali?
a. One planting season/Satø musim tanam
b. Two planting seasonlDua musim tanam

c. One yearlSatutahun

d. Other I Lainnya (specify I s ebutkan)

Ql

10.

:

What method of repayment did the KUD applied?lApa metoda yang
diterapkan KU D untuk pembay arannya
a.

It is repaid once soon after harvestinglDibayar segera setelah panen

It is repaid more than onelDicicil lebih dari sekali
c. It is repaid based on farm productionlDibayar berdasarkan produl<si pertanian
b.

d. Other I Lainny a (specify I s ebutkan)

Q11 1.V/hat penalty is

it taken when the creditor did not repay?lSangsi apa yang

dikenakan kalau peminjam tidak membayar
a. The guarantee is prosecuted/,Iaminan disita

b. The farm product is taken by forcelHasil panen diambil dengan paksa
c. The creditor unallowed to get next creditlTidak boleh melamar kredit berikutnya

d. Other I Lainny a (specify I s eb utkan)
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Ql

V/hat do you think of the KUD activities in term of these items below?lApa
pendapat anda tentang hal-hal berikut ini?

12.

12345

Items

Qualification of applicantl Kualifikas
Value of guarantee/Nilai jaminan

ip

elamar

Procedures to get credit/Cara mendapatkøn kredit

The amount of credit givenllumlah yang diberikan
The administrafion feel B iaya adminis tras i
Treatin g applicantl

Pe

rlakuan terhadap

p

e

lamar

Gap between receive andrepaylWaktu tenggang

Method of repaymenl Cara pembayaran
Penalty if unrepay/Sangsi jika tidak bayar

Note : 1 is very satisfy; 2 is satisfy; 3 is neutral; 4 is dissatisfy and 5 is very dissatisfy
Nota : I san7et puas; 2 puas; 3 netral 4 tidak puas dan 5 sangat tidak puas

Ql

13.

Do you know there are board meeting more than once a year?/Apakah anda
tahu kalau ada rapat pengurus lebih dari sekali dalam setahun?
a.YeslYa
b.NolTidak

Ql14. Regarding to Ql15. If Yes, is the result of the meeting informed to
you?lMengacu pada 8115. Jika Ya, apakah hasil rapat itu diberitahukan
pada anda?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak

Ql15. Do you know the objectives of KuD?lApakah anda tahu tuiuan KUD?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak

Ql16.Who do you know from? (If the answer is more than one, put them in order
from the main reasons as no.1 to the minor)lDari siapa anda tahu? (Jika
jawaban lebih dari satu urutkan dengan alasan utama sebagai nomor satu)
a.ManagerlMenejer
b. Board of director/Pengurus

c. Leader of farmer group/Ketua kelompok tani

d. Otheil l-ai nny a (specify I s e b ut kan)
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think a good objectives of KUD? (If the answer is more than
one, put them in order from the main reasons as no.1 to the minor)lMenurut
anda apa tujuan KUD yang bagus (Jika jawaban lebih dari satu urutknn
dengan alasan utama sebagai nomor satu)

Q1 17. What do you

a. Maximisin g divrdendl M emal<simalkan SHU

b. Minimising selling picelMeminimalkan harga

jual barang

c. Maximising buying pricelMemaksimalkan harga beli

d. Other I Lainnyø (specify I s ebutkan)

Ql 18.In general, what is your opinion to KUD's activities?/^Secara umum
bagaimana pendapat anda tentang KUD?

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR RESPONSES
TERIMA KASIH BANYAK ATAS JAWABAN ANDA
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APPENDIX
QUESTIONNAIRE
COOPERATTVE PERFORMANCE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
KUISIONER SURVE KERAGAAN KOPERASI
(SAMPLE KUD I SAM P EL KU D)

Name of KUD/N¿ma KUD
S ub di strict/rKe c amat an
YillagelDesa
Year of established/Tahun Berdiri
Date of interview lTang gal Wawancara
Time of intewiew I W aktu W aw ancara

I. MANAGEWMENEJER

Q2

NamelNama
AddresslAlamat

Q3

AgelUmur

Q4

Education lev eU P endidikan

Qs

Experience/Pengalaman

Q6

The family sizelAnggota keluarga

Q1

Q7. Are you

:
:

: ...............y earslTahun
.............yearslTahun
:

.............yearslTahun
............people| orang

the member of this KUD?lApakah anda anggota

KUD ini?

a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak

Q8. Who pays your salary?/Siapa

membeyar gaji anda?

a. Governm ent/ P emerintah

b.KUDIKUD
c.

GovernmentJPemerintah

7o andKUDldan

KUD

Vo

d. Others (specify)il¿ innya ( sebutkan)

Q9. Did you get other kind of income from KUD

besides salary ?lApakah anda

memiliki pendapatan lain dari KUD selain gaii?
a.YeslYa

b.No/Tidak
Q10. How much your total income on average from KUD?lBerapa total

pendapatan anda dari KUD setiap bulanRp.
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Ql1. Did you have work experience before becoming manager in this
KUD?lApakah anda punya pengalaman kerja sebelum menjadi menejer
KUD ini?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak
Q12.If yes, what organisation did you work in?/fikn Ya, pada organisasi apa?
a. Governmental officer/P e gawai ne g eri
b. Social organisationl Organisasi sosial
c. Private company/P erusahaan swasta

d. other (specify)llninnya (sebutkan) :....

Q13.Do you have other job besides managing this KUD?lApakah anda punya
pekerjaan lain disamping mengelola KUD ini?
a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak
If

yes, continue , if no go to QIT

lJika

Ya lanjutkan,

Jika Tidak langsung ke

QI7.
Q14. What is(are) the reason(s) of getting job besides KUD?/Apa alasan anda
bekerja ditempat lain?
KUD is not enoughlGa.ii dari KUD tidak cukup
b. There is not enough activity inKUDlPekerìaan di KUD kurang
c. Managine KUD just the second.joblMengelola KUD adalah
d. other (speclfy) I Lainny a
a. Income from

Q15.What is your job besides managing KUD?Apa pekerjaan sampingan anda?
a.FarmerlPetani
b. OfficiaVPegawai
c. MerchantlDagang
d. other (specify)l Ininnya

(s

ebutkan)

Ql6. How much do you get income per month (in rupiahs) from job outside
KUD?/ Berapa pendapatan anda sebulan (dalam rupiah) dari pekerjaan
diluar KUD?

a. 50000 - 100000
b. 100000 - 150000
c. 150000 - 200000
d

Q17.If no, what is(are) the reason(s) of not getting job besides managing KUD?/
Jika Tidak, apa alasan anda tidak bekerja diluar KUD?
KUD is enough/Gaii dari KUD sudah cukup
b. Still has enough heritage/Masih banyak punya warisan
c. Hard to get'job outside KUDlSuIit mencari pekeriaan diluar KUD
a. Salary from

d
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tr. FINANCTAL I P E M B I AYAAN
Ql8. Financial analysis of KUD. Fill in this table based on questionsllAnalisis
pembiayaan KUD. Lengkapi tabel berikut sesuai pertanyaan!
A. Current AssetlAktiva l-ancar
Yezrl

(Rp.

Tahun
1990
1991

1992
1993
1994

B. Non Current AsselNo¿-aktiva lancar

Yezrl

Non Current AsselNon-aktiva lancar (Ro. .000.0O\

Tahun
1990

t99t
1992

t993
t994
C. Current LiabilitieslHutang jangka pendek

Yearl

Current LiabilitiesI H ut an p

i an

s

Tahun
1990

t99l
t992
1993
1994

D. Non Current LiabilitieslHutang bukan iangka pendek

Yearl

Non Crrrrent Liabilities lNon-hutanp ianpka pendek ßp. .000.00)

Tahun
1990
1991

r992
1993
1994
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Q19 Dividend report analysis of KUD. Fill in this table based on questions!
I-aporan analysis SHU. Izngkapi tabel berikut ini!
A. RevenuelPenerimaøn
Yearl
Tahun
1990

Pros. Credit

Revenue/ P ene rimaan (Ro. .000. 00)
'Waserda

RMU

t99l
1992

r993
1994

B. Expensesl P engeluaran

Yearl
Tahun
1990

lRo. .000.00)
RMU

Expenses/P ens eluaran

Proe. Credit

Waserda

t99I
1992
1993
1994
Q20. How much the total capital in KUD for these

following years?l Berapa besar

modal KUD pada tahun-tahun ini?

YearlTahun

CaoitallMod¿l fRos)

1990

l99t
1992
1993
1994
Q21.What are the target achievement of provision of fertiliser and pesticides? Fill
in this table based on the question!/ Bagaimana pencapøian target
penyaluran pupuk dan pestisida? Lengkapi tabel berikut!

A. Fertiliser/Pupuk
Yearl
Tahun
1990

Tars.etlTarpet
UniüSatuan
PricelHarsa

t99t
1992
1993

t994

2tt

ActrallAkntal.
UniüSatuan
Price/Harsa

B. Pesticidel Pestisida
Yeæl
Tahun
1990

Aan'tallAktu.a.l.

TarseTJTarset

UnitJSatuan

PncelHarpa

UnitlSatuan

Pnce/Harsa

r99l
1992
1993
1994
Q22. What are the causes of not achieving target of fertiliser?lApa penyebab tidak
terc ap ainya t ar g e t p eny aluran pupuk ?

tinggi dari swasta
b. The quality is worse than private trader/Mutu lebih.ielek dari swasta
c. The target is too high compared to the memberslTarget terlalu tinggi
d. Natural disaster (flood, errosion, etc)lBencana alam (baniir, erosi, dll)
e. Other (specify)l Lainnya sebutkan
a. The price is higher than private traderlHarga lebih

Q23. What are the causes of not achieving target of pesticides?lApa penyebab
tidak t e r c ap ainy a t ar g e t p enj ual an p e s t i s i da ?

price is higher than privatetraderlHarga lebih tinggi dari swasta
b. The quality is worse than private traderlMutu lebih rendah dari swasta
c. The target is too high compared to memberslTarget terlalu tinggi
d. Natural disaster (flood, errosion, etc)lBencana alam (baniir, erosi, dII)
e. Other (specify)I Løinny a s ebutkan
a. The

Q24. What are the causes of achieving target of fertiliser?lApa penyebab
terc apainy a tar g e t p eny aluran pupuk ?

to otherslHarga yang diberikan layak
b. KUD also gave credit to the mambers/KUD.iuga menyediakan kredit
c. KUD served also farmer outside working arcalJuga melayani diluar
a. The price is reasonable compared

d. Other (specify)I Lainnya sebutkan
Q25. What are the causes of achieving target of fertiliser?lApa penyebab
te rcap ainy a tar g et p eny aluran p e stis ida ?

to otherslHarga yang diberiknn layak
b. KUD also gave credit to the mambers/KUD .iusa menyediakan kredit
c. KUD served also farmer outside working arealJuga melayani diluar
d. Other (specify)l Ininnya sebutkan
a. The price is reasonable compared

2t2

Q26. What are the target and actual achievement of purchasing rice? Fill in this
table based on the question!/ Bearapa target dan aktual yang dicapai pada

pembelian gabah? Lengkapi tabel berikut!

A. Direct purchase/P embelian lang sung
Yearl
Tahun
1990

TarsetlTn.røpt
Pnce/Harsa
Unit/Satuan

Act.tallAktual
PncelHarpa
UnitlSatuan

1991

1992
1993
1994

B. Indirect purchase/Pembelian tidak langsung

Yearl
Tahun
1990

TarpetJTarset
UnitJSatuan
PncelHarsa

ActtallAktual
UnitlSatuan
Price/Harpa

t99l
1992
1993
1994
Q27. What are the causes of not achieving target of direct purchase?/Apa penyebab
tercapainya target pembelian langsung? lApa penyebab tidak tercapainya

pembelian langsung?
a. Rice production was very lowlProduksi berøs sangat rendah

b. Natural disaster (flood, disease, pest, etc)/Bencana alam (baniir, hama,
c. The payment from DOLOG is very latelPembayaran dari dolog lambat
d. Other (spectfy)l Lainny a s eb utkan
Q28. What are the causes of not achieving target of indirect purchase?lApa

penyebab tidak tercapainya pembelian tak langsung?
a. Rice production was very lowlProduksi beras sangat rendah

b. Natural disaster (flood, disease, pest, etc)/Bencana alam (baniir, hama,
c. The price offered is lower than otherslHarga lebih rendah dari yang
d. Other (specify)I Lainny a s ebutkan
Q29. What are the causes of achieving target of direct purchase?/Apa penyebab
tercapainya target pembelian gøbah secara langsung?

beli lebih tinggi daripada
productionlGabah
di wilker melebihi
b. Rice in working area is over
c. Neighboring KUD did not buy rice/KUD tetangga tidak beli beras
d. Other (specify) I Lainny a s eb utkan
a. The buying price is higher than otherlHarga

2t3

Q30. What are the causes of achieving target of indirect purchase?/Ap a penyebab

tercapainya target pembelian gabah tidak langsung?
buying price is higher than otherlHarsa beli lebih tinggi daripada
b. Rice in working area is over productionlGabah di wilker melebihi
c. Neighboring KUD did not buy rice/KUD tetangga tidak beli beras
d. Other (specify) I Lainny a s eb utkan
a. The

Q34. V/hat are the target and actual achievement of non prograÍìmed activities?
Fill in this table based on the question!/Bagaimana pencapaian target

aktifitas non-program.
YearlTahun

ActtallAktz¿l fRos)

Tarse.tlTnrø¿r fRns)

1990

t99r
1992
1993
1994
Q35. V/hat are the causes of not achieving target of net return from the non-

programmed activities?lApa penyebab tidak tercapainya target aktifitas nonprogram?

lHarga lebih tinggi daripada swasta
b. The target is not visible to the condition of KUDlTarget terlalu tinggi
c. The place of facilities is not strategiclTempat.fasilitas KUD tidak
d. Other (specify) I Ininny a s eb utkan
a. The price is higher than others

Q36.What are the causes of achieving target of net return from the nonprogrammed activities2 lApa penyebab tercapainya target aktifitas nonprogram?

KUD expand the business to outside working area
b. The price offered is much lower than other
c. KUD also give bonuses to buyer
d. Other (specify) : ...............
a.

Q39. What are the target and actual achievement of the divident of this KUD? Fill
in this table based on the question!/Bagaimana pencapaian target SHU?
Lengkapi tabel b erikut!

YezrlTahun

TarsetJTarø¿l fRos)

1990
1991

t992
1993
1994
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ActtallAktu¿l (Ros)

Q40.

rWhat are the causes of not achieving target of the divident?/ lApa penyebab

tidak tercapainya target SHU?
from GAM is very highlTarget RAT terlalu tinggi
programmed
credit is ceased in that timelKredit program dihentiknn
b. The
c. The farms in working area is attacked by pesl^Søwah terserang hnma
a. The target

d. Other (specify)I Lainny a

s

eb

utkan

Q4l. How much the volume of transaction of this KUD? Fill in this table based on
the questionll Berapa besar volume transalcsi pada KUD? Izngkapi tabel
berikut!
A. In shop/ Belanja di waserda
Yearl
Tahun
1990

Transaction to member (Rps)/
Transaksi kepada anggota (Rp)

Transaction to non member (Rps)/
Transaksi kepada non-ang gota

t99l
1992

r993
1994

B. In RMU/M¿nggiling di penggilingan padi KUD

Yearl
Tahun
1990
.'L

ü

'i

Transaction to member (Rps)/
Transaksi kepada anggota (Rp)

Transaction to non member (Rps)/
Trans aks

i

ke pada non- an I

gota

t99t
1992
1993
1994
C. In programmed activities/ Dalam kegíatan program

Yearl
Tahun
1990

Transaction to member (Rps)/
Transaksi kepada anggota (Rp)

Transaction to non member (Rps)/
Transaksi kepada non-ang gota

t99t
1992

r993
1994
D. In other activities/Dalam kegiatan lain

Yearl
Tahun
1990

Transaction to member (RpÐ/
Transaksi kepada anggota (Rp)

r99t
1992

t993
r994
I

r
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Transaction to non-member (Rps)/
Transaks i ke pada non-ang I ota

Q42.When this KUD has financial problem, does the KUD let the member know?/
Ketika KUD ini mengalami masalatr keuangan, apakatr KUD memberitatrukan
pada anggota?
¿i.

a.YeslYa

b.NolTidak
Q43.If yes, when did the KUD inform it to the member?lJikn Ya, kapan KUD
memb e ritahukan pada an g g ota ?

a. In annual meetinglPada RAT
b. When the Cooperative Department officer cominglWaktu pegawai
Depkop datang

c. In a special meetinglPada rapat khusus
d. Other (specify)l Ininnya ( sebutkan)
Q44.If no, what are the reasons of not informing the member?l Jika Tidak, kenapa
KUD tidak memberitahukan pada anggota?

a. The board did not want the member think about financial problem/
Pengurus tidak ingin anggota memikirkan masalah keuangan
b. Based on experience, KUD can solve the problem/ Biasanyø KUD
meny elesaikan mas alah itu
c. The government backs up KUD financiaUPemerintah membantu
keuangan KUD
d. Other (specify)l Ininnya ( sebutkan)
t
ù{
iri

III. MEMBERSHIP
KUD area involved in the
KIJD?lBerapa persen kelompok tani yang terlibat dalam KUD?

Q45. How many percent of farmer group in

Year/
Tahun

Number of farmer group/
.Iu.m l n.h. K el.om n ok Tøn.i.

Number of FG involved/
.Ium.l.ah KT terl.ìhat

Percentagel
Persenta.çe

1990

t99t
1992

t993
1994

Q46.If number of farmer group involved in KUD less than are available, what are
the reasons?lJika jumlah kelompok tani yang terlibat lebih kecil dari yang
ada, apa alasannya?

a. KUD restrict

the number of member/KUD membatasi.iumlah

anggota

b.

I

t

Some farmer groups think KUD is not helpfulVBeberapa kelompok

tani mengang gap KU D tidak membantu
c. Some farmer groups have own financial managemenilBeberapa
kelompok tani memiliki mene.iemen keuang,an sendiri
d. Other (specify)l Ininnya ( s ebutkan)

2t6

Q47. How many percent of member are attended in the general annual

meeting?/Berapa persen dari wakil anggota yang hadir pada rapat anggota
tahunan?

Yearl
Taht.n
1990

Number of members/
.Iuml.ah Anøsota

No. of member attend/
.Iumlah anspota tans hadir

Percentage/
Per.çentase

1991

1992
1993
1994
Q48. How many percent of adult people in working areaare becoming KUD
members?/Berapa persen døri penduduk dewasa di wilayah kerja ini menjadi

anggota KUD?

Yearl
Tahun
1990

No of adult people/
.Iumlah oranp dewasa

Number of members/
Iumlnh a.n.øøota

Percentage/
Persentase

t99l
t992
1993
1994

I

Q49. Regarding to Q43. If the answer less than 25 percent, what are the reasons of
getting less than 25 percent?lMengacu pada Q43. Jika iawaban kurang dari
25 persen, apa alasannya?
a. The board thought that cannot manage to many peoplelPengurus

Èt

ii''1j

memperkirakan tidak bisa mengurus terlalu banyak orang
b. People thought the fee is not relevant than the KUD activities/
Penduduk memperkirakan iuran tidak sesuai dengan pelayanan KUD
c. Most of people in working area are not farmerslSebagian besar
penduduk disini bukan petani
d. Other (specify)l Ininnya

(s

ebutkan) : ...............

Q50. How much the cost of entrance contribution, monthly contribution and saving
interest rate in KUD?lBerapa besar simpanan pokok, simpanan wajib dan

bunga tabungan di KUD?

Year

Cost of entrv fee

Cost of monthlv fee

1990

r99l
1992
1993
1994

I

t

2t7

Savins interest rate

IV. WORKING AREA/WII.qYAH KERJA
Q51. How many villages are covered in this KUD's working area?lBerapa desa

lingkup wilayah kerja KUD anda?
Q52. How large is this

KUD's working area?lBerapa luas wilayah kerja KUD

anda?............... kms2
Q53. How far is this KUD from the nearest DOLOG warehouse or PT Pusri

Warehouse?lBerapa jarak gudang KUD anda dengan gudang DOLOG dan
PT Pusri terdekat? kms.
Q54. What kind of area is predominantly in this KUD working area?lJenis irigasi
apa yang dominan di wilayah kerja KUD anda?
a. Irrigated landlSawah

irigasi

b. Dryland/Sawah tadah hu.ian
I

Q55.Is there public market available in this KUD working area?lApakah ada pasar
umum díwilayahkerja KUD ini?
a.YeslYa

l

b.No/Tidak
Q56.If yes, how many and how far from is it from the location of this KUD?lJika
Ya, berapa banyak dan seberapa jauh dari lokasi waserda KUD?
V. GUIDANCE AND CONTROLLT:]GIPEMBINAAN DAN PENGAWASAN
|l
I

Q57. How often did the Cooperative Department officers give business guidances

to this KUD?lSeberapa sering pegawai Depkop memberikan penyuluhan
usaha ke KUD ini?
a. every month/Setiap bulan

b. every 3 months/,Setiap tiga bulan
c. every 6 months/Setiap enam bulan

d. every 12 months/Setiap dua belas bulan
e. other (specify)ll-ainnya (sebutkan) :
Q58. How often did the Cooperative Department officers give institutional
guidances to this KUD?lSeberapa sering pegawai Depkop memberikan
penyuluhan organisasi ke KUD ini?
a. every month/S¿riap bulan

b. every 3 months/Setiap tiga bulan
c. every 6 months/,Setiap enam bulan
d. every 12 months/Setiap dua belas bulan
e. other (specify)ll-ainnya (sebutkan) :

i

I
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Q59. How often did government officer besides from Cooperative Department give
guidancesto this KUD?Seberapa sering pegawai dari luar Depkop
memberikan penyuluhan usaha ke KUD ini?

from Department of lSetiap bulan, dari Dept.
b. every 3 months from Department of lSetiap tiga bulan dari Dept.
c. every 6 months from Department of /^S¿tiap enam bulan dari Dept.
d. every 12 months from Department of lSetiap 12 bulan dari Dept.
e. other (specify)l Ininnya ( sebutkan)
a. every month

Q60. How many times did the audit board control the KUD?/Berapa kali Badan

Pemeriksa memeriksa KUD

?

a. every month/S¿riap bulan

b. every 3 months/,Setiap tiga bulan
c. every 6 months/^Setiap enam bulan
d. every 12 months/Setiap dua belas bulan
e. other (specify)lLainnya (sebutkan) : .......
Q61. As a manager, what is you emphasising in marketing all comodity in KUD?/
Sebagai menejer apa yang anda tekankan dalam memasarkan semua

komoditi di KUD ini?

Net retutnl Ke untun g an
b. Quntity of transaction/Jumlah transalcsi
c. Minimising selling pncel M eminimalknn har g a .i ual
e. other (specify)l Ininnya ( s ebutkan)
a.

Q62.What is you stressing in collection of farm product?lApayang anda tekankan
dalam pembelian hasil pertanian?
a.ProfitlKeuntungan
b. Quantity of transactionlJumlah transaksi
c. Maximising buying pncelMeminimalkan harga beli
d. Other (specify)lLainnya (sebutkan) :

THANK YOU VBRY MUCH FOR YOUR RESPONSES
TERIMA KASIH BANYAK ATAS JAWABAN ANDA
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